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The purpose of this thesis was to develop a near real time 
photogrammetric PC based system to study the regional body 
surface motions of human beings during respiration. 
By being able to measure the body surface motion of the human 
torso during breathing it is possible to evaluate the 
respiratory muscle functions, i.e. the functions of the 
diaphragm and intercostal muscles, the only skeletal muscles 
that are essential to life and which enable us to breathe. 
Previous studies in this field over the past years have 
successfully employed stereophotogrammetric analysis. The 
traditional photogrammetric method however was very time 
consuming in that it involved the taking of stereo pictures 
with 35mm cameras, developing the negatives and measuring them 
in a stereocomparator. The time factor involved severely 
restricted the research to physiologic studies. 
For the study to be expanded so that it could be used as a 
diagnostic tool in the hospital ward environment the time to 
obtain the necessary results had to be considerably reduced and 
simplified. A near real time photogrammetric PC based system 
had to be designed to replace the traditional photogrammetric 
method. 
(i) 
A near real time system was developed for capturing dynamic 
pictures of the breathing cycle of the patients using a pair of 
video cameras, a two channel split screen vision mixer and a 
video cassette recorder with digital storage, all mounted on a 
custom built hospital cot for easy use in the hospital ward. 
The images to be measured are selected by viewing the split 
screen in dynamic stereoscopic mode and selected images are 
captured on an IBM personal computer equipped with an image 
processing card. A computing package called TAG has been 
designed for easy use by non-photogrammetric personnel to 
evaluate stored images. TAG guides the user through the 
different processing stages from connecting the video machine 
to the IBM computer, transferring the selected images, 
measuring control and object points on the images, and 
processing the data. 
TAG allows for graphical andjor visual output of the results, 
with the movement of the torso between the extreme breath in 
and breath out being depicted as vectors superimposed on the 
breath out image of the patient. The vectors, when viewed in 
stereoscopic mode, clearly show the movement of the patient's 
torso during respiration. A more graphical output of the data 
on a HP plotter is also possible with the plotting of XY and z 
displacement vectors and stereo pseudo vectors. 
(ii) 
The video process has many advantages over the photographic 
process. CCD camera settings can be adjusted to obtain good 
video images as the captured images are immediately visible on 
the monitor. A whole series of breathing cycles is captured on 
video tape and processed at a later date, whereas a normal 35mm 
camera can only capture an instant in time. The video tape 
serves as a permanent record for that patient and can be 
compared to later video sessions. 
The processing of the video session of a patient using TAG no 
longer takes up a great deal of time and only takes minutes to 
process. The system fulfills the requirements that were set for 
it, in that it is time efficient and easy to use. 
The research has opened up a door to a much wider field - the 
power of three dimensional vision. This is not the type of 
"three dimensional view" that is constructed on a two 
dimensional computer monitor. Reconstructing truly three 
dimensional vision by viewing the images from the two CCD 
cameras in stereo, allows the mind to perceive the breathing 
movements of a patient as if they were actually occurring at 
that moment. 
To be able to view movement as if it were occurring now in true 
three dimensions and at any video play back speed, opens up a 
whole new dimension to the study of motion. Simple observation 
of the motion may reveal more than any analysis possibly could. 
(iii) 
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"Biological form and its response to both external and internal 
forces has been and is one of the most engaging subjects in the 
history of human thought. " (Sheffer and Herron 1989) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 THE NEED FOR A NEAR REAL TIME PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PC BASED 
SYSTEM FOR THE STUDY OF REGIONAL BODY SURFACE MOTIONS 
DURING RESPIRATION 
Respiratory muscles, the intercostals and the diaphragm, are 
the only skeletal muscles that are essential to life. As the 
bellows in the smithy will not function without the "muscle" of 
the apprentice pumping them, so the lungs will not function 
without the respiratory muscles. 
The lungs themselves are "flaccid bags" with very little 
mobility of their own. For respiration to take place the 
pleural sac containing the lungs is attached to the rib cage 
and the diaphragm. The thoracic cavity is enlarged by the 
intercostal muscles pulling the ribcage upward and outward and 
by the diaphragm pulling down. As the thoracic cavity enlarges 
the space surrounding the lungs is also enlarged and the lungs' 
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internal pressures drop. The air moves from the high pressure 
volume outside the body to the low pressure volume inside the 
lungs. As the muscles relax, the thoracic cavity is reduced in 
size and the lungs "collapse" forcing out the gas within them. 
Thus it can be seen that weakness or disability in these 
muscles can result in respiratory failure. 
By analysing regional body surface motions during breathing it 
is possible to study the functions of the principal respiratory 
muscles - the intercostals and the diaphragm. 
To study the functions of respiratory muscles is a medical 
issue, the problem of measuring regional body surface motions 
can readily be answered by photogrammetry. Medical 
photogrammetry, or a preferred medical term - biostereometrics, 
can provide measurements of high precision which are needed in 
the study of the respiratory muscles. 
Medical personnel are already fully engaged with their medical 
workload and with the acquisition of new knowledge and 
technology in their own field; it is important therefore how 
and in what manner measurement information for example is 
obtained. For respiratory motion studies, criteria that are 
important are firstly that medical staff must obtain the 
information on the regional body surface motions for analysis 
without having to acquire indepth knowledge of how this 
information is arrived at and secondly that the time involved 
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in obtaining this information is rapid. The information must be 
available for research work and also for diagnostic purposes. 
Only if these criteria are met is it sensible for the 
photogrammetrist to design a system for use by the medical 
fraternity to study the regional body surface motions during 
respiration; a system which must be "turn key" and which is 
both user friendly and time efficient, and thus can be useful 
as a diagnostic tool. 
1.2 ALTERNATE METHODS USED TO STUDY RESPIRATORY MOTION 
In the medical field respiratory motion is conventionally 
studied using methods that measure torso circumference or 
diameter or linear motion and volume displacements. These 
methods do not easily distinguish between the two sides of the 
body and thus can only be used to study the movements of the 
diaphragm and the intercostal muscles in general. 
In the past photogrammetric methods to study respiratory motion 
mainly used aspects of raster photogrammetry or Moir~ 
topography. In these methods patterns of light are projected 
onto the body surface. By measuring these patterns recorded on 
photographs or video tape it is possible to reconstruct the 
surface of the torso. 
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These methods are more appropriate for the mapping of the 
chest's surface at any stage during a respiratory cycle. They 
cannot describe the movement of discrete points on the body 
surface during a respiratory cycle. 
Normally movements of specific points and regions of interest 
are required for the elucidation of precise structure and 
function relationships - for the physiologic studies of the 
respiratory motion of human beings. 
More recently in 1986, a stereophotogrammetric method developed 
at the University of Cape Town, using conventional cameras, has 
been used to measure the movement of discrete points on the 
body surface. 
1.3 THE TRADITIONAL CAPE TOWN PHOTOGRAMMETRIC METHOD TO STUDY 
REGIONAL BODY SURFACE MOTIONS OF A HUMAN BEING 
The method developed in Cape Town used traditional 
photogrammetry to study the regional body surface motion of 
human beings during respiration. 
Discrete points of interest were targeted on the body surface. 
Using conventional cameras, stereo-photographic pairs were 
taken from the front of the subject reclining in a reference 
frame. Image pairs at the extremes of the breath-in and the 
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breath-out epochs were selected. The co-ordinates of image 
points were recorded by means of a stereocomparator linked to a 
computer. 
Results were shown as computer generated contours and 
tridimensional plots. The motions of the discrete points on the 
body surface were also plotted as precise spatial motion 
vectors. The vectors were computed for each point, derived from 
the co-ordinates of the targets at the extremes of the 
breathing cycle. The vectors were presented numerically or as 
scaled arrows superimposed on the stereo photographs of the 
body surface which, by closely relating displacement to 
structure, facilitated data interpretation. 
The Cape Town method, using traditional photogrammetry, was 
extremely labour intensive and time consuming and severely 
limited potential applications of the method. 
1.4 THE NEAR REAL TIME PHOTOGRAMMETRIC SYSTEM TO STUDY 
REGIONAL BODY SURFACE MOTIONS DURING RESPIRATION 
The maxim "Time is Money" affects the medical and 
photogrammetric worlds alike. Equipment and time cost money. 
Time in the medical world is not only critical in the monetary 
sense, but also critical for the health of the patients. With 
the advent of near real time photogrammetry a whole new 
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dimension has been added to photogrammetry, the dimension of 
speed. 
The old conventional cameras are replaced by video cameras. 
Photographic film is replaced by video tape. Image display 
occurs through video monitors. The stereo comparator linked to 
a computer is replaced by image frame grabber hardware 
installed in a PC computer and digitising software. 
With the new equipment the time consuming development of film 
has been done away with. Images received by the video cameras 
are immediately visible and bad imagery can be corrected. The 
whole series of events can be recorded onto tape whereas with a 
35mm camera only a single moment in time can be captured. 
Any images not required can be erased and the video tape 
reused. Instead of placing negatives in a stereocomparator for 
measurement, the images on the video tape are transferred to 
the PC computer via the frame grabber card, with no loss of 
resolution. All these changes constitute a saving in both time 
and money. 
The remaining problem is the software to digitise the images of 
the discrete points on the body surface. As near real time 
photogrammetry is a fairly recent innovation, no software was 
available to undertake this photogrammetric task. 
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A easy to use turn key system had to be developed capable of 
operation by a non photogrammetrist. The system not only had to 
consist of the software for digitising but also of an equipment 
rig for easy set up of the video cameras and recording of 
stereo images. 
The scope of this thesis is to present the development of a 
user friendly, time efficient, turn key system to be used by 
non-photogrammetrists to study the regional body surface 
motions of human beings in the hospital ward environment. 
The feasibility in the development of the system not only lies 
in the system facilitating the measure of regional body surface 
motion but also in the visual impact of the procedure. The 
power of stereoscopic vision of recorded motion at varying 
speeds is as yet hardly realized, but may prove to be the most 
powerful tool of the whole system. 
It must be borne in mind that this research is in the realm of 
the medical world. If the system is to be reproduced and used 
by the medical profession in general, it must be understandable 
to the medical user and thus some of the topics are approached 
and presented in a more simplistic fashion than is usual in 
photogrammetric research, directed specifically towards the 
photogrammetrist. 
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2. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN THE STUDY OF RESPIRATORY MOTION 
BEFORE AND AROUND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CAPE TOWN METHOD 
In the medical world respiratory motions are studied by: 
1. the relationships between linear motion and volume 
displacement (Konno & Mead 1967) 
2. methods sensitive to changes in torso circumference 
(Wade 1953). 
2.1 LINEAR MOTION AND VOLUME DISPLACEMENT TO STUDY 
RESPIRATORY MOTION 
Konno and Mead (1967) studied the respiratory movements of 
human beings by analysing volume changes in different parts 
of the torso wall (the rib cage and abdominal wall) and the 
anteriorposterior motion of the anterior wall of the rib 
cage and abdomen. 
To study the relationship between motion and volume the 
subject had to perform different breathing exercises. 
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The transducers to measure motion were attached to the soft 
tissue of the chest and abdomen, see figure 2.1 below. As 
the tissue is distorted by the attachment of the 
transducer, this method could lead to erroneous results. As 
the study has been developed using standing subjects, it 
does not lend itself to the study of chronically ill 




FIGURE 2.1 SEPARATE VOLUME CHANGES OF RIB CAGE AND ABDOMEN 
(from Konno et al 1967) 
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2.2 CHANGES IN TORSO CIRCUMFERENCE TO STUDY RESPIRATORY 
MOTION 
Wade (1953) used methods sensitive to changes in torso 
circumference to study the relationship between movements 
of the diaphragm and the chest circumference. Transducers 







X-RAY TABLE-------i TO CHEST 
FIGURE 2.2 METHOD OF TRACKING DIAPHRAGMATIC MOVEMENT AND 
RECORDING THE RISE AND FALL OF THE CHEST AND 
CHANGES IN CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE 
(from Wade 1954) 
This method has the same disadvantages as the previous 
method. 
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As both these methods do not distinguish between the two sides 
of the body these methods can only essentially c ompare gross 
r ib cage displacement (intercostal muscle) with gross abdominal 
(d i aphragm) displacement. (Klein 1989). 
2.3 THE THEORY OF RASTER PHOTOGRAMMETRY 
In these methods light patterns/rasters made up of lines or 
grids of known geometry are projected onto the body 
surface, see figure 2.3 below. By measuring these patterns 
recorded on photographic film or video tape it is possible 
to reconstruct the surface of the human torso. 
FIGURE 2.3 LINE RASTER STEREOGRAPH OF PATIENT'S BACK 
(from Hierholzer et al 1989) 
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In raster photogrammetry a single photograph is taken of 
one aspect of an object. But since we can not perceive 
depth with only one eye we can not determine the third 
dimension with only one photograph. As the reversing of the 
light paths does not affect their geometry, it is possible 
to replace one of the two cameras with a projector with a 
raster diapositive, which projects the pattern of light 
onto the object, see figure 2.4 below. 
PROJECTOR CAMERA CAMERA CAMERA 
PRINCIPLE OF RASTER PHOTOGRAMMETRY PRINCIPLE OF STEREOPHOTOGRAMMETRY 
FIGURE 2.4 PRINCIPLES OF RASTER AND STEREOPHOTOGRAMMETRY 
(from Hierholzer et al 1989) 
Thus instead of light from the object falling on the 
negative of a second camera, the light is reversed and the 
pattern projected onto the object is captured by only one 
camera. Thus both "camera" set ups (one camera and one 
projector) are captured on a single negative. 
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Referring back to figure 2.2, the human form that is 
photographed is clearly visible due to the light 
distortions of the pattern. These distortions hold the 
depth information of the subject - the human torso. As a 
"raster" photograph is the equivalent of a stereo pair of 
photographs, analytical techniques in photogrammetry, with 
modification, can be used to determine three dimensional 
information about the subject's surface, in this case a 
mapping of the human torso. 
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2.4 USE OF A CROSS RASTER IN RASTER PHOTOGRAMMETRY AS 
DEVELOPED BY KOVATS (1974) 
Kovats (1974) was the first to use raster photogrammetry in 
the study of respiratory motion using a serial 
photo-geometric method. A cross raster, a regular square 
grid, was projected onto the body surface, see figure 2.5 
below. 
FIGURE 2.5 DIRECT IMAGE D AND MIRROR IMAGE M BOTH CAPTURED 
ON THE SAME EXPOSURE (from Kovats 1974) 
The distortion of the square grids is captured on a series 
of photographs or video film. As is apparent, the left and 
right side of the torso are captured on one photograph as 
the far side of the torso with its raster pattern is 
projected onto the photographic film via a mirror. 
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A whole series of photographs or video frames is taken of 
the torso during respiratory motion. By measuring the 
whole series it is possible to measure the changes in the 
chest wall during breathing. 
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2.5 USE OF A LINE RASTER IN RASTER PHOTOGRAMMETRY AS 
DEVELOPED BY GOURLAY et al AND MORGAN et al (1984) 
A similar method, using optical contouring, was developed 
to map the size and shape of the thoracoabdominal wall and 
the change in its shape with breathing ( Gourlay et al 
1984, Morgan et al 1984). 
FIGURE 2.6 EXAMPLE OF OPTICAL CONTOURING; FRONT AND BACK 
VIEWS OF MANNIKIN (from Gourlay 1984) 
A line raster, a fixed pattern composed of vertical lines, 
is projected onto the patient in a control framework, see 
figure 2.6 above. 
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Pit PROJECTOR B 
CAMERA D t FRAME 
~ROJECTOR A 
FIGURE 2.7 CAMERA AND LIGHT SET UP TO PHOTOGRAPH SUBJECT 
(from Denison 1982) 
Two cameras are used to capture both sides of the torso, 
instead of the mirror method, using one camera, as used by 
Kovats; see figure 2.7 above. 
By relating each contour of light on the torso to the 
vertical lines in the raster and by measurement on the 
recorded image, it is possible to determine three 
dimensional co-ordinates for the torso surface during 
breathing. 
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The studies so far discussed all relied on human subjects 
in a standing position, which is not feasible for 
chronically ill patients. It was Morgan,Gourlay and Denison 
(1984), who undertook studies on the movement on the chest 
wall of patients in a recumbent position. They showed that 
an overhead camera can capture 97% of the respired motion 
and that studying patients in a recumbent positions would 
give accurate results, as has been achieved using the 
traditional Cape Town method. 
2.6 USE OF AN AUTOMATIC LIGHT SECTIONING SYSTEM IN RASTER 
PHOTOGRAMMETRY AS DEVELOPED BY SAUMAREZ (1986) 
The problem encountered with raster photogrammetry and its 
possible automation is the large amount of information that 
has to be obtained from raster photography with up to 500 
points to be digitised. Saumarez (1986), by using an 
automatic light sectioning system, overcomes this problem 
by continuously measuring the movements of the torso during 
breathing. 
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This is done by illuminating the body with a raster of 
vertical lines. A video camera operating at high speed 
scans the body for these planes of light and digitally 
records the angles of perception of the camera onto 
magnetic tape, see figure 2.8 below. 
STRIPE PROJECTED6N 
TORSO SURFACE 
T.V. Ll -+'c....,.., 
z 
VIDEO SIGNAL 
FIGURE 2.8 VIDEO SCAN CAMERA SCANNING SUBJECT 
(from Saumarez 1986) 
The geometry of the torso during respiration is then 
reconstructed using the geometry of the vertical lines and 
the recorded information 
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Although all the methods so far investigated determine the 
three dimensional co-ordinates for the chest's surface during 
respiratory motion, they are more suited to mapping the torso 
surface. They do not lend themselves readily to physiological 
studies. These studies require the movement of specific points 
or regions of interest on the surface to be determined and 
related to their associated structures. (Adams and Klein 1986). 
The traditional Cape Town stereo photogrammetric method 
developed (Adams and Klein 1986) does fulfill the requirements 
for physiological studies and presents the movement of specific 
points in true three dimensional form by depicting the movement 
as spatial vectors superimposed on stereo photographs. 
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3. THE THEORY OF STEREO PHOTOGRAMMETRY 
Stereo photogrammetry is defined as the technique of 
measurement of a pair of stereo photographs for the 
determination of primarily geometrical data such as size, 
position and shape of the object. 
The lay person is understandably hesitant to approach an 
unfamiliar topic. The subject of stereo photogrammetry often 
causes this reaction in individuals, without them realising 
that stereo photogrammetry is based essentially on stereoscopic 
human vision, see fig 3.1 below. 
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCIES 
FIGURE 3.1 STEREOSCOPIC HUMAN VISION 
(from Mikhail 1989) 
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The disparity in the human eyesight allows for depth 
perception, see figure 3.2 below. As angle ~a is larger than 
angle pb, object a is to be perceived closer than object b. 
b 
EYES 
FIGURE 3.2 PARALLAX - ALLOWING FOR DEPTH PERCEPTION 
(from Mikhail 1989) 
This disparity is known as parallax and is either an angular or 
linear measure. It is used in photogrammetry to determine the 
third dimension. 
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Linear parallax consists of x parallax (Px) and y parallax (Py) 
where: 
Px = X - x' 
Py = y - y' 
where: 
x, y - are image co-ordinates on the left photograph 
x',y'- are the co-ordinates of the corresponding image 
of the same object point on the right image 
Px - is the x-parallax, which is in the general 
direction of the base 
Py - is the y-parallax in the perpendicular direction 
There are several mathematical models which can be used for the 
determination of three dimensional co-ordinates of an object. A 
suitable method is described by Adams (1981) which lends itself 
well to close range photogrammetry and gives good results. 
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4 . THE PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATION TO MEASURE IMAGE 
CO-ORDINATES 
The c alculation of the position of object points in space 
e xpressed as tridimensional co-ordinates can be derived by 
measuring the two dimensional rectangular co-ordinates of 
common image points appearing on a stereopair of pictures. The 
space positions can be conveniently derived through the use of 
the mathematics of the projective transformation. 
If it is required to analytically determine space co-ordinates 
of image points using a pair of pictures, then provided a 
minimum of six suitably distributed free net control points 
(points with known 3D co-ordinates) exists within the object 
space and are imaged in the picture plane, we can by the use of 
projective transformations and using homogeneous co-ordinates 
and collinearity equations calculate the three dimensional 
co-ordinates of common image points in terms of the free net 
control system. The theory and mathematical techniques employed 
in this somewhat complex projective geometry problem are 
discussed in detail in appendix 1. For ease of reference the 
appropriate formulae are summarised below. 
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Calculation of transformation parameters 
For every image point "P" on a single picture the following 
projective relationship holds:-
Xi bll + Yi b12 + Zi b13 + b14 - xi Xi b31 - xi Yi b32 -
xi Zi b33 = xi 
Xi b21 + Yi b22 + Zi b23 + b24 - yi Xi b31 - yi Yi b32 -
yi Zi b33 = yi 
where: 
Xi, Yi, Zi are free net space co-ordinates of point Pi, 
xi, yi are plane image co-ordinates of point Pi referred to an 
arbitrary origin, 
bij are transformation parameters pertaining to a single 
camera. 
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Calculation of space co-ordinates using a stereopair 
of pictures 
After the bij parameters of the individual cameras have been 
calculated the position in space in terms of a free net space 
system of common image points appearing on a pair of pictures 
can be derived using the following equations: 
(xi b31 - bll) Xi + (xi b32 - bl2) Yi + (xi b33 -b13) Zi + xi 
-b14 = 0 
(yi b31 - b21) Xi + (yi b32 - b22) Yi + (yi b33 -b23) Zi + yi 
-b24 = 0 
(xi b31 - bll) Xi + (xi b32 - b12) Yi + (xi b33 -b13) Zi + xi 
-b14 = 0 
(yi b31 - b21) Xi + (yi b32 - b22) Yi + (yi b33 -b23) Zi + yi 
-b24 = 0 
where the unbarred elements refer to the left hand picture and 
the barred elements to the right hand picture. 
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5. TRADITIONAL STEREO PHOTOGRAMMETRY IN THE CAPE TOWN STUDY OF 
REGIONAL BODY SURFACE MOTION DURING RESPIRATION IN HUMANS 
In the traditional method developed at the University of Cape 
Town to study regional body surface motion during respiration 
in human beings, precise spatial motion vectors of an almost 
unlimited number of discrete points on the body surface of 
children as small as 2.5kg are determined, see figure 5.1 below 
(Adams & Klein 1986). 
Figure 5.1 SPACE VECTORS SUPERIMPOSED PHOTOGRAPHI CALLY ON A 
BREATH OUT STEREOSCOPIC PAIR 
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As the surface of the torso is nearly featureless, points of 
interest on the body were marked with white adhesive targets 
annotated with black crosses. The subject was then placed in 
one of the control frameworks (baby or child/adult frame), see 
figure 5.2 below. 
FIGURE 5.2 BABY PHOTOGRAPHED IN CONTROL FRAME 
Attached to the control framework were rigid supports to hold 
two motor driven 35mm cameras and a flash with a camera base 
length of 0.4m and located lm above the lower grid of the 
control. 
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This satisfies the geometry of a well conditioned 
photogrammetric set up, where the basejheight ratio is in the 
order of 1:5, see figure 5.3 below. 
BASE 
[oBJECT 
FIGURE 5.3 ILLUSTRATING BASE/HEIGHT RATIO 
Stereo photographs were taken at the extremes of the breath-in 
and breath-out epochs. Once the photographs were developed, the 
stereo pairs were observed in stereo mode in a Steko 1828 
stereo comparator. The three dimensional co-ordinates of object 
points, points on the patient's chest, were obtained using the 
projective transformation equations using the measured two 
dimensional photo co-ordinates of control and object points. 
The residual uncertainties obtained from redundant control 
points showed that the error in spatial vectors seldom exceeded 
0.5mm 
Results were also shown as computer generated contours and 
tridimensional plots. 
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A pictorial demonstration of a patient with funnel chest 
deformity best shows the effect of the different plots, as can 
be seen in figures 5.4 through 5.8. 
FIGURE 5.4 STEREOGRAM : BREATH IN EPOCH 




(from Adams et al 1986) 
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FIGURE 5.5 ABSOLUTE PLOTS : CONTOUR INTERVALS 2mm 
(from Adams et al 1986) 
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X-Y OISPLACEtt£NT VECTORS 
INSPIRATORY TORSO MOTION 
FIGURE 5.6 VECTOGRAPHS 








Z OISPLACEHENT VECTORS 
ANTERIOR POSTERIOR l11111 
INSPIRATORY TORSO MOTION 
l. ... ·· ········· .... 
FIGURE 5.7 CONTOUR PLOT- INTERVAL 1mm 
(from Adams et al 1986) 
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FIGURE 5.8 3-D VIEW - GRID INTERVAL 5.5 mm. Z AMPLIFIED * 5 
With the traditional photogrammetric system it was possible to 
study the motions of specific regions of interest of the chest 
surface, thereby learning more about the function of the 
principal muscles of respiration - the intercostals and the 
diaphragm. But the traditional method is highly labour 
intensive and time consuming, with the developing process of 
the photographs alone taking up a full day. The work could only 
be done by people with photogrammetric experience. This has 
l imited the field of study using traditional photogrammetry for 
research studies only. 
Developments in computer hardware and image processing 
technology have made it possible to develop a near real time 
photogrammetric system that can be used in the hospital 
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environment by hospital personnel. In this context near real 
time refers to the obtaining of•results in a relatively short 
time spanning only minutes. Thus it is logical to proceed with 
the development of the traditional system to a more automatic 
system making it a feasible tool not only for research work 
but also for diagnostic purposes. 
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6. THE EQUIPMENT SET UP FOR THE NEAR REAL TIME COMPUTERISED 
SYSTEM 
The computerised system consists of the following equipment: 
1. JVC video cassette recorder, Model HR-D700E 
2. 2 JVC video tapes 
3 . Image mixer, AVICOM, Model HVB 100 
4. 2 Ikegami B/W ceo cameras, Model ICD-290 
5. 2 Computar TV zoom lenses, Model M6Z 1212, 12.5-75mm, F1.2 
6. 20" CCTV picture monitor, Model PM-205A 
7. 9" CCTV picture monitor, Model PM-930 
8. 2 control frames with three dimensional co-ordinated 
~ontrol points 
9. 1 lamp with 100 watt globe and dimmer 
10. 1 matt black sheet 
11. Customized hospital bed 
12. 2 image processing cards, Matrox PIP-512 and Matrox 
PIP-1024 
13. IBM Personal System/2 model 30 computer 
14 . Two Phillips RG3 monitors CM8833 
15. Tektronix image printer 46930 
16. Star Nx-15 dot matrix printer 
17. Hewlett Packard HP 7475A plotter 
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6.1 EQUIPMENT SET UP AT THE RED CROSS CHILDRENS' HOSPITAL 
In designing the equipment set up at the Red Cross Children's 
Hospital the factors, that the system had to be both user 
friendly and time efficient, had to be considered. More 
importantly the user friendly factor does not only apply to the 
hospital personnel, who will operate the system, but also to 
the patients. 
As patients suffering from respiratory ailments may be 
chronically ill, a special hospital bed was designed to serve 
as a photogrammetric rig, see figure 6.1 below. 
FIGURE 6.1 THE COMPLETE RIG IN FRONT OF THE EQUIPMENT SET UP 
AT UCT 
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The rig can be wheeled to the patient, the patient transferred 
to the bed/rig for the video session to record the patient's 
respiratory motion. This process occurs with minimal discomfort 
to the patient and the patient remains recumbent throughout the 
session. 
The rig differs from the normal bed in that a gantry is mounted 
above the bed which supports the cameras, a cupboard and a 
shelf are mounted below the bed to hold the equipment. The 
cupboard, depicted in figure 6.2 below, contains the JVC video 
recorder, the Avicom mixer, a plugboard and, the cameras and 
video tapes when not in use. The shelf is used to transport 
control frames. 
FIGURE 6.2 CUPBOARD STORING EQUIPMENT - VCR, MIXER, etc. 
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6.1.1 THE DESCRIPTION OF THE CCD CAMERAS 
The two Ikegami cameras are black and white CCD 
(charge-coupled devices) solid state matrix cameras and 
generally are recognised as the best type of video camera 
for photogrammetric work. 
The "eye" of the CCD camera can be likened to an insect's 
multifaceted eye, with each facet being composed of a diode 
(light sensor). These diodes on a silicon wafer chip (10-20 
micrometers thick) form the silicon imaging chip. The light 
energy falling on the sensors is transferred as a series of 
voltages, which are analogue quantities. The way the 
analogue signals are transported depends on the type of 
sensors used, either interline transfer (IL) or frame 
transfer (FT) sensors. 
IL sensors use a two line-interfaced TV fields, which are 
read out alternately. One line is used for charge 
accumulation (charge generated from light from object) and 
one line for charge transportation (charge transportation 
to output mode - monitor or video tape). In FT sensors the 
same capacitors are used for charge accumulation and 
transportation. The IL sensor is used in most consumer 
cameras, such as the Ikegami cameras and has reached a high 
quality standard. 
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The pixels (picture elements - sensors) in a ceo camera do 
not have uniform proportions but scale differences between 
the vertical and horizontal axes. These scale differences 
had to be determined in order to measure an image 
accurately . The determination of the pixel size is 
discussed in chapter 7. The size of the Ikegami imaging 
chip is also not uniform with 500 horizontal and 580 
vertical pixels making an image field of approximately 
290000 pixels. 
Through the use of image processing hardware and different 
processing techniques it is possible for the computer to 
convert the analogue to digital quantities and display 
these as an image on a CCTV (closed circuit television) 
monitor 
The cameras have the advantage of being small, light weight 
and virtually maintenance free. The sensors are stable over 
time in position and sensitivity; that is the cameras do 
not produce any change in image capturing over long periods 
of time as the temperature of the cameras varies (El-Hakim 
1986). 
Two Computar TV zoom lenses are mounted on the ceo cameras, 
with the lenses having a variable focal distance ( lm to 
infinity), zoom (focal distance 12.5-75mm) and aperture (f 
stop 1.2-22,C ) settings. The general term camera hereafter 
refers to both the ceo camera and its zoom lens. 
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6.1.2 THE MOVEMENT CAPABILITIES OF THE CAMERAS AND CAMERA 
CABLE CONNECTIONS 
The gantry that supports the cameras above the bed is not a 
fixed structure and can be raised and lowered. The gantry's 
height is changed by using the notches on the vertical 
bars, as shown in figure 6.3 below. 
!GANTRY MOVEMENT 
BED 
FIGURE 6.3 GANTRY MOVEMENT ABOVE BED 
The gantry's height above the bed can vary approximately 
between 0.9m and 1.5m to allow for patients of different 
sizes. A bar, mounted on top of and perpendicular to the 
gantry (see fig. 6.6), holds a garbler rail (see fig. 6.5) 
above the patient's torso area. 
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The cameras are held aloft above the patient's torso by 
snug fitting camera holders, which are attached to garbler 
clips, which are clipped onto the garbler rail, see figure 
6.4 and 6.5. 








SIDE VIEW - Not to scale 
GARBLER C Ll P 
GARBLER RAIL 
FIGURE 6.5 GARBLER RAIL AND GARBLER CLIP 
The garbler rail holds three garbler clips. One garbler 
clip is positioned in the centre of the garbler rail and 
holds a swivel lamp with a lOOw light bulb. The light 
intensity is controlled by a dimmer switch. The other two 
garbler clips are positioned at either end of the garbler 
rail. 
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The adjustment of the cameras' positions and orientations 
is done by changing: 
Z by raising or lowering the whole gantry 
X by moving the garbler clips on the garbler rail 
the rotations about the X & Y axis by swiveling the 
camera holders 














FIGURE 6.6 MOVEMENTS OF THE CAMERAS 
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Five cables connect the two cameras to an image mixer. Two 
cables supply power to the cameras and two cables send the 
video images to the mixer. The fifth cable is a sync 
(synchronisation) cable. The signal from one camera is used 
to synchronise it with the other camera through the mixer, 
so that video frames from both cameras are taken at the 
same instant in time. 
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6.1.3 THE IMAGE MIXER, THE RECORDING AND DISPLAYING OF 
"MIXED" FRAMES 
The image mixer, as it's name implies, "mixes" images or 
more correctly single video frames. The video frames taken 
by the two cameras at the same instant of time are 
"overlayed", a portion of each frame from the cameras is 
taken and a "mixed" frame is formed, see figure 6.7 below. 
CAMERA A CAM ERA B 
~ " tor mixing " 
Ml XED I MAGE 
FIGURE 6.7 HOW IMAGES ARE MIXED 
The mixer has two different types of control settings 
allowing the user to decide the type of "mix" that is 
required. One set of settings controls whether camera A 
(left) or camera B (right) will be on the left or right 
side of the "mixed" image. The second set of settings 
control what proportions are required from each image. The 
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proportions settings have two controls, one setting the 
proportions in a vertical and one in a horizontal 
direction. The mixer capabilities are shown in figure 6.8 
below. 
CAMERA Sl DE SETTINGS 
l I 
I I 
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CAMERA A CAMERA B 
FIGURE 6.8 MIXER SPLITTING POSSIBILITIES 
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For the set up at the Red Cross Hospital, a pseudoscopic 
image is required. A pseudoscopic image is similar to the 
mixed image in figure 6.7, but the left camera image 
appears on the right and the right camera image on the left 
of the mixed image. The pseudoscopic image, when viewed in 
stereoscopic mode with the naked eye using the cross-eyed 
axis method or by using a special personal viewing 
stereoscope developed at UCT, is perceived as a three 
dimensional image. 
The "mixed" frames are being updated twenty-five times a 
second from the cameras. The images are recorded on high 
quality video tape with the JVC vi~eo recorder, which is 
linked to the mixer. The JVC video recorder has the 
capabilities of freezing an image without noise 
(disturbances in the image), which is normally found in the 
home video machine. The video recordings serve as a 
permanent record and images can be retrieved for viewing 
and analysis. 
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To be able to set up the cameras and position the patient 
and control frames correctly, the "mixed" images received 
from the cameras are displayed on a 9" monitor, linked to 
the JVC video machine. The monitor is mounted on a swivel 
table at the head rest end of the bed, see figure 6.9 
below. 
FIGURE 6.9 MONITOR ON SWIVEL TABLE AND FIDUCIAL MARKS 
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6.1.4 THE NEED FOR FIDUCIAL MARKS ON THE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC 
Suspended above the bed "surrounding" the test subject 
"Debby" are four matt black metal bars with four white 
markers/fiducial marks on their ends, as seen in figure 
6.9. 
The metal bars are mounted on clamps, which are clamped to 
the bed railings. The bars can be moved in a plane 
parallel to the surface of the bed to surround the 






FIGURE 6.10 MOVEMENTS OF BARS WITH THEIR FIDUCIAL MARKS 
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y 
FRAME A FRAME B 
EXAGERATED SHIFT OF FRAMES 
FIGURE 6.11 FIDUCIAL MARKS RELATING THE TWO FRAMES 
The fiducial marks are needed to align subsequent image 
frames making up the video session of a patient's torso. 
As shown in figure 6.11'above a shift of the frames occurs 
on the monitor when single frames of the video tape are 
viewed with the JVC video's pause function. 
Although this does not cause problems in viewing the 
frames it does cause problems in digitising, measuring and 
analysing different frames. The change of position of 
subsequent frames and therefore of the patient's torso due 
to the videos pause function, would be incorrectly 
analysed as part of the respiratory motion of the patient. 
This shift is caused by the JVC video's pause function. 
The frame shift can be likened to a rigid body, for 
example a square, which has been moved from it's original 
position. To move the square back to it's original 
position is impossible unless the original position has 
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been clearly marked. This can be done by placing four 
markers at the corner of each square before it is removed 
from it's original position. 
The square in its original position represents the 
first/original frame of the patient's torso. The new 
position of the square, once it has been moved, represents 
the subsequent frames of the patient's torso with the 
frames having shifted due to the video's pause function. 
The corners of the square represent the fiducial marks. 
Thus the shifted video frames can be moved back to the 
first/original frame by using the fiducial marks as 
markers. 
The four fiducial marks and a two point linear 
transformation are used to calculate the movement/shift of 
the frame. This shift is applied to all xy co-ordinates 
of digitised object points so that the object points are 
"shifted" back into the original frame's position. The two 
point linear transformation is discussed in chapter 8. 
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6.2 EQUIPMENT SET UP AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
The equipment set up at the University of Cape Town is needed 
for digitising, calculating and analysing video sessions and 
consists of an IBM PS2 computer, with 20 megabyte harddrive 
and two Pip Matrox image processing cards, two Philips 
television monitors, a Star Nx-15 printer and a Tektronix 
color image printer 46930. 
6.2.1 THE PIP MATROX IMAGE PROCESSING CARD 
PIP is a plug-in card that allows the IBM computer to 
perform frame grabbingjdigitising operations on a video 
signal from an external source - the JVC video machine. 
The image processing cards can either be addressed through 
their interpreter or by using the Microsoft Fortran or 
Microsoft C commands in the software libraries provided. 
The images, when transferred to the computer, are 
converted from analogue to digital signals by the Pip 
card. The digital images are displayed on one of the 
Philips monitors. The frame grabber board has a resolution 
of 512 by 512 pixels, with eight bits per pixel. Each 
pixel consists of a grey-leveljvalue ranging between o and 
255, where 0 is black and 255 is white and values between 
0 and 255 represent different levels of grey. The position 
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of any pixel can be measured on this 512 by 512 grid thus 
the Pip card can be used to digitize an image. 
An image once snapped by the PIP frame grabber can be 
stored on the hard drive, using 262 K bytes of memory (an 
image consists of 512 by 512 pixels, 8 bits/1 byte per 
pixel, 262144 pixels/ 262144 bytes per image). The image 
can be recalled at any time by the PIP card for digitising 
or printing on the Tektronix image printer. 
6.2.2 The Tektronix image printer 
" The Tektronix 46930 color image printer produces high 
quality fast prints using a thermal wax printing process. 
It can print pictures of screen or data files from host 
computers, terminal display screens, graphic work 
stations, IBM-compatible AT personal computers and 
rasterizers ..... . 
The 46930 color image printer has a thermal wax print 
engine and a high speed digital color data communication 
interface. It completely floods image data from source 
devices in less than three seconds, freeing graphic 
systems for other use, and prints images at a resolution 
of 300 dots per inch.'' ( Tektronix 1988) 
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The images captured and stored on the IBM computer are 
black and white images and have to be "modified" before 
printing on the Tektronix colour image printer. From the 
black and white images digital values are simulated, 
using a program written in C language, to form a "colour" 
image data files. These files can now be sent to the 
Tektronix colour image printer to print a "colour" image, 
although the printed image is in black and white. The C 
program was written by N.Parkyn for Tektronix ( copyright 
- N. Parkyn) . 
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7. PIXEL SIZE DETERMINATION 
The pixels in a ceo camera do not have uniform proportions but 
scale differences between the vertical and horizontal axes, as 
mentioned in chapter 6.1.1. on the description of the ceo 
cameras. These scale differences had to be determined before an 
image could be accurately measured. 
To determine the pixel size for the Ikegami cameras, the length 
and breadth of a pixel had to be compared to a length of known 
v alue. This was don~ by drawing up an accurate grid, with grid 
intersections at 5 em intervals, on stiff cardboard that was 
mounted on a flat surface. The board was mounted perpendicular 
to the camera's line of sight. The camera settings were only 
important in so far as that the image was correctly focused and 
the light setting was correct. The length and breadth ratio is 
not affected by the changing of the focus or the zoom. 
Images from the camera were fed directly into the IBM computer 
via the Pip Matrox image processing card and displayed on the 
Phillips monitor. Grid intersections were measured by using a 
program Phoenix (written by H. Ruther & R.Wildcheck). This 
process was repeated for both Ikegami cameras. 
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The grid lengths and breadths for camera A on average were 47.2 
(standard deviation 0.2) and 66.7 (std. dev. - 0.4) pixels 
respectively and for camera B 48.3 (std. dev. +\- 0.2) and 68.5 
(std. dev 0.4) respectively, see figure 7.1 below. 
CAMERA A CAMERA B 
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FIGURE 7.1 GRIDS FOR CAMERA A AND B 
As each grid section has a length of Scm, the length and 
breadth for camera A for that particular set up was 1.1mm and 
0 .7mm respectively and for camera B for its particular setting 
was 1.0mm and 0.7mm respectively. (Figures are rounded to two 
significant figures) . The ratio of length to breadth for camera 
A and B are 1.4. 
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Two Siemens cameras at the Department of Surveying at the 
University of Cape Town have the same dimensions for their 
image processing chips as that of the Ikegami cameras and have 
had the length and breadth of the pixel more accurately 
determined than that of the Ikegami cameras. The factors 
applied for the Siemens cameras are 0.015m and O.Ollm for 
length and breadth respectively giving a length/breadth ratio 
of 1.36. Thus it was decided to adopt the scale factors 
determined for the Siemens cameras for the Ikegami cameras, 
this adoption of the Siemens factors being verified by good 
accuracies on the control frame co-ordinates. 
Thus the scale adjustments on all measurements on images taken 
by the Ikegami cameras are X co-ordinates * 0.015 and Y 
co-ordinates * 0.011. 
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8. TWO DIMENSIONAL LINEAR TRANSFORMATION TO CORRECT FOR 
VIDEO SHIFT 
The four fiducial marks and the two point linear transformation 
are used to calculate the movement/shift of the video frames 
due to the pause function of the video machine. 
The two point linear transformation is the transformation of 
one system of co-ordinates to another and assumes a rotation of 
axes and a scale change, see figure 8.1. 
y 











FIGURE 8.1 CO-ORDINATE AXES OF THE TWO SYSTEMS 
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The equations of the two point linear transformation are: 
X = a*x + b*y + ex 
Y = -b*x + a*y + cy 
where: x,y co-ordinates of one system to be transformed 
to another 
i.e. subsequent video frame co-ordinates to 
be transformed to the original frame 
co-ordinate system 
X,Y the transformed co-ordinates 
i.e. subsequent video frame co-ordinates now 
in the co-ordinate system of the original 
video frame 
cx,cy - Centre of gravity co-ordinates of the 
original system 
i.e. centre of gravity co-ordinates calculated 
from the four fiducial marks of the first 
patient frame 
a,b a = m*cos(~) 
b = m*sin(&) 
where m is the scale change and i is the 
rotation of the axes 
The fiducial mark co-ordinates (X,Y) of the original frame are 
used to calculate the centre of gravity ex and cy of their 
original frame. 
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The fiducial mark co-ordinates (x,y) of a subsequent video 
frame are used to calculate the centre of gravity of the 
fiducial marks of the subsequent frame and to reduce the 
fiducial mark co-ordinates with respect to that centre of 
gravity. The object co-ordinates of the points on that frame 
are also reduced with respect to the centre of gravity of the 
subsequent video frame. 
The fiducial mark co-ordinates of both sets are used in the two 
equations to solve for a and b using a least squares 
adjustment. The two .point linear transformation, as. indicated 
by its name only needs two points for the transformation. This 
however results in a unique solution. Using four fiducial marks 
and a least squares solution results in redundancies and a more 
accurate solution. 
Once a and b have been determined it is possible to reduce the 
object co-ordinates (x,y) to the original frames' co-ordiante 
system, i.e. to X,Y co-ordinates. 
This process is used for both the left and the right image of a 
stereo video frame. The whole process of the two point linear 
transformation is calculated in the program DJ.C, in appendix 
17, that calculates the three dimensional co-ordinates of the 
object points. 
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9. DETERMINING THREE DIMENSIONAL CONTROL FOR THE TWO 
CONTROL FRAMES 
Control points, which are required to calculate the b 
parameters of the projective transformation, are provided 
by a control frame. Two control frames were constructed, 
one for children and adults and one for babies. 
Both control frames have been constructed with thick metal 
wire, painted matt black, and with control points 
consisting of a matt black circle with a white centre, see 
figure 9.1 below. 
FIGURE 9.1 EXAMPLE OF TARGET 
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9.1 CO-ORDINATING THE BABY CONTROL FRAME 
FIGURE 9.2 BABY CONTROL FRAME 
The baby control frame, in figure 9.2 above, consists 
of eighteen control points. There are 9 points on the 
lower and 9 points on the upper planejlevel of the 
control frame. The planes are about 14cm apart. 
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The numbering of the different control points is 
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FIGURE 9.3 NUMBERING OF CONTROL POINTS ON THE BABY 
CONTROL FRAME 
The baby control frame was first measured in a reflex 
metrograph (Scott 1981) linked to a Tektronix 4051 
computer. The metrograph has a resolution of 0.1mm in 
each of the x,y and z axes. The control frame was 
measured four times by two different observers and the 
mean co-ordinates calculated. 
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The positions of the markers on the control frame were 
also measured twice, using video cameras, an IBM 
computer,the programs Phoenix (Prof. H. Ruther and 
R.Wildcheck) and Hittum4 (Prof. L.P.Adams) and the 
mean of the results calculated. 
The IBM values were transformed into the metrograph 
system using Rodrigues parameters (Thompson 1969, 
pl53-157). 
The average accuracy for control point co-ordinates 
for Dx is 0.2mm, for Dy is 0.2mm and for Dz is l.Omm. 
The greater z range discrepancy is due to the single 
pixel reading accuracy of Phoenix. The discrepancy in 
z occurs over a z range of 26cm. As the patient's 
chest rises and falls over a much smaller z range this 
discrepancy in accuracy is acceptable. 
Three dimensional co-ordinates for the baby control 
frame can be found in appendix 2. 
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9.2 CO-ORDINATING THE CHILD/ADULT CONTROL FRAME 
FIGURE 9.4 CHILD/ADULT CONTROL FRAME 
The larger control frame, the child/adult control in 
figure 9.4 above, consists of 24 control points, 12 
points on the lower and 12 points on the upper plane. 
The two planes are separated by 14crn. 
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The numbering of the control points is shown in figure 
9.5. 
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FIGURE 9.5 NUMBERING OF THE CONTROL POINTS OF THE 
CHILD/ADULT CONTROL FRAME 
As the child/adult control frame was too large to be 
measured in the metrograph, it was placed in the 
calibration chamber of the Department of Surveying at 
the University of Cape Town and photographed by a pair 
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of Zeiss UMK 10/1318 metric cameras (maximum lens 
distortion of approximately 7 microns), as shown in 
figure 9.6. 
FIGURE 9.6 CONTROL FRAME IN CALIBRATION CHAMBER 
The film was not lowered onto the cameras to increase 
the principal distance and a long exposure was used. 
The negatives were measured twice in a Carl Zeiss Jena 
stereocomparator, model 1818. 
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The heights of the control points were remeasured 
twice using a Sokisha level and a straight edge. The 
control was first remeasured when measurements using 
the control resulted in Dz accuracies of only 6.lmm. 
These however were not due to faulty control but due 
to incorrect camera set ups. The control had to be 
relevelled a second time, due to a defective solder 
joint which had to be repaired, and which caused 
slight changes in the z co-ordinates of the control 
points. 
Three dimensional co-ordinates for the child/adult 
control frame can be found in appendix 3. 
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10. CAPTURING THE RES PIRATORY MOTION OF A PATIENT ON 
VIDEO TAPE 
Before a video session of a patient can begin the 
photogrammetric rig has to be correctly set up. 
10.1 SETTING UP THE RIG FOR VIDEOING THE RESPIRATORY 
MOTION 
Two requirements have to be met when setting up the 
rig to record a patient's respirato~y motion. 
1. The principles of the traditional set up have 
to be adhered to, that is the geometry of the set 
up must be correct, i.e. basejheight ratio must 
be correct and the cameras' lines of sight must 
be parallel or converging. 
2. The cameras have to be set up to allow for 
pseudoscopic (3D) viewing of the patient's 
respiratory motion. 
To satisfy the first requirement the base/height ratio 
must not be smaller than 1:5. The camera base (the 
separation between the camera holders on the garbler 
rail) is usually set at 0.6m. The height of the gantry 
above the bed varies. For children and adults the 
child/adult control frame is used and the gantry 
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height is set at 1.5m, with babies the baby control 
frame is used and the gantry height is set at 1.0m. 
Thus the base/height ratio is maintained. 
The cameras are set up with slightly converging rays 
so that the angles of intersection of the cameras' 
line of sight allow for good co-ordination of object 
points. The 6.1mm discrepancies in z of the control 
(see ch. 9.2), when measuring the control, occurred 
when a shorter camera base and parallel camera rays 
were used. 
The angle of intersection is much greater for a larger 
camera base and converging lines of sight than for a 
smaller camera base and parallel lines of sight, as 
shown in figure 10.1 below. 






FIGURE 10.1 DIFFERENT ANGLES OF INTERSECTION FOR 
DIFFERENT CAMERA BASES 
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The larger angle of intersection in figure 10.1 is 
more accurate than the smaller angle in determining 
the co-ordinates of the point of intersection. 
The second requirement is satisfied by setting the 
cameras up correctly above the patient's chest. Both 
cameras must capture the whole area occupied by the 
control frame. The ability to rotate the camera 
holders permits the correct alignment of the 
stereoscopic pairs and the zoom lenses permit scale 
matching. 
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Correct alignment and scale matching is achieved by 
using two long straight edges placed on the bed 
parallel to the headboard, the two straight edges 
separated by about 40cm. Before alignment, as shown in 
figure 10.2, the straight edges are "non-parallel" in 
the stereopair, nor are the "left and right" objects 
at the same scale. After alignment, using the two 
rotations of the camera holders, and scale matching, 
using the zoom lenses, the straight edges are parallel 
and the nobjects" at the same scale. The control frame 
is then placed on the bed to insure that the whole 
control frame appears on both the left and right image 
of the stereopair. 
The settings on the mixer must be checked to ensure 
that the left camera image appears on the right and 
the right camera image on the left of the mixed image 
to form a pseudoscopic pair so it can be viewed in 
stereoscopic mode with the cross-eyed axis method. A 
pseudoscopic set up is required as the camera base is 
too large for a normal stereopair to be viewed 
stereoscopically. 
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10.2 TARGETING OF THE PATIENT BEFORE A VIDEO SESSION 
AND TARGET DESCRIPTION 
The patient has to have specific areas of interest 
targeted by the physician, before a video session can 
begin. Figure 10.3 gives an example of the positioning 
of the targets. 
Two targets, one affixed to each shoulder, are later 
used to determine whether any patient movement has 
taken place during a video session. This would result 
in erroneous results with patient movement being 
mistaken for respiratory motion. 
• • Rl BCAGE • 
• • 
• ABDOMEN 
• • • 
FIGURE 10.3 THE TORSO WITH TARGET POSITIONS 
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The targets consist of a white centre and a matt black 
outer circle. The illumination of the targets is 
controlled by the dimmer switch of the 100 watt lamp 
and the aperture settings on the two cameras. The 
targets must be illuminated in such a way so that the 
inner white circle appears clearly without "blacking" 
out the black outer circle, i.e. the light from the 
white centre must not flood the light from the black 
outer circle. An example of a target and different 
illumination levels are shown in figure 10.4 below. 
TARGETS 
IN REAL LIFE IN IMAGE 
0 0 0 
OVER UNDER CORRECTLY 
ILLUMINATED 
FIGURE 10.4 DIFFERENT ILLUMINATIONS OF THE TARGET 
The black and white target is . required for the centre 
of gravity routine, described in chapter 11.3.2, to 
achieve sub-pixel and thus also sub-millimetre 
accuracy for determining the target centre. 
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10.3 THE VIDEO SESSION TO RECORD THE RESPIRATORY 
MOTION 
At the start of a video session the video tape portion 
pertaining to that patient has to be "labeled". An 
identification paper - with the patient's name, the 
date of the recording and any specific information 
that is required - is placed on the bed and recorded 
on tape. 
The patient is then positioned on the bed so that the 
torso is viewed by both cameras. When moving the 
patient on and off the bed care has to be taken that 
the cameras are not mov~d. 
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The metal bars, with the four fiducial markers, are 
moved in to position around the patient's torso so 
that they appear in the four corners of the left and 
right camera images, see figure 10.5 below. 
LEFT RIGHT 
MIXED IMAGE 
FIGURE 10.5 FIDUCIAL MARKERS AROUND PATIENT 
The respiratory motion of the patient is recorded on 
video tape. This part of the session is controlled by 
the doctor as different breathinq motions may be 
required to study the patient's respiratory motion. 
The patient is then removed from the bed and the 
control frame is placed in the position previously 
occupied by the torso so that the whole of the control 
frame appears in both the left and right camera image. 
The cameras must not move between the two sections of 
the video session, i.e. none of the camera constants 
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are changed. When positioning the control frame on the 
bed, the x axis of the control frame must be parallel 
to the base line of the cameras to satisfy conditions 
of the projective transformation. The control frame 
can now be captured on video tape. 
Once the video session has been completed, the video 
tape is taken to UCT, where digitising and 
calculations can begin. 
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11. TAG - THE PC BASED COMPUTER SYSTEM TO ANALYSE 
RESPIRATORY MOTION 
As a system was being developed as a diagnostic tool for 
the hospital environment it had to be both functional and 
user friendly. A computer package had to be developed to 
allow the user to select and capture the necessary images 
from the video film, measure the images and view the final 
results without becoming involved in any of the numerous 
photogrammetric calculations. 
The computer system developed to satisfy these criteria 
was named TAG (Tregidga-Adams-Gutschow) . TAG 
consists of a series of menu driven programs written in 
Microsoft C and True Basic. 
The programs that make up the TAG computer system are 
listed below and the appendices in which the computer 
listings are to be found: 
1. Main contains and runs main menu of TAG 
- appendix 4 
2 . Dmenu - contains and runs digitising menu 
- appendix 5 
3. Pmenu - contains and runs calculating menu 













- contains and runs graphics menu 
- appendix 7 
- transfers images from video machine 
to IBM 
- appendix 8 
- for digitising left control images 
- appendix 9 
for digitising right control images 
- appendix 10 
for digitising left object images 
- appendix 11 
- for digitising right object images 
- appendix 12 
- for digitising single images 
- appendix 13 
- for digitising patients' outlines 
- appendix 14 
- runs in conjunction with digitising 
programs 
- appendix 15 
- to calculate b parameters 
- appendix 16 
- to calculate three dimensional 
co-ordinates 
- appendix 17 
15. Main/Vee - to superimpose vectograms on images 
- appendix 18 
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16. Tplt.tru - to plot xy displacement vectors, z 
displacement vectors and three 
dimensional space vectors 
17. Imp 
18. Graph1 
- appendix 19 
to print images on the Tektronix 
printer 
- appendix 20 
- subprogram that runs most of the 
graphics functions and graphic on 
screen instructions 
- · appendix 21 
11.1 USER FRIENDLINESS OF THE TAG SYSTEM 
TAG is a user friendly computer system in that 
(i): a readme document exists, which the user can read 
before running the TAG system, which will give him an 
overview of the different programs and their 
operations in TAG. (Readme.doc in appendix 22) 
(ii): the user is guided throughout the programs with 
on screen instructions from connecting and operating 
the video machine with the Pip Matrox card, operating 
the TAG "digitiser", calculating and outputting 
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results and printing images 
(iii): the system generates all file name extensions 
from the minimal information, i.e. the patient's name 
and the breath number, which the user has to enter 
( i ·v) : the programs only respond to the correct input, 
e.g. "Press the SPACE BAR to continue" will only allow 
the program to continue if the space bar is pressed, 
any other key entered will be rejected and the 
instruction repeated. 
(v): all single key entries, e.g. " Do you wish to 
continue yjn • II where only a single letter such as 
"y" or "n" has to entered, is immediately responded to 
by the computer without using the enter key; here, as 
with the example of the space bar above, the computer 
will only respond to the correct entry of either "y" 
or "n" or else repeat the instruction until the input 
is correct 
A video session of a patient named Mary is used to 
demonstrate the various functions of the programs that 
make up the TAG computer system. Mary, a patient at the 
Red Cross Children's Hospital, is an eleven year old girl 
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who has one non-functioning and one diseased lung due to a 
severe post measles pneumonia. 
NEAR REAL TI ME MEASUREMENT 




Co pyrigh tlcl B. A. GUTSCHOW 1989 
Department o f Surveying 
Un i vers i tY of Cape Town 
Press SP ACE BAR ~o continue 
FIGURE 11.1 TAG TITLE PAGE 
When initialising the TAG computer system the 'Title 
page', figure 11.1 above, is called by the program Main 
from the program Graph1. 
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The program Main contains and runs the TAG main menu, 
displayed in figure 11.2 below. 
I 
MAIN MENU 
1. Image transfer to IBM from v1deo 
2. MENU : Dig1t1sing 
3. MENU Calculations 
4. MENU Graph1cs 
5 . Image pr1nt1ng to Tektronix 
0. Quit 
I 
Enter number ot YOUl- choic e 
FIGURE 11.2 MAIN MENU OF TAG 
I 
I 
Options 1 to 5, once called up and completed, return the 
user to the main menu. Option 0 returns the user back to 
the DOS system. 
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11.2 SELECTING AND TRANSFERRING IMAGES TO THE IBM 
COMPUTER 
Option 1 of the main menu - " 1. Image transfer to IBM 
from video 11 - run by the program Tad, allows the user 
to select specific video frames from a video session 
of a patient and transfer them to the IBM computer via 
the Pip Matrox image processing card. 
On screen instructions describe how to connect the 
video machine to the PIP Matrox card. The name of the 
patient "Mary", whose video session is to be worked 
on, has to be entered. The user is then given the 
option to transfer a control image (image of the 
control frame) or object images (images of Mary's 
torso) . 
The playback of Mary's video session is displayed on 
the Philips monitor via the Pip Matrox card and the 
IBM computer. 
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First a good control image, as shown in figure 11.3 
below,is selected. Only one control image is needed 
for digitising, and calculating the b parameters for 
the projective transformation. 
FIGURE 11.3 STEREO VIDEO FRAME IMAGE OF THE 
CHILD/ADULT CONTROL FRAME 
By stereoscopically viewing the playback of Mary's 
respiratory motions in slow motion it is possible to 
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sele ct v ideo frames at the extreme breath in and 
breath out o f different respiratory cycles, one such 
e xtreme b rea th in frame depicted in figure 11. 4 below. 
FIGURE 11.4 STEREO VIDEO FRAME IMAGE OF MARY'S TORSO 
AT THE EXTREME BREATH IN 
The three dimensional view of the patient's torso is 
achieved by either crossing one's eyes or by using the 
viewer developed by Prof. L.P.Adams (Adams et al 
1990). 
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The breath number of an image and the position in the 
respiratory cycle must be entered, e.g. 1i - breath 
1 at full inspiration. Once the image has been 
selected by freezing the playback, the video 
framejimage is transferred to the IBM harddrive. The 
process of capturing object images is repeated until 
all the required images of the patient's respiratory 
cycles have been captured. 
The file names for the frames are created by the 
program using the patient's name "Mary", the breath 
number, and position in the respiratory cycle, e.g. 
"1i", and the extensions created by the program. 
The image names are created in the following manner: 
1. control frame image: "Mary" + "c" 
"Maryc" 
= 
2. stereo object image: "Mary" + "o" + "1i" = 
"Maryo1i" 
Once the transfer of images of that particular 
patient's video session is completed, the user is 
given the option of processing another patient's video 
tape or quitting the option and returning to the main 
menu. 
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11.3 DIGITISING THE TRANSFERRED IMAGES 
Option 2 of the main menu - " 2. Menu : Digitising " 
- run by the program Omen, calls the digitising menu, 
which consists of seven different suboptions, as shown 
in figure 11.5 below. 
I 
DIGITI SING : 
1. Stereo control Image - LEFT 
2. Stereo control Image - RIG HT 
3. Stereo ObJeCt (patient) i mage - LEFT 
4. Stereo object (patient) ima ge - RIGHT 
5. Single Image 
6. Patient ' s outline 
0. To return to MAIN MENU 
I 
Ent e r number ot your cho i ce : 
FIGURE 11.5 DIGITISING MENU 
Suboptions 1 to 5 are "shell" programs that all make 
use of the same subprogram Cursor. Suboption 6 is a 
modified version of the Cursor program. Suboption 0 




11.3.1 CURSOR - THE DIGITISING PROGRAM 
The TAG computer system can be seen as a · 
glorified DO-IT-ALL-IN-ONE digitiser and thus the 
main core of TAG is the Cursor program which 
enables the TAG system to digitise digital 
images. 
A digitiser is used to determine xy co-ordinates 
of points on a two dimensional image in the 
co-ordinate system of the digitiser. The TAG 
digitiser consists of a 512 * 512 pixel 
co-ordinate system, predetermined by the Pip 
Matrox card, with the origin (0,0) of the system 
in the left hand upper corner of the monitor. The 
imagejvideo frame is retrieved from the harddrive 
and displayed on a Philips monitor in the 512 * 
512 pixel co-ordinate system. 
To determine xy co-ordinates of specific points 
on the image a pointer in form of a cursor is 
created by the subprogram Cursor and superimposed 
on the digital image. 
The cursor consists of two perpendicular lines, 
where the intersection area of the two lines has 
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been removed and replaced by a single dot the 
size of one pixel, see figure 11.6. The 
intersection area was removed as it obliterated 
too much of the area it was "pointing" to. The 
single dot, now representing the centre of the 
cursor, can be positioned with much greater ease 




FIGURE 11.6 CURSOR ON SCREEN AND MARKED TARGET 
N0.1 
The points whose co-ordinates need to be 
determined by the TAG system are the control 
targets on the control images and the fiducial 
marks and object targets on the patient's torso 
images. Once the cursor has been positioned on a 
target and the enter button pressed the targets 
are marked by a permanent cross and labelled with 
a number, as shown in figure 11.6 above. 
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The xy co-ordinates of the centre of the target 
are determined to sub pixel accuracy (0.1 of a 
pixel) using a centre of gravity routine in the 
Cursor program and this process is described in 
chapter 11.3.2 below. 
The Pip Matrox card does not have any cursor 
features or digitising functions, except for the 
ability to read a position on the xy grid of the 
Pip Matrox card. The cursor, as described above, 
had to be cireated using graphics features _(lines 
and dots) of the card. Before the cursor is drawn 
on the image, the grey values of the pixels that 
are going to be overwritten by the cursor have to 
be read and saved or else they are permanently 
lost. When the cursor is moved to a new 
position, the grey values of the old cursor 
position are replaced and the image is restored. 
The grey values of the new cursor position are 
read before the new cursor is drawn. Thus the 
cursor can be moved over the image without 
destroying the original image. The permanent 
crosses, that mark points that have been 
co-ordinated, are simply created by not replacing 
the cursor with the original grey values, but by 
grey values of 255 creating a permanent white 
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cross. 
The xy co-ordinates of the cursor position are 
kept in memory and updated with each move (1 or 
25 pixel jump) of the cursor. The xy co-ordinates 
of the cursor position are used to calculate what 
pixels make up the cursor so that their grey 
values can be read and stored in memory. 
The movement of the cursor on the image is 
controlled via the computer keyboard using the 
arrow keys, the insert, delete, home, end, page 
up and page down keys and the numeric key five, 
as shown in figure 11.7 below. 
PARTIAL KEYBOARD VIEW ~0~tJ~GrJ~[:J~ top D ~ with new key functions left for the cro55 movement HOME 5 p on the PHILIPS monitor 5creen centre 
~ 
HOME 
~ CJDD top PRESS < ENTER > left TO SAVE POINT WHEN < .... 




bottm [] ~ < q > bottm right TO QUIT DIGITISING right END 5 w > v 
[] < I~ u~tJ INS 2:5 LEFT IMAGE 
Digitise pt no )( y grey No. )( y 
2 271 188 129 217.3 188.4 
FIGURE 11.7 LAYOUT FOR CURSOR MOVEMENT KEYS 
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Figure 11.7 is a computer display on the IBM 
computer monitor which serves as a guide to the 
user when digitising. 
The lower portion of the digitising guide in 
figure 11.7 consists of: 
1. an indicator to show whether the left or the 
right image of the stereo image is to be 
digitised 
2. the number of the next point to be digitised 
3. the current position of the cursor on the 
screen and its grey level 
4. the number and xy co-ordinates, to sub pixel 
accuracy, of the last point that was 
digitised. 
The different digitising options call up the 
image to be digitised and the subprogram Cursor. 
Cursor positions the cursor in the centre of the 
Philips monitor at the start of every new 
digitising session. The user, using the keyboard 
keys, moves the cursor to the centre of each 
target he wants to digitise and presses the enter 
button. The xy co-ordinates, in pixel units, are 
then written to a text file designated by the 
digitiser options. 
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A text file of a digitised image consists firstly 
of the number of points that were digitised on 
that image and then the number and x and y 
co-ordinates of those points. The digitising 
option returns the user to the digitising menu. 
11.3.2 CENTRE OF GRAVITY ROUTINE IN CURSOR TO 
DETERMINE THE CENTRE OF A TARGET 
The Pip Matrox image processing card has only 
single pixel accuracy. Thus when the Cursor 
program was first developed single pixel accuracy 
was accepted for the the centre co-ordinates of 
the target. The cursor was simply placed on what 
the user deemed to be the centre of the target 
and the cursor co-ordinates accepted as the 
centre co-ordinates of that target. 
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Problems were caused by the centre of the target 
not lying in the centre of a pixel but on the 
border between two pixels or at the intersection 
point of four pixels as shown in figure 11.8 
below. This negatively affected the accuracy with 
which the control frame co-ordinates could be 
measured and thus the accuracy of the whole 
system. Discrepancies in control co-ordinates 
were as large as 4mm in DZ, with an average qf 
about 1.5mm. 
~PIXEL 
FIGURE 11.8 CENTRE OF TARGET FALLING BETWEEN 
PIXELS 
The traditional Cape Town method showed that the 
spatial residual errors obtained for discrete 
targeted torso points seldom exceeded 0.5mm 
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vector displacement. As the chest movements, 
specially of infants, during breathing are small, 
such accuracies are required. 
Sub pixel accuracy was required to improve the 
accuracy of the TAG system. As the pointing 
accuracy of the cursor, with which the centre of 
the target was determined, could not be improved, 
the centre of the target had to be determined by 
mathematical means using the grey level values of 
the target.· A mathematical routine, a centre of 
gravity algorithm, was used to determine the 
centre of the target to sub pixel accuracy. 
The centre of gravity algorithm (Swokowski 1983), 
or otherwise known as the centre of mass 
algorithm, defines the centre of g r avity P(xc,yc) 
of points Pl, P2 ... Pi ... Pn as: 
m * xc = My and m * yc = Mx 
where m is defined as the total mass of the 
system where: 
n 
m = L:mi 
i = I 
Mx and My are defined as the moments of the 
system with respect to the x-axis and y-axis and 
respectively are: 
n 
Mx = L mi Yi 
i = I 
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n 
My = L mixi 
i : I 
where n is the number of particles of masses m1, 
m2, ... mi ... ron of particles P1(x1,y1), 
P2(x2,y2), ...... Pi(xi,yi) ... Pn(xn,yn) 
respectively in the co-ordinate plane 
On average the size of the white inner circle of 
the torso targets span 7 to 8 pixels in length 
and breadth on the image. Therefore, in the 
centre of gravity algorithm, a 10 by 10 pixel 
area is used, whose centre is determined by the 
user's cursor and deemed to be the approximate 
centre of the target. In this 10 by 10 area lies 
the white centre and part of the black outer 






FIGURE 11.9 TARGET IN FORM OF PIXELS 
As seen in figure 11.9 the white centre, made up 
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of "white" blocks/pixels is not uniform. This is 
due to the fact that light is not uniformly 
reflected from the target. Thus the brightest 
pixels, which are at the physical centre of the 
target, do not lie in the centre of the target. 
This cannot be detected by the human eye as it 
cannot distinguish between the grey levels of the 
white target centre. The computer however can 
detect the difference and so is instructed to 
search the 10 by 10 pixel area and find the 
largest grey value, i.e. the brightest pixel. 
This pixel's co-ordinates are accepted as the 
provisional centre co-ordinates of the target for 
the centre of gravity algorithm. 
Included in the 10 by 10 pixel area are als6 the 
pixels in the outer black concentric circle of 
the target. They may appear black to the human 
eye but in reality vary between black and a dark 
grey with grey values as high as 70 to 80. As the 
grey values are used as masses in the centre of 
gravity algorithm, the grey values in the dark 
outer concentric circle would adversely effect 
the calculations. To counteract this problem the 
grey levels of all pixels with grey levels of 
less than a hundred are made zero, i.e. they are 
made black. Thus only the grey levels of the 
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white centre of the targ et affect the centre of 
gravity calculation. 
Once the centre of gravity for the target has 
been calculated, the co-ordinates have to be 
adjusted by 0.5 pixels in both the x and y 
co-ordinate. This is due to the fact that the 
co-ordinate system of TAG does not deal in single 
points but in pixels, which cover a definite 
area. The xy co-ordinate of the pixel does not 
refer to the centre of that area but to it's 








PIXEL CO-ORDINATES 1,1 
IN REALITY 1.5,1.5 
FIGURE 11.10 ADJUSTING CENTRE CO-ORDINATES 
The centre of gravity algorithm was first tested 
by it's repeatability. Several targets were 
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measured repeatedly with the results being accurate to 
0. 1 of a pixel. 
The use of the algorithm was further verified by the 
accuracies achieved by the TAG system. A typical set of 
average uncertainties of accuracy obtained when 
comparing the surveyed values of the targets on the 
control frame with those determined by the TAG system 
are shown in figure 11.11 below for the set up for the 
baby and child/adult controls and verify the use of the 






~Baby Control base 0.6jhe ight 1.0 
D Child/Adult Control base 0.6j height 1.5 
FIGURE 11.11 ACCURACY COMPARISONS AVERAGE X Y Z 
UNCERTAINTIES 
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11.3.3 DIGITISING STEREO CONTROL IMAGES 
Suboptions 1 and 2 of the digitising menu -
11 1. Stereo control image - LEFT II and 
11 2. Stereo control image - RIGHT 11 
are used to digitise the control frame image of the 
video session of a patient. Suboption 1 and 2 digitise 
the left and right stereo control image respectively. 
In both suboptions the user has to enter the name of 
the patient; The control frame image for that patient 
is called up from the harddrive and displayed on the 
left Philips monitor. 
To calculate the b parameters of the projective 
transformation, the xy co-ordinates of the control 
frame targets of the left and right image of the stereo 
control image are required in a specific order. The 
computer must be able to match target number 1 of the 
left image to the target number 1 on the right 1mage 
and to the previously surveyed target number 1. 
Thus the targets on the left and right control frame 
images must be digitised in consecutive order to allow 
for target matching. Due to the design of the control 
frame of an upper and lower level it does occur that 
lower control targets may be obscured by the upper part 
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of the control frame. Therefore it must be possible for 
the user to identify the obscured target and enter the 
number of that target into the computer, so that it can 
delete that number in its consecutive numbering 
process; e.g. the computer numbers targets from 1 to 18 
or 24 depending on what control is used. If the user 
enters numbers 3,5, and 7 as non visible targets, the 
computer numbers the targets that have been 
co-ordinated as 1,2,4,6,8,9,10 etc .. Thus the 
subsequent text file that is created consists of the 
correctly numbered and co-ordinated control frame 
targets. 
To assist the user to identify what control frame 
targets have been obscured, the user is prompted to 
enter what control frame was used for .that patient, 
i.e. the baby or child/adult control frame. A "help" 
image of the relevant control frame is displayed on the 
right hand Philips monitor in which all the control 
frame targets are numbered. The numbers of non-visible 
targets on the patient's control image are entered into 
the computer by the user. (Non-visible targets rather 
than visible targets were used, as there are usually 
only a few non-visible targets on each image, thus 
speeding up the number entering process.) 
The differences between suboptions 1 and 2 are that the 
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part of the stereo control image which is not to be 
measured is blocked out by a grey square. This ensures 
that the correct part of the image is measured and 
written to the correct file. For example if the · left 
image is to be measured the right part of the image on 
both monitors is blocked out to avoid confusion. The 
measured data from the the two options, i.e. for the 
left and right control image are written to different 
files. 
The text files for a particular patient are created as: 
1. left control frame image data: 
"Mary" + "cl.txt" = "Marycl.txt" 
2. right control frame image data: 
"Mary" + "cr.txt" = "Marycr.txt" 
and consist of the number of control frame targets 
digitised, the relevant numbers and xy co-ordinates of 
those targets. 
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11.3.4 DIGITISING OBJECT IMAGES 
Suboptions 3 and 4 of the digitising menu -
"3. stereo object (baby) image - LEFT " and 
"4. Stereo object (baby) image - RIGHT " 
are used to digitise object images, i.e. images of the 
patient's tors~ during respiration. Suboptions 3 and 4 
digitise the left and right stereo object images 
respectively. 
In both options the user has to enter the name of the 
patient, the breath number and the position in the 
respiratory cycle. The relevant stereo object image is 
displayed on the Philips monitor. 
As the transfer in images from the video machine to the 
IBM resulted in a shift of the frames, the fiducial 
marks were introduced. The fiducial mark co-ordinates, 
with a two point linear transformation, are used to 
transform the target co-ordinates of subsequent object 
images to the original object image. Thus the user is 
asked, before digitising begins, whether the object 
image he is about to digitise is the first, i.e. the 
original, object image of that patient. If so, the 
digitised co-ordinates of the fiducial marks are 
written to a separate file, which serves as a "control" 
file. This file is late~ used to correct possible 
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shifts in subsequent object images. The text file for 
the fiducial marks consist of the number of fiducial 
marks, i.e. 4, and the numbers and co-ordinates of the 
fiducial marks. The text files are created as follows: 
1. left fiducial mark file: 
"Mary" + "4l.txt" = "Mary4l.txt" 
2. right fiducial mark file: 
"Mary" + "4r.txt" = "Mary4r.txt" 
When digitising the four fiducial marks, they must 
always be observed in the same order and the convention 
is to start digitising at the bottom left fiducial mark 
and continue to the other fiducial marks in a clockwise 
direction. 
The fiducial mark co-ordinates are written to the head 
of the object text file for that patient and that 
particular image, i.e. 
1. left object file: 
"Mary" + "o" + "1i" +"l.txt" = "Maryo1il.txt" 
2. right object file: 
"Mary" + "o" + "1i" +"r.txt" = "Maryo1ir.txt" 
Only for object points appearing on both the left and 
the right image of the stereo object image can three 
dimensional co-ordinates be calculated. Thus, before 
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digitising begins, the user has to examine the left and 
right image and number the object points common to both 
images. The targets must be numbered and digitised in 
the same consecutive order in both the left and the 
right object image due to the format of the projective 
transformation calculation. Common object points and 
their numbering should be noted by the user as 
subsequent object images of that patient should be 
digitised in exactly the same manner to allow for later 
comparison between the object images. 
The text files for the left and right object images 
consist of the number of targets and fiducial marks 
observed on an image, the co-ordinates of the four 
fiducial marks and the co-ordinates of the object 
targets. 
Suboptions 3 and 4, once completed, return the user to 
the digitising menu. 
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11.3.5 DIGITISING SINGLE IMAGES 
Suboption 5 of the digitising menu -
11 5. Single image 11 
was created as a general nonspecific digitiser, as the 
other digitising options have very specific purposes. 
Suboption 5 allows the user to measure a single target 
or check the grey levels on different targets etc .. 
Suboption 5, unlike other options in the TAG system, is 
not as user friendly due to its versatility. The user 
has to enter the full name of the image he wants to 
digitise e.g. 11 Maryo1i 11 • The point numbers and the · 
co-ordinates observed are written to a file name of the 
user's choosing. The text file's full name and 
extension must be entered by the user, e.g. 11 Trash.txt 11 • 
In other aspects suboption 5 is the same as the other 
digitising options in that it uses Cursor for its 
digitising and thus operates in the same manner as the 
other digitising options. 
On quitting suboption 5 the user is returned to the 
digitising menu. 
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11.3.6 DIGITISING THE PATIENT'S OUTLINE 
Suboption 6 of the digitising menu -
"6. Patient's outline" 
is used to digitise the patient's outline and consists 
of a modified version of the Cursor program. 
The outline serves as a "reference frame" for the 
plotted vectors on a vectogram. This is more clearly 
demonstrated in figure 11.12. Part 1 only shows the 
vectors with no reference to where they are situated on 
the patient's torso. Part 2 consists of the vectors and 
the outline, the outline serving as a reference to the 
vectors. The vectors, now no longer floating in free 
space as in part 1, can be clearly related to their 











FIGURE 11.12 VECTORS WITHOUT AND WITH OUTLINE 
Suboption 6, when called up by the user asks for the 
patient's name and which stereo object image of that 
patient is to be used to digitise the patient's 
outline. 
As the outline and the vectors have to lie in the same 
co-ordinate system, it is necessary to transform the 
outline from the Pip Matrox co-ordinate system to the 
patient's co-ordinate system. 
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A two point linear transformation (described in ch. 8) 
and the three dimensional co-ordinates of two 
diagonally opposite points on the patient's torso are 
used to transform the outline. As the outline only 
serves as a guide, the minimum of two points needed for 
the transformation is used. 
As three dimensional co-ordinates are required for the 
two points, the program checks whether three 
dimensional co-ordinates have been calculated for the 
targets of that particular stereo object image. If they 
have not been calculated the program allows the user to 
go to the calculating menu, calculate the missing data, 
and return to continue with suboption 6 to digitise the 
outline. 
The user is informed that only one outline is required 
for the· vectograms. Therefore only one outline, i.e. 
the left or the right outline of a stereo object image 
of a patient's torso, is to be digitised. The user is 
then prompted to enter the numbers of the two 
diagonally opposite points he will digitise, one target 
in the shoulder region and one target in the opposite 
hip region. 
The user is then given instructions on how the outline 
digitiser operates. The outline digitiser either 
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operates in point or stream mode. In point mode only 
those points that are digitised and entered by the user 
are written to file. In stream mode every cursor 
position is written to file. The user can toggle 
between point and stream mode by using the keyboard 
keys "z" and "x", where z and x are stream and point 
mode respectively. 
Where suboption 6 differs from the normal digitising 
options and Cursor is in the movement of the cursor on 
the monitor; The movement of the cursor is controlled 
via a mouse. 
The user is given oh screen instructions, shown in 
figure 11.13, on how to use the mouse for digitising. 
The normal movements of the cursor via the keyboard are 
still operational as an alternative to the mouse. The 
user can change the speed of the cursor movement by 
using the left hand mouse key. Either single or five 
pixel jumps can be used for the cursor movement. 
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DO 2 CONTROL 
Digitise pt no 
2 




1. 1 PIX. 
2. 5 PIX. 
J~PS 
ENTER QUIT 
~VE ~USE TO MOVE CURSOR ON SCREEN 
USE 5 PIX. JU"PS FOR OUTLINE 
X y grey 
121 213 56 
No. x y 
121.3 213.4 
FIGURE 11.13 INITIAL MOUSE INSTRUCTIONS 
As can be seen in figure 11.13 above, the user is first 
prompted to digitise the two diagonally opposite 
points. The cursor movement is set to . point mode at the 
start of the digitising session. 
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once the two points have been digitised the on screen 
instructions are refreshed. The user can then begin to 
digitise the patient's outline. The altered on screen 
instructions are shown in figure 11.14 below. 
"OUSE "OYE"ENTS FOR CHEST OUTLINES 
L06ITECH 
Z - STREA" ltODE 
X - POINT "ODE 
Digitise pt no 
10de Z 
ENTER QUIT 
1. 1 PIX. 
2. 5 PIX. 
JU"PS 
"OYE ~USE TO ~YE CURSOR ON SCREEN 
USE 5 PIX. JU"" FOR OUTLINE 
X y grey 
121 213 56 
No. X 
FIGURE 11.14 MODIFIED INSTRUCTIONS FOR MOUSE 
y 
The cursor can now be moved to the first section of the 
outline and its movement set to stream mode. The user 
can now start to digitise the outline. As the outline 
is not continuous, for example where only a portion of 
the upper arm is captured on the frame, the user has to 
change to point mode, move to the next portion of the 
outline, set the cursor movement back to stream mode 
and continue digitising. Thus the patient's whole 
outline is digitised. 
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Five pixel cursor jumps should be used where possible 
on the outline, that is on portions of the outline that 
are fairly straight. This speeds up the ~igitising 
process and also prevents the outline data file 
becoming too large. 
Once digitising is complete, the outline point 
co-ordinates are transformed to the patient's 
co-ordinate system using the two point linear 
transformation. 
The number of points making up the outline of the 
patient and the point co-ordinates are written to a 
text file, whose name is created by the program as an 
outline file: "Mary" + "outl.txt" = "Maryoutl.txt" 
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11.4 CALCULATING THREE DIMENSIONAL CO-ORDINATES FROM 
THE DIGITISED DATA 
Option 3 of the main menu - 11 Menu : Calculations 11 -
is used to calculate the b parameters for the camera 
set up for that patient and the three dimensional 
co-ordinates for the targets on the patient's torso 




1 . B parameters for a camera set up 
2. 3D co-ordinates of object po ints 
0 . To return to MAIN MENU 
I 
Ent e r number of your choice : 
FIGURE 11.15 MENU - CALCULATIONS 
Normally the b parameters and the three dimensional 
co-ordinates are both calculated by the projective 
transformation in a single program, as only one 




In the TAG system for a single camera set up there is 
only one control image but many object images per 
patient. Thus, to avoid recalculating the b parameters 
with every object image, the calculations of the 
projective transformation were split into two 
programs, one to calculate the b parameters and one to 
calculate the three dimensional co-ordinates of the 
targets. Thus for a patient's video session the b 
parameters only had to be calculated once and then 
used for all the object images of that patient. 
11.4.1 B PARAMETERS FOR THE CAMERA SET UP 
Suboption 1 of the calculating menu -
11 1. B parameters for a camera set up 11 
is used to calculate the b parameters for a 
particular camera set up for a patient's video 
session. 
On calling suboption 1 the user has to enter: 
1. the patient's name, e.g. Mary 
2. whether the large or small control was used 
for that particular camera set up. 
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3. whether a hard or soft copy of the results is 
required; hard copy - a print out of results 
on the printer and soft copy - results are 
only displayed on screen. If a hard copy is 
required the user is prompted to switch on the 
printer. 
From the patient's name the computer generates 
all the necessary file names to call up the 
digitised data of the left and right control 
frame images and create new file names for the 
left and right b parameters, which will be used 
by suboption 2 of the calculating menu. 
File names generated for the b parameters are: 
"Mary" + "lhb.txt" = "Marylhb.txt" 
"Mary" + "rhb.txt" "Maryrhb.txt" 
To begin the calculations for the b parameters, 
the two co-ordinate systems, i.e. the Pip Matrox 
and the patient's system, must be the same. 
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The co-ordinate system of the Pip Matrox card 
differs from the patient's co-ordinate system 
created by the control frame, as the y axes run 
in opposite directions as shown in figure 11.16 
below. The sign on the digitised y co-ordinates 





Z•O 0 PLANE 
CONTROL FRAME y 
30 SPACE 
FIGURE 11.16 DIFFERENT CO-ORDINATE AXES 
_..x 
A correction for the scale factor difference in 
the x and y length of the pixel has to be 
applied. The digitised two dimensional 
co-ordinates of the control frame targets are 
multiplied by the scale factors previously 
determined, so that the x and y axes are at the 
same scale. 
The two systems are now alike and it is now 
possible to calculate the b parameters. The 
digitised left control frame co-ordinates are 
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used to determine the left camera b parameters, 
the digitised right control frame co-ordinates 
the right camera b parameters. 
Once the b parameters have been calculated the 
program calculates the accuracies for determining 
the three dimensional co-ordinates of the control 
frame targets. The accuracies of the control 
frame targets are the differences between a and 
b, where a and b are: 
a: the three dimensional co-ordinates of the 
control frame targets calculated from the 
digitised control frame co-ordinates and the b 
parameters and 
b: the accurate three dimensional co-ordinates 
of the control frame targets previously 
determined. 
The accuracies of the control frame targets 
reflect the accuracies with which the three 
dimensional co-ordinates of the targets on the 
patient's torso can be determined, as these lie 
within the area that the control frame occupied. 
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The differences in the two sets of three 
dimensional co-ordinates is printed out as a 
check on the accuracy, see figure 11.17 below. 
BABY'S NAME mary 
CHECK ON ACCURACY USING COMMON CONTROL POINTS 
---------------------------------------------
NO. ox DY DZ (DID) 
---------------------------------------------
1 -0.2 0.4 -1.3 
2 -0.2 0.3 0.7 
3 0.2 1.0 1.5 
4 0.2 0.4 -1.9 
5 -0.0 -0.0 -1.1 
6 -0.0 0.1 1.9 
7 0.0 -0.4 2.0 
8 -0.3 -0.4 0.1 
9 -0.4 -0.3 -0.9 
12 0.4 -0.5 0.4 
13 0.4 -0.6 -0.3 
14 0.3 -0.5 0.0 
15 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 
16 -0.7 -0.5 -0.9 
17 -0.5 -0.0 -0.7 
18 0.1 0.2 1.9 
19 0.4 -0.2 1.2 
20 0.1 -0.1 -0.4 
21 0.1 0.5 -1.3 
23 0.2 0.7 1.1 
24 -0.6 0.4 0.2 
FIGURE 11.17 PRINTOUT OF THE ACCURACIES OF THE 
COMMON CONTROL POINTS 
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The user is then returned to the calculating 
menu, from where he can begin to calculate three 
dimensional co-ordinates for the object targets 
or return to the main menu. 
11.4.2 3D CO-ORDINATES OF OBJECT POINTS 
Suboption 2 of the calculating menu -
11 2. 3D CO-OrdinateS Of Object points 11 -
calculates the three dimensional co-ordinates of 
the targets on the patient's torso for a 
particular object image. 
On calling suboption 2 the user has to enter: 
1. the patient's name, e.g. Mary 
2. the breath number and position in the 
breathing cycle, e.g. 1i 
3. whether a hard or soft copy of the results is 
required. If a hard copy is required the user 
is prompted to switch on the printer. 
The program first ensures that the b parameters 
for the particular patient have been calculated. 
If not is returned to the calculating menu so 
that the b parameters can be calculated. 
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The program then reads in the following data: 
1. the left and right b parameters for the 
patient's set up 
2. the co-ordinates of the fiducial marks of the 
left and right object image of the first 
stereo object image of the patient 
3. the two dimensional co-ordinates of the 
fiducial marks and targets of the particular 
object image of the patient specified by the 
user. 
All text file names are generated from the 
information the user has entered. 
Once all the data has been read, the fiducial 
mark co-ordinates from the original image and 
from the object image, e.g. 1i, are used to 
calculate a two dimensional linear transformation 
as described in chapter 8. The two dimensional 
co-ordinates of the targets on the patient's 
torso are transformed into the system of the 
original object frame of that patient. 
As the two dimensional control frame co-ordinates 
were adjusted from the Pip Matrox system to the 
system of the patient, so too have the two 
dimensional target co-ordinates to be adjusted. 
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y Co-ordinates have to be multiplied by a 
negative factor and a scale factor applied to the 
x and y co-ordinates. 
Three dimensional co-ordinates of the targets on 
the patient's torso for that particular image, 
e.g.1i, can then be calculated using the b 
parameters and the transformed digitised two 
dimensional co-ordinates of the targets. A print 
out of the set of three dimensional co-ordinates 
for that particular image are given on the 
following page in figure 11.18. 
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BABY'S NAME : mary 
BREATii NUMBER AND IN OR OUT 1i 
TRANSFORMED OBJECT POINTS 
-----------------------------------------------
No. X y z (Dill) 
-----------------------------------------------
1 16.5 456.4 85.1 
2 260.2 479.8 119.9 
3 59.4 408.6 110.2 
4 132.4 417.0 121.0 
5 208.9 401.5 137.6 
6 84.9 385.2 132.7 
7 185.6 382.2 144.4 
8 55.5 364.0 121.8 
9 224.8 359.8 138.7 
10 92.1 340.2 158.2 
11 178.3 338.5 156.9 
12 235.2 322.5 131.8 
13 127.0 303.5 168.5 
14 181.1 299.4 165.8 
15 211.9 295.0 151.0 
16 83.8 283.1 169.2 
17 66.1 244.6 162.1 
18 190.4 248.4 168.5 
19 75.6 182.1 161.0 
20 142.3 192.3 182.1 
21 197.0 175.1 165.8 
22 234.6 208.0 140.5 
23 62.3 121.8 134.1 
24 203.5 120.0 154.3 
25 148.5 51.8 153.8 
FIGURE 11.18 PRINTOUT OF THE THREE DIMENSIONAL 
CO-ORDINATES OF MARY'S BREATH 1I 
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The user is returned to the calculating menu. He 
can continue calculating three dimensional 
co-ordinates for other object images or return to 
the main menu. 
11.5 GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE DATA FROM THE 
PATIENT'S RESPIRATORY MOVEMENT 
Option 4 of the main menu - 11 Menu : Graphics 11 - see 
fig. 11.19 below, is used to represent the 3D 
co-ordinates of the targets on the patient's torso 
during a respiratory cycle in graphical form. 
GRAPHICS : 
1. Stereo vectors on stereo vide o frame 
2. Displacement & 3D vectors - soft & hardcopy 
0. To return to MAIN MENU 
I 
Enter number of your choice : 
I 
FIGURE 11.19 MENU - GRAPHICS 
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11.5.1 STEREO VECTORS ON A STEREO VIDEO FRAME 
Suboption 1 of the graphics menu -
11 1. Displacement vectors 11 
produces vectograms, showing how the various 
targets on the patient's torso move from the 
extreme breath out to the extreme breath in 
during a respiratory cycle. 
A vector is an obvious way to represent a 
movement by using a directed line segment, as 
shown in figure 11.20. 
b 
a 
FIGURE 11.20 AN ARROW REPRESENTING A VECTOR 
a is the initial and b the terminal point, and ab 
shows the magnitude and direction of the 
movement. A can be considered to be a point on 
the patient's torso at the extreme breath out and 
B the identical point at the extreme breath in. 
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A vectogram, see figure 11.21 below, for a 
particular respiratory cycle is created by 
joining targets on the left image of a stereopair 
at the extreme breath out to the identical 
targets on the left image of the stereopair at 
the extreme breath in; to complete the vectogram 
the same procedure is repeated for the right 
image of the stereopair at extreme breath out and 
in. The lines joining targets at extreme breath 
out to extreme breath in are superimposed on the 
breath out object image. 
FIGURE 11.21 VECTOGRAM OF THE VIDEO FRAME OF MARY 
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The vectors can be viewed in three dimensions, 
when viewed stereoscopically by crossing one's 
eyes or by using the viewer developed at the 
University of Cape Town by Prof. L.P. Adams. 
On calling suboption 1 the user has to enter: 
1. the patient's name 
2. the breath in and breath out image of the 
respiratory cycle, i.e. 1i and 1o of Mary. 
When calculating the vectors the frame shift 
between the extreme breath in and extreme breath 
out have to be taken into account and corrected. 
The two point linear transformation and the 
fiducial mark co-ordinates of the extreme breath 
in and out are used to transform the extre~e 
breath in co-ordinates into the extreme breath 
out co-ordinate system. 
The vectors, superimposed on the extreme breath 
out image of the patient's torso, are drawn true 
to scale. As the true movement of the targets on 
the torso are very small it is often necessary to 
view the vectors at a larger magnification. Thus 
the user is given the option to view the vectors 
at a scale of his choosing. The image is 
refreshed and the new vectors plotted. The user 
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can repeatedly change the magnitude of the 
vectors until they are satisfactory. To obtain a 
hardcopy the user can store the vectogram on the 
IBM's harddrive for a later printout on the 
Tektronix image printer. 
Suboption 1 allows the user to process as many 
respiratory cycles of a patient as necessary. 
Once the user has specified that no more 
respiratory cycles of that patient are to be 
processed, the user is given the option to 
produce vectograms for another patient or return 
to the graphics menu. 
11.5.2 DISPLACEMENT AND THREE DIMENSIONAL 
VECTORS IN GRAPHICAL FORM 
Due to the high cost of producing images and 
vectograms on the Tektronix image printer, 
suboption 2 was included in the TAG computer 
system as an alternate form of representing the 
results in graphical form. 
Suboption 2 of the graphical menu plots: 
1. XY displacement vectors 
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2. z displacement vectors 
3. 3D vectors 
4. Anaglyph 
using two and three dimensional co-ordinates for 
targets of the extremes of the breath in and out 
of a respiratory cycle of a patient, with options 
for on screen viewing and hardcopy outputs on the 
HP plotter. 
Suboption 2 consists of the program Tplt.tru, 
written in True Basic programming language by A. 
Tregidga and Prof. L.P.Adams. Tplt.tru, was 
compiled and bound to form an executable program 
Tplt.exe, which is run by the TAG system using a 
C program DOS interrupt. 
As the HP plotter and the IBM computer are not 
compatible, a package Crib, consisting of 
hardware and software components, had to be used 
to bridge the gap between the two. 
The package Crib (Compusurvis redirection 
interface board designed by Compusurvis CC.) is a 
General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) interface. 
The interface card (hardware) is built around the 
NEC 7210 interface controller chip. The interface 
driver (software) is designed to allow output 
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directed at the standard devices supported by the 
operating system (DOS) - (COM1 to COM2 and LPT1 
to LPT2) - to be redirected to the devices on the 
GPIB . The driver utilises the interface as a 
controller in order to set up the GPIB and then 
outputs data as a talker. Thus it is possible, 
using the driver and the interface, to send 
plotting instructions, understandable to the HP 
plotter, to the plotter and obtain the plots 
required. 
On calling suboption 2 the user is prompted to 
enter: 
1. the patient's name 
2. the breath number 
3. whether the patient's outline is required in 
the plots. 
The text files for the breath in, the breath out 
and the outline are read in by the program Tplt. 
From the data the minimum and maximum X and Y 
are determined by a subroutine Minimax and are 
used to set up reference frames and windows for 
screen and printer. 
A change in magnitude is also calculated for the 
displacement and 3D vectors (3*magnitude) by 
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altering the XYZ co-ordinates of the breath in 
co-ordinates. 
The program gives the user the option of whether 
or not to view the displacement vectors. For the 
XY displacement vectors, the vectors are produced 
by the subroutines vecxy and arrxy which draw the 
displacement lines and arrow heads respectively. 
For the Z displacement vectors, the vectors are 
produced by the subroutines vecz and arrz which 
draw the lines and arrow heads respectively. 
Both the XY and Z displacement vectors are 
produced using the three dimensional co-ordinates 
of the targets. Using the XY co-ordinates of the 
torso targets at breath out and in the XY 
displacement vectors are plotted, using their Z 
co-ordinates the Z displacement vectors are 
plotted. 
The user is then given an option to obtain a 
hardcopy of the displacement vectors on the HP 
plotter. Hardcopy outputs of the XY displacement 
vectors are made by the subroutines plotxy and 
arrxy and of the Z displacement vectors by the 
subroutines plotz and arrz. 
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Hardcopy outputs of the XY and Z displacement 
vectors are shown in figures 11.22 and 11.23 . 
• X Y DISPI....4CEMEHT VECTDAS 
. Vector• ugn1f1ed x !5 
, The pet1ent 18 : ury 









. Z OISPUCEI4eNT VECTORS 
. Vectors .. gnit1ed x ~ 
, Tne petient 18 : .. ry 
FIGURE 11.23 DISPLACEMENT VECTORS Z 
Once the displacement vectors have been completed 
the user is asked whether or not he wishes to 
view the stereo vectors. 
The stereo vectors plotted by Tplt are not true 
vectors but pseudo vectors. True vectors are 
calculated from the true camera set up, i.e. in 
the TAG system cameras have converging lines of 
sight. Pseudo vectors, on the other hand, are 
calculated from "false" camera positions, 
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cameras set up with parallel lines of sight. 
Pseudo stereo vectors simplify the viewing of the 
vectors in three dimensions, but should not be 
used for accurate measurements. They should only 
be considered as a visual aid. 
The pseudo vector are derived from the parallax 
bar equations: 
Px = xl - xr and Px = (f * B) 1 (H - h) ( 1) 
Px - absolute parallax of point P 
- full definition of absolute parallax is 
"a ground point lying in the area covered by 
the overlap of a pair of photographs will 
possess an image on each photo. The 
absolute stereoscopic parallax of the point 
is the algebraic difference, in the 
direction of the air base, of the distance 
of its two images from the principle points 
of their respective photos. The difference 
between two such absolute measurements is 
known as a Parallax Difference." 
P - point P on the ground having three 
dimensional co-ordinates X,Y,Z 
- point P on the left and right image of a 
stereo pair having co-ordinates xl,yl and 
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xr,yr for the left and right image 
respectively 
f - focal length of the two cameras, the two 
cameras being of the same make 
B - camera base, i.e. distance between the two 
camera stations 
H - camera height above the datum (sea level) 
h - height of point P above datum 
- h of P = Z of P 
The equati6ns for ~he points making up the 
vectors on the left pseudo stereo image are: 
xl = (X * f) I (R - Z) 
yl = (Y * f) I (H - Z) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
and for the points making up the vectors on the 
right pseudo stereo image are: 
xr = (xl - f * B) I (H - Z) 
yr = yl 
( 4) 
( 5) 
Equations two and three are derived from the same 
figure from which the parallax bar equations are 






FIGURE 11.24 PARALLAX BAR DIAGRAM 
In figure 11.24, S1 and S2 are the camera 
stations, with S1 being the origin of the system. 
By using similar triangles it can be shown that: 
xl I X = f I (H-h) 
By rearranging this equation, equation (2) is 
derived. 
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By changing the perspective in figure 11.24 by 90 
degrees, i.e. instead of looking down the y axis 
onto the x axis one is now looking down the x 
axis on to they axis,it is possible to obtain 
equation (3) in the same manner as equation (2). 
The different perspectives are illustrated in 
figure 11.25 below. 
LOOKING DOWN THE 
Y AXIS - X AXIS 
FIGURE 11.25 DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES OF PARALLAX 
SET UP 
Once xl and yl have been calculated, it is 
possible to use equation (4) to solve for xr. As 
the stereo vectograms serve as visual aids, yl is 
made equal to yr in equation (5). Thus the vector 
depicted on the left and right image lie at the 
same eye level allowing the viewer to view the 
vector in three dimensions. 
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As only the right or the left image of the stereo 
pair can be plotted on the screen, a hardcopy of 
the two images is produced. Thus it is possible 
to place the two images under a stereoscope and 
perceive the plotted vectors in three dimensions. 
The stereo vectors are shown in figures 11.26 and 
11.27 on the following page and can be viewed in 
three dimensions. 
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FIGURE 11.26 FIGURE 11.27 
LEFT HAND PSEUDO PHOTO RIGHT HAND PSEUDO PHOTO 
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The last option in Tplt consists of an anaglyph. 
An anaglyph consists of the left and the right 
pseudo vectors, plotted in red and green 
respectively, on the same screen. A special pair 
of spectacles, the two lenses tinted the same 
green and red colour as the green and red vectors 
respectively, is used to view the vectors in 
three dimensions. The human eye can only perceive 
the green vectors through the red lens and the 
red vectors through the green lens. Thus the red 
and green vectors are viewed stereoscopically and 
the brain perceives a single set of vectors in 
three dimensions. 
There is no hardcopy option for the anaglyph, as 
the green and red ink will never have the same 
shades from batch to batch. If the green shade of 
the plotted vectors differs from the green shade 
of the lens, the eye will see both the green and 
red vectors through one eye. Thus the 
stereoscopic effect would be destroyed and 
therefore also the three dimensional perception 
of the vectors. 
Once suboption 2 has been completed, the user is 
returned to the graphics menu. 
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11.6 IMAGE PRINTING ON THE TEKTRONIX IMAGE PRINTER 
Option 5 of the main menu -
" 5. Image printing to Tektronix II -
allows the user to send images, stored on the IBM via 
the Pip Matrox card, to the Tektronix image printer 
for printing. 
Problems that had to be overcome to print the images 
were: 
1. the IBM computer and the Tektronix printer are 
not compatible 
2. the Tektronix printer is a colour printer and 
the images produced by the Ikegami cameras are 
black and white. 
A program, written in C language to run on DOS for the 
company Tektronix by N.Parkyn, specifically overcomes 
these problems. An image on the harddrive is called up 
by the program and the data altered to suit the 
Tektronix image printer. A set of DOS commands then 
sends the altered data of the image to the Tektronix 
image printer. 
A "shell" program was written so that both the program 
and the sending of the altered data of the image to 
the image printer could be run by the TAG system, 
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without the user having to know the operating 
process. 
On calling option 5 of the main menu, the user has to 
enter the patient's name. An image menu is then 
displayed on the screen, see figure 11.28 below. 
CONVERTING AND PRINTING I"A6£S FOR TEKTRONIX PRINTER 
1. for OBJECT itagt 
2. for CONTROL 
3. for STEREO VECTOR iugt 
Enter nutber of your choice 1 
FIGURE 11.28 IMAGE MENU IN PROGRAM TIMP 
The user selects the image to be printed and follows 
the simple on screen instructions on how to operate 
the image printer, e.g. connect and switch on the 
printer. 
Once the image is printed out the user is returned to 
the image menu to select another image or return to 
the main menu. 
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12. ANOTHER PATIENT EXAMPLE OBSERVED USING TAG 
Another example is given by the patient Veronica. In the 
case of Veronica we the photogrammetrists did not know the 
state of her health and the condition of her respiratory 
muscles. 
It can be clearly seen from the XY and z displacement 
vectors (fig. 12.1 & 12.2), from the stereo pseudo photos 
(fig. 12.3) and the vectogram (fig 12.4) that the 
diaphragm is pulling from left to right. 
Although it is possible to make such observations as 
photogrammetrist and take an interest in the results, it 
is up to the medical staff to draw medical conclusions 
from the results; the photogrammetrists' work . is to 
develop the system so that the medical staff can obtain 







. X Y DISPLACEMENT VECTORS 
. Vectors magnified x 5 
, The patient 1S : vera 
FIGURE 12.1 XY DISPLACEMENT VECTORS OF VERONICA 
. z DISPLACEMENT VECTORS 
. Vectors magnified x 5 
, The patient ia : vera 
FIGURE 12.2 Z DISPLACEMENT VECTORS OF VERONICA 
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FIGURE 12.3 LEFT AND RIGHT PSEUDO PHOTOS OF VERONICA 
(set up to be viewed in stereoscopic mode) 
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FIGURE 12.4 VECTOGRAM OF VERONICA 
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13. PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED IN THE RESEARCH 
Several problems were experienced during the making of the 
TAG system. Several ideas were implemented, only to be 
discarded at a later stage. Some of the ideas had to be 
altered to fit in with the developing TAG system. Other 
areas proved to be areas of difficulty and concern. All 
these are discussed in this chapter. 
13.1. EXPERIMENTATION WITH DIFFERENT TARGET TYPES 
A suitable target for marking the discrete points on 
the patient's torso had to be found. 
The first targets were small black dots, about half a 
centimeter in diameter, which were attached to the 
test subject's chest - a doll "Debby". The targets 
were not visible on the monitors, as the black targets 
were "swamped" by white light reflected from her light 
coloured chest. The target size was increased to 
prevent the "swamping" effect. The target however had 
to be very large to appear on the monitor and as the 
white light did not uniformly cover the black target, 
it was difficult to determine the centre of the target 
accurately. 
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The second type of target used were retro-reflective 
targets. Retro-reflective targets can be thought of as 
mirrors that reflect the light back to its source and 
are made of similar material to that of red reflectors 
used on a bicycle that reflect the light of a car's 
headlamps back to the driver so that he is aware of 
the cyclist. The retro-reflective targets affixed to 
"Debby's" appeared as bright white light against her 
light skin. 
The advantage of using such targets is that the 
lighting is not critical. Even in normal lighting the 
targets appear clearly on the monitor, with some 
exceptions. The surface of the retro-reflective target 
must be approximately perpendicular to the beam of 
light for it to reflect the light back correctly. Due 
to the patient's torso shape this caused several 
problems, which were partially overcome by using a 
lamp set up midway between the two cameras to 
illuminate the retro-reflective targets. 
The targets on the very edge of the patient's torso 
still caused problems. The light being reflected off 
the target at an oblique angle made the target appear 
too dimly on the video image for the centre of gravity 
routine to operate. 
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The intensity of the lamp used was increased. The 
outer targets now were bright enough for the centre of 
gravity routine. Targets however that had previously 
been reflecting the light correctly now appeared as a 
blazing circle of light. This l i ght was not reflected 
evenly in all directions away from the target and thus 
the centre of the blazing circle of light was not 
always the centre of the target. 
The third type of targets to be used consisted of 
white painted inner concentric circles and a matt 
black painted outer concentric circle. 
No matter what amount of light is reflected from the 
surface to which the targets are attached, the light 
from the white inner concentric circle is not 
"swamped" due to the matt black outer concentric 
circle. The white inner circle reflects the light 
well, without having the glaring intensity of a retro-
reflective target. Thus both the white inner circle 
and matt black outer circle appear on the video image 
under the correct lighting conditions. 
When working with CCD cameras and targets the lighting 
is always a critical factor. White is dominant, 
reflecting the light with a much larger intensity than 
the black. The light from a white target spreads away 
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from the target making the target appear much larger 
and in the case of a retro-reflective target it can 
appear huge. A black target on the other hand can be 
considered as non-reflective. 
The direction of the light also plays a major role. In 
determining the path of light rays, it is a known fact 
that the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of 
reflection. A white surface illuminated from light 
rays perpendicular to the surface will make the 
surface appear ~ brilliant white as the light is 
reflected directly back from the surface. Light rays 
reflecting off the same surface at an acute angle will 
make the surface appear off white, grey or nearly non 
visible depending on the angle of the light when it 
strikes the surface. 
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The effect of the different directions of incident 
light is shown in figure 13.1 below. 





TAR ET- NOT 
VISIBLE 
FIGURE 13.1 DIFFERENT ANGLES OF LIGHT AFFECTING 
TARGET VISIBILITY 
With the correct targets - black and white targets -
and the correct lighting - controlled by the dimmer 
light switch - it is possible to achieve a good video 
image of the patient's torso and the targets on the 
torso. 
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13.2 IMAGE SATURATION DUE TO SYNCHRONISATION 
COMPRESSION 
Image saturation due to synchronisation compression is 
caused by surfaces reflecting a large amount of very 
bright light. The diodes in the image processing chip 
of the camera receive so much white light that sensory 
overload occurs and the synchronisation signal from 
the camera is distorted. The resultant stereo image 
can be as badly affected as figure 13.2 shown below. 
FIGURE 13.2 DEBBY DOLL IMAGE DISTORTED DUE TO IMAGE 
SATURATION 
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The first time the problem was encountered it was 
caused by light reflecting off the aluminum ladder 
used to reach the cameras on the gantry. As the light 
from the ladder appeared in the part of the image not 
shown on the mixed stereo image, it was difficult to 
deduce the source of the problem. 
Once the ladder had been moved, the glare from the 
aluminum ladder and thus the synchronisation 
compression was removed. 
Other substances that have caused synchronisation 
compression due to reflecting large amounts of light 
are white materials such as the white clothing medical 
staff wear. 
As precautions during video sessions the cameras are 
shielded partially from peripheral bright light by 
lens shields. Any synchronisation compression that 
still occurs is immediately visible due to the 
distortion of the video image on the monitor. The 
object causing the glare must be moved. It is not 
necessary in all cases to remove the object, such as 
the aluminium ladder, but only to turn the object so 
that the glare of the object is deflected away from 
the camera. 
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13.3 LIGHTING PROBLEMS DURING A VIDEO SESSION 
Light plays a critical role when using ceo cameras to 
capture the patient respiratory motions. 
When working with light and ceo cameras several 
factors always have to be taken into account: 
1. light intensity 
2. surfaces from which the light reflects 
3. the angles of incidence and reflection of that 
light 
The light intensity is partly controlled and partly 
uncontrolled. The natural light forms the 
uncontrollable element. Usually in a ward the light 
from the windows is corning from one direction only and 
thus reflects more light into the one camera than the 
other making the one image appear much brighter. 
The overhead lighting and the light suspended midway · 
between the two cameras forms the controllable 
element. These lights and the aperture settings of the 
two cameras can be manipulated until the lighting on 
both the left and right image are approximately equal 
and satisfactory. Due to the synchronisation of the 
two cameras, setting the aperture on the one camera 
affects the amount of light received by the other 
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camera. Thus the aperture settings on the two cameras 
should be set in conjunction with one another and not 
as separate entities. 
The surfaces that scatter light affect the images 
received by the camera. White surfaces which reflect a 
large amount of light affect the im~ges adversely as 
this light often overshadows other objects. Thus a 
normal white hospital sheet to cover the mattress is 
not feasible. A matt black sheet is used, which is non 
reflective and thus does not affect the images. 
An example of the power of white surfaces is a white 
hospital blanket that was used to cover a patient's 
legs during a video session. It was found that when 
the blanket was placed in the camera's field of view, 
the rest of the image immediately darkened due to the 
strong light reflected off the blank. 
The only objects that are of interest during a video 
session are 
1. the patient's torso 
2. the targets on the torso 
3. the fiducial marks 
4. the targets on the control frame 
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All other surrounding objects and surfaces should not 
affect the image. Thus the mattress is covered in a 
matt black sheet, the fiducial marks are attached to 
bars that are painted matt black and the control frame 
is painted matt black and thus can not effect the 
video image adversely as matt black is 
"non-reflective". 
13.4 ALTERING THE PROGRAM TO DIGITISE THE PATIENT'S 
OUTLINE 
The outline of the patient is presently digitised by 
the program Outline. The outline digitised however 
does not fully follow the outline of the patient and 
at times has a rather rectangular appearance due to 
the coarse image grid of the Pip Matrox card. The 
outline obtained from the program Outline does however 
serve its purpose as a reference frame for the plotted 
vectors. 
The Department of Surveying has however recently 
obtained a sonic digitiser, which in future can be 
used to digitise the patient's outline. The sonic 
digitiser operates on the sound which a computer mouse 
sends out. The distance that the sound travels to each 
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one of the two sonic receivers is used to calculate 
the mousses position (x,y) by intersection. 
The sonic digitiser can be suspended directly over the 
monitor and the patient's outline digitised directly 
from the patient's image on the monitor. On the other 
hand the sonic digitiser could be laid flat on a table 
and the patient's outline digitised from a Tektronix 
image print of the patient. 
With the sonic digitiser a much smoother curve for the 
patient's outline can be achieved. 
13.5 MOVEMENT OF THE BED AND THUS THE CAMERAS WHEN 
LIFTING THE PATIENT ON AND OFF THE BED 
When moving the patient on and off the bed it is 
difficult not to disturb the bed. A test was carried 
out to see whether the movement of the bed had 
effected the cameras and thus altered the cameras' b 
parameters. 
The control frame was videoed before and after a video 
session of a patient. The first control was used to 
calculate the b parameters of the cameras. The second 
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control was treated as an object and the co-ordinates 
of the targets calculated using the b parameters from 
the first control. 
From comparing the three dimensional co-ordinates 
calculated for the control and those previously 
determined, it was apparent that no significant 
movement of the cameras had taken place. It was 
therefore established that the small movement of the 
cameras that occurs when a patient is moved on and off 
the bed, not only affects the cameras but the whole 
unit, i.e. the bed, gantry and cameras all move as a 
rigid unit. Thus as the whole unit moves as one, the 
relation between the cameras and the surface of the 
bed remains the same. The accuracy of the system was 
therefore not affected. 
13.6 DESIGN ADJUSTMENTS TO FACILITATE BETTER 
OPERATION 
In designing such a system for the first time, there 
are alw~ys elements that should be changed on future 
models. 
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1. To set the cameras up correctly, the orientation 
often has to be changed. At present the clamp 
mechanism used to hold the cameras in place is 
tightened and loosened by an Allen key. This is not 
satisfactory, as the cameras are usually positioned 
above the operators' head and make the tightening and 
loosening with the Allen key very difficult. One 
should be able to fasten and loosen the cameras with a 
single handgrip by using a mechanism such as a large 
wing nut. This could be operated with a single 
handgrip instead of using an Allen key. 
2. The cameras are mounted on a cross bar, which is 
welded to the gantry. As the patients are not all of 
the same size, the patient often has to be moved down 
the bed so that the torso of the patient is directly 
below the cameras. If the patient is chronically ill 
all movement should be avoided. It would thus be far 
better if the bar holding the cameras could be moved 
along the gantry to position the cameras above the 
patient's torso. 
3. A minor problem is the cupboard that is built below 
the bed. One always underestimates the amount of space 
that is required for equipment. Therefore it would be 
better if the cupboard spanned the whole length of the 
bed. 
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14. OTHER APPLICATIONS FOR THE TAG SYSTEM 
Although TAG has been specifically designed for evaluating 
regional body surface motion during respiration, it has a 
wide range of potential applications. 
Possible applications, also in the medical field, include 
the studies of the effects of growth and development on 
spinal and chest deformities and of lung and heart disease 
on the mechanics of breathing. 
At present the TAG system is being modified to study the 
motion of brain damaged subjects and to analyze gait. 
14.1 TAG IN THE STUDY OF BRAIN DAMAGED SUBJECTS 
The study of brain damaged patients can include a 
study to determine a specific pattern of motion for 
brain damaged subjects. 
It is hypothesized that a normal subject and a brain 
damaged subject will stand up and sit down in 
different ways and that from the pattern in which a 
subject stands up and sits down that presence of brain 
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damage can be determined and also the type of damage 
that exists. 
Previous studies on this subject do show that the 
hypothesis may be true, but as in the study of 
respiratory motion the time consuming traditional 
photogrammetric method has seriously limited the 
number of studies on which to base this hypothesis. 
With a modified version of the TAG system it will be 
possible to study rapidly a large number of patients 
from which to derive an accurate hypothesis. 
The pattern of movement of a subject is studied by 
attaching a target to the patient's forehead. In the 
traditional method the target, a flashing LED (light 
emitting diode) attached to the subject's forehead by 
a sweatband, was photographed by two cam~ras in 
stereo. The two Mamiya cameras used cut film with only 
four negative holders. After each patient had been 
photographed, the negative holders had to be taken 
into the dark room and reloaded. For the camera 
settings a long exposure and a low aperture setting 
were used. The resultant pair of negatives consisted 
of a series of white dots which showed either the 
standing up or sitting down movement of the patient. 
Also depicted on the negatives were the control frame 
targets also made of LEDs. The dots on the left image 
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had to matched to their stereo counter parts on the 
right image using a stereoscope and the matched pairs 
numbered. Three dimensional co-ordinates for the dots 
were obtained by placing the negatives in the stereo 
comparator, linked to the HP computer. This process 
had to be repeated for every subject and is very time 
consuming. 
Using a modified version of the TAG system, it will be 
possible to set up the control at a centre such as a 
cerebral palsy school and a large number of subjects 
processed within a very short time. The video tape 
could then be transported to the Department of 
Surveying , for quick analysis. 
The advantage, as with the respiratory motion, is that 
the whole motion is captured as a permanent record on 
tape. The motion can be repeatedly observed by simply 
rewinding the video tape. The viewing speed can also 
be altered to facilitate analysis. The viewing of the 
actual movement of brain damaged subjects compared to 
normal subjects alone should bring a new insight to 
this field of study and may even in future be of use 
in determining the type and extent of the damage to 
the brain. 
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14.2 TAG IN THE STUDY OF GAIT ANALYSIS 
Sport has always interested man and with the large 
amount of interest shown in running as demonstrated by 
such marathons as the Comrades and the Two Oceans, 
more and more indepth study is being done on the 
actual running motion. 
As with the motion study of brain damaged subjects, so 
has the running motion been studied by the traditional 
photogrammetric methods. The pattern of the study 
resembles that of the brain damaged subjects, with 
some exceptions. 
In the gait analysis retro-reflective targets attached 
to the back of the leg were illuminated using a strobe 
light. The subject was photographed running on a tread 
mill within a large control frame. The light from the 
LED control targets and the light from repeatedly 
illuminated retro-reflective targets during -a single 
stride were captured on a single negative using a long 
exposure. The method for obtaining the three 
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dimensional co-ordinates of the leg targets was the 
same as in the motion study of brain damaged subjects 
As with the motion study of brain damaged subjects so 
will the gait analysis be enhanced by using a modified 
version of the TAG system. The study of the gait will 
be enhanced by being able to review the motion again 
and again at any speed · desirable. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The anatomy textbook for studying the shape and make up of 
the body is correct in every aspect, except in that it 
depicts the body as static without movement. From a single 
flat page it is impossible to convey the intricate type of 
movement of which the human body is capable. 
It is often the very motion of the body that will show up 
the injuries and damage it has sustained either from 
illness or from the very movement of the body itself. 
In the case of the study of regional body surface motion, 
it is the movement of the torso, due to the intercostal 
muscles and the diaphragm, that show what injuries the 
lungs h ave sustained due to illnesses such as pneumonia. 
And it is the movement of the torso, viewed in three 
dimensions, that can give insight into what diagnosis of 
the patient's ailment should be made and therefore his 
treatment. 
To diagnose the patient's condition the patient only has 
to be moved to the special hospital rig and the video 
session of his respiratory motion completed. The patient 
does not have to be disturbed again, whereas the doctor 
can study the respiratory motion of the patient in three 
dimensions repeatedly from the video tape. The video tape 
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also serves as a permanent record for the patient and can 
be compared with future video sessions of that patient 
after treatment is underway or completed. 
In the motion study of brain damaged subjects the movement 
of the subject, viewed in three dimensions, may give 
insight into different types of brain damage and how these 
effect the individual's motion and how this may be used in 
future as a diagnostic tool. 
In the gait anal-ysis the movement of the runner, viewed in 
three dimensions, could give valuable insight into the 
running style faults, such as supernation or pronation, 
which cause so many injuries in runners. The effect of 
changed foot wear, such as built up inlays would be 
immediately apparent by watching the runner's motion, in 
three dimensions in slow motion. 
From the actual study of this thesis it is clear that 
photogrammetry can play a major role in the medical world. 
This has been verified by the successful development of 
the TAG computer system, that has proven to be an aid in 
analysing the respiratory motion of humans, and also by 
TAG's present and future developments in the study of gait 
analysis and of brain damaged subjects. With todays modern 
technology and with the PC computer it is no longer a tool 
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that the medical fraternity cannot afford to use, but has 
now become a viable possibility in todays world. 
"Biological form and its motion to both external and 
internal forces has been and is one of the most engaging 
subjects in the history of human thought." (Sheffer and 
Herron 1989) 
The power of three dimensional vision made possible by 
modern photogrammetry not only makes this subject engaging 
but utterly fascinating. It gives a whole new dimension 
to motion, especially to the motion of the human body. 
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APPENDIX 1 THE PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATION 
The theory of the projective transformation has been 
developed over the years, starting with references to 
Klein (1908) and Thompson (1969 and 1972). 
It was Thompson, a great photogrammetrist, who discovered 
the potential in the photogrammetric contest. He showed 
how the projective transformation formula could be used in 
single photograph geometry. He however did not forsee the 
extension of the theory past a single photograph. 
By extending the theory to two or three cameras, the full 
potential of the projective transformation was realised. 
The method developed by Adams (1981), extracted from his 
paper, is described 
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PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATIONS: 
Since the picture is a special case of central projection it is 
possible to make use of central projection geometry and in 
particular, the somewhat involved mathmatics of projective 
transformations when we measure image co-ordinates in the plane of 
the picture. 
Analytical definition of the projective transformation 
We state tha (according to Klein, 1908) 
a X + a y + a z + a 
X' 
11 12 13 14 = a X + a y + a z + a 41 42 43 44 
a X + a y + a z + a 
Y' 21 22 23 24 = a X + a y + a z + a 
41 42 43 44 
a X + a y + a z + a 
z I 31 32 33 34 = a X + a y ·+ a z + a 41 42 43 44 
( 1) 
That is to every point X,Y,Z there corresponds a definite finite 
point X',Y',Z', provided only that the common denominator is not 
zero. 
In the study of projective transformations it is very convenient 
to use homogeneous co-ordinates; that is in place of the three 
point co-ordinates we use four quantities x,y,z,w defined by the 
eqns. 
X 





z z = w 
Y (twodimensions) 
Fig 2. Diagram illustrating homogeneous co-ordinates for 
two-dimensional space 
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HOMOGENEOUS CO-ORDINATES - EXPLANATION 
Consider first two-dimensional space a plane E say. An 
equivalent would be a picture plane in which each image point has 
rectangular co-ordinates X,Y. 
In plane E, P has co-ordinates X, Y in two dimensions. We now 
interpret x,y,z as rectangular co-ordinates in space and in this 
space we choose the plane z = k parallel to the x,y plane as the 
plane E. If we now join the point X,Y of E to 0 by a straight 
line then for points on this line xjz and yjz are constant. If we 
make z = k = 1 we may write 
X = X z 
I_ = y 
z 
Accordingly the introduction of homogeneous co-ordinates signifies 
the representation of the plane E into that space pencil of rays 
with the origin 0 as centre of which E is a section. 
That is, the homogeneous co-ordinates of a point are the space 
co-ordinates of the points of the projecting ray of that point. 
The example gien represents the introduction of homogeneous 
co-ordinates into two-dimensional space. 
We can form similar representation if we introduce homogeneous 
co-ordinates into three-dimensional ~pace, that is we think of the 
space as a section of w = 1 say of a four-dimensional auxiliary 
space and we relate it to the space pencil which projects it from 
the origin of auxiliary space. In this the use of 
four-dimensional spce is only a convenient means of expression. 
In terms of homogeneous co-ordinates eqn.1 can be expressed as: 
= A (2) 
where matrix A is non-singular. 
When the accented and unaccented co-ordinates are referred to the 
same system, eqns.l and 2 represent a linear mapping of space upon 
itself which is known as collineation - non-singular since A is 
non-singular. 
In the photographic case a difference occurs in that photography 
introduces a singular transformation for, to distinct planes in 
space there corresponds one, and only one, plane, the picture 
plane (Fig.3). 
Such a transformation cannot be uniquely inverted for to every 
picture point there corresponds an infinity of space points. 
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HOMOGENEOUS CO-ORDINATES FOR THE X-RAY PICTURE CASE 
We showed that two-dimensional co-ordinates X,Y could be expressed 
as homogeneous co-ordinates referred to an origing 0 in which the 
point X,Y fell on a space ray projection f from 0 such that, for 
points on the ray, X = ~ and Y = ~ are constant. 
The position of the plane containing the co-ordinated point X, Y 










Fig. 3 Illustration of singular transformation 
arbitrary but, in terms of the camera 0 is the perspective centre 
(assumed point focus) and Z = k is the perpendicular distance form 
the perspective centre to the plane of the film. In 
photogrammetric terms this is referred to as the principal 
distance. 
The collinearity eqn.l is in 




co-ordinates X',Y',Z', we have x = Z' ' y 
of X',Y',Z' but, for 
and using homogeneous 
Y' = Z' where the xy plane 
is parallel to the X'Y' plane and Z' is arbitrary and constant. 
Substituting in eqn. 1 
X' a X+a Y+a Z+a 11 12 13 14 
= a X+a Y+a Z+a X = Z' 
41 42 43 44 
a X+a Y+a Z+a 
41 42 43 44 
X a X+a Y+a Z+a 
31 32 33 34 
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therefore 
a X + a y + a z + a 
11 12 13 14 X = a X + a y + a z + a 
31 32 33 34 
Similarly: 
a X + a y + a z + a 
21 22 23 24 y = a X + a y + a z + a 
31 32 33 34 
which is a convenient way of expressing x and y (the plate 
co-ordinates) in therms of X,Y,Z (the space co-ordinates) when we 
consider the picture case. 
We can eliminate one of the transformation parameters ( a
34
) 
dividing all terms on the right hand side of the equations by 
and introducing new transformation parameters b where b 
i j i j 
so that we may now write: 
b X +b Y+ b Z+b 
11 1 2 13 14 
X b X+b Y+b Z+l 
3 1 32 33 
( 3) 
b X+b Y+b Z+b 
21 2 2 23 24 
y= b X + b Y+b Z+l 
3 1 32 33 
DERIVATION OF SPACE CO-ORDINATES FROM PLATE CO-ORDINATES 
Rewriting eqn. 3 and gathering terms 
b X +b Y+b Z+b 
11 12 13 14 
-b XX - b xY - b XZ = X 
3 1 32 33 
( 4) 
Similarly from eqn. 3: 
b X +b Y+b Z+b 









Now, provided that we have sufficient control points co-ordinated 
in terms of the space X,Y,Z system and suitably distributed and we 
measure comparator (x,y) co-ordinates of their image points in the 
plane of the picture we can set up solution eqns. in the form of 4 
and 5 and hence solve for the transformation parameters b 
ij 
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Two pictures from different view points give us sufficient 
information to solve for two different sets of b terms, i.e. b 
lj lj 
and b - and hence from measurements of x,y and x,y we can solve 
lj 
for X,Y,Z of a new point by back substitution. 
From eqns. 4 and 5 we get: 
+ (b - y. b ) z + b = y 
23 33 24 
( 6) 
(b - x.b)x + Cb - x.b)Y 
11 31 12 32 
(b - x.b) z + b = x 
13 . 33 14 
(b - y-. b) X + (b - y-. b) Y 
21 31 22 32 
+ (b - y. b) z + b = y 
23 33 24 
where the unbarred elements refer to the left hand picture and the 
barred elements to the right hand picture. 
SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS 
Once the b terms have been solved the remaining calculations are 
1 J 
straightforward. Eqns. 4 and 5 however are non-linear functions 
involving the b iJ parameters and the methods to be adopted to 
solve the equations are debatable. Initial values for the 
parameters can be determined if there are at least six control 
points imaged in a photograph but with the following important 
restrictions. 
If using a minimum of six control points - giving one redundancy: 
(i) no more than four space points should be coplanar; 
(ii) no more than three space points should be colinear. 
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Various 'least squares' iterative solutions to the problem have 
been suggested in which space control co-ordinates are assumed 
error free and the comparator co-ordinates assumed subject to 
errors of observations - a somewhat debatable point since for very 
short-range photogrammetry the comparator observations are 
probably determined to a higher accuracy than the space 
determinations. It seems sensible therefore to assume that both 
objects and image co-ordinates are error free and to solve for 
mean 'b values using normal equations formed from 
i j 
'quasi'-oberservation equations as follows: 
b b b b b b b b b b b = 
11 12 13 14 21 22 23 24 31 32 33 
X y z 1 0 0 0 0 -x X -x Y -x z 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
X y z 1 0 0 0 0 -x X -x Y -x z 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 







0 0 0 0 X y z 1 -y X -y y -y z yl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 X y z 1 -y X -y y -y z y 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
0 0 0 0 X y z 1 -y X -y y -y z Yn n 2 2 n n n n n n 
\A I matrix 'L' matr 
From these 'quasi' observation equaions the 'b' matrix can be 
solved from 
B = (ATA) -
1ATL 
Substitution of the calculated b and b values and observed 
i j i j 
comparator values for image points in the left and right pictures 
into eqn. 6 leads to four solution equations for three unknowns 





































where, for example, 
and X,Y,Z are the space co-ordinates of the image point which is 
to be co-ordinated. 
In matrix notoation the solution is given by: 
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APPENDIX 2 THREE DIMENSIONAL CO-ORDINATES FOR THE BABY 
CONTROL FRAME 
Three dimensional co-ordinates for the baby control frame 
X y z (mm) 
-------------------------------------
1. 10.00 10.00 10.00 
2 . 3.99 209.45 5.60 
3. 3.36 396.51 6.59 
4 . 107.86 400.91 44.29 
5. 107.53 274.19 43.42 
6. 113.96 9.39 47.88 
7. 216.93 13.32 83.47 
8 . 216.48 210.65 82.99 
9. 210.06 400.71 80.19 
10. 8.65 80.47 172.33 
11. 6.49 206.39 168.64 
12. 9.06 34 7. 41 168.69 
13. 55.96 349.81 184.59 
14. 55.87 166.18 187.54 
15. 53.08 78.84 188.55 
16. 106.32 81.43 205.99 
17. 108.76 207.04 204.72 
18. 103.36 348.71 202.49 
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APPENDIX 3 THREE DIMENSIONAL CO-ORDINATES OF THE 
CHILD/ADULT CONTROL FRAME 
Three dimensional co-ordinates for the child/adult control 
X y z (mm) 
------------------------------------
1. 10.00 10.00 13.10 
2. 10.50 177.10 13.60 
3. 12.20 384.60 10.80 
4. 18.35 549.60 11.80 
5. 193.75 554.80 10.80 
6. 191.50 371.20 11.30 
7 . 184.65 183.30 ~0.10 
8. 190.70 8.85 10.90 
9 . 347.60 9.90 10.00 
10. 354.20 174.15 10.50 
11. 358.65 382.20 13.00 
12. 356.50 548.65 14.70 
13. 42.30 83.90 152.70 
14. 43.20 202.70 153.20 
15. 40.25 347.90 153.20 
16. 44.70 469.25 153.30 
17. 188.20 468.20 151.40 
18. 186.60 345.20 149.70 


































void dtenu 0; 
void pllnUHJ 
void g111110; 
void itp t1; 
int x,y; 
cllir kill; 

































It ttod - itages to disc 8/ 
It calls up digitisiag aenu *' 
It calls up calculating tenu - b parats l 3D t/ 












It printing i1ages on Tektronix t/ 
I t to quit progra1 t/ 
ch=getch!l; It getchar!l; reads keyboard selection t/ 
} 
} 
/ttaaaaa END OF ~IM aaaaaaataaaaatttaaaaattttaat 







printf ( • 
printf ( 1 
printf( 1 
printf ( 1 
printf(" 
printf (1 
printf ( 1 
printf( 1 





printf ( 1 















I1age transfer to IB" fro1 video 
"ENU : Digitising 
~NU : Calculations 
"ENU : Graphics 
I1age printing to Tektronix 
Quit 
Enter nu1ber of your choice : 
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\n'l; 
\n 1 1; 
\ni)J 
\n'l; 
\n 1 1; 














\n 1 l 
\nil 
\n 1 l 
\n 1 1 
\n'l .,, 










void lOde 0 ; 
void aenu2 0 1 
void conlO; 
void conr (); 
void objlO; 
void objr 0; 
void siAC)h (); 
void atl i ne 0; 
void gottolint,intl; 
char ki 11; 
char ch='a'; 
kill = 't'; 
aodeO; 
aenu21l; 






























It tcoill - ditititing LEFT stereo control *' 
ll tconr - digitising RJ6HT stereo control a/ 
ll tobjl - digitising stereo objects - left t/ 
/a tobjr ~ digitising stereo objects - right t/ 
















/t toutline - digitising bibies outline1 1/ 
/1 to quit progril *' 
ch:getchll; II getchirll; reidl keyboird selection II 
} 
} 
11111111 END OF ftAIN Slllllllltffttfttttlfllllltl 































































Stereo control iligt - LEFT 
Stereo control ilige - RI6HT 
Stereo object !pitientl itige - LEFT 
Stereo objtct !pitientl itatt - RI6HT 
Sittlt iligt 
Pitient's outline 
To return to JljUN lt£NU 







\n 1 IJ 
\n 1 lJ 





\n 1 1; 
\n 1 1; 
\n'l; 
\n"l; 


























kill = 't'; 
lodtO I 
llfiUlO; 
llhile( kill != 'q'l { 
uitchlchl < 
cue't': 
printf (' \n'l; 
printf(' \n'IJ 
1odeO; 


















II to quit progr11 1/ 
ch=bdos(7,0,0l; II getchir(l; re1d1 keyboird selection 1/ 
} 
) 
11nuu END Of MI• uauauauuuuuuanu11 
































8 pirileters for • Ciltri set up 
3D co-ardin•tes of abject points 
To rtturn to "AIN "EMU 




































void vec 0; 
chr kill; 
chu ch=' a' 1 
while( kill != ·~·1 
switchtchl { 
nse't'1 





















/8 calculating b para11 t/ 
IS calculating b para1s t/ 
It to quit progra1 t/ 
ch=bdosi7,0,0I; /t getcharll; reads keyboard selection t/ 
} 
) 
/tttttSS END OF ~IN SStSSSSSSSSStSStttataaatata/ 





printf 11 \n 1 l; 
printfl 1 \n 1 li 







printf I 1 
printf I" 
priRtf ( 1 1. 
GRAPHICS : 
Sterto vectors on stereo video fr••e 
printf (" 
printf(" 2. Displice.ent l 3D vectors - soft l hirdcopy 
printf 11 









o. To return to ~IN "EMU 
Enter nulber of your choice 1 
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\n 1 l; 
\n 1 1i 
\n"l; 
\n 1 11 








\11 1 1; 
\n"l; 
\n 1 1; 
\n 1 11 





APPENDIX 8 TOD.C - TAG PROGRAM TO TRANSFER VIDEO 








void tod 0 
{ 
void 1ode 0; 
void gottolint,intl; 
char buf[2601; 











int Nit a l; 
int index a 255; 
printf ( • \n" l; 




printf(" Ensure that the vidto ltad aarted VIDEO OUT is connected \n"l; 
printf(" to the green cable, lhich in turn is plugged into chiA 0 \n"l; 
printf(" of the PIP board 0 in the back of the cotputer. \n"l; 
printf(" \n"l; 
printf(" Board 0 is the lo•er PIP bo.r4 and chan 0 is on the right \n"l; 
printfl" when looting at the back of the coeputer. \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printfl" Board 0 is connected to the left hand Phillips tonitor \n"l; 
printfl" Mhen looking at the front of the cotputer. \n"l; 
printf I • \n" l; 
printfl" Press SPACE BAR to continue : "l; 
ch = bdosi7,0,0l; 
Mhilel ch != 32 l < 




printfl" PIP BOARD BEIN6 ACTIVATED \n"l; 
/ttttttttt IMITIALISIN6 THE PIP BOARD ttttttlttlttttttltttlttttttttt/ 
fg_inif•t(620,l,O,O,l,Ol; It initialises board at ba1e address t/ 
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fg_setindlindexl; 





It set drawing indtx l/ 
It clear frate buffer to currett index 1/ 




printfl" CAPTURIM6 IMA&ES FROft VIDEO TAPE \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printfl" PATIENT'S N~ I 4 or less keystrokes I l 'I; 
scanf I •xs•, nate I; ta nate = dM 
printfl" \n'l; 
todell; 
strcpylnat,natel; " nat • tltb strcpylstr,'c"l; " str • c strcat lnat,strl; ,. nat.= debe 
strcpylnatt,natel; It Rill. Hi 
strcpylstr,•o•); It str = c 
strcat Ca~~t,strl; " nHI = debo 
/ttttttl' CONTROL I~ TO DlSCtttttttttttttttttttttttttttttl 




printfl" Do you wish to store a control itage? y/n :•1; 
ch = bdosi7,0,0I; 
while! ch ~='y' •• ch !='n''' ch !='Y' •• ch !='N'I 
ch = bdosi710,0)J 
} 
todell 1 
iflch •• 89 II ch == 1211 < 
printfl' STEREO CONTROL IKA6E TO DISC \n'l; 
printfl" \n•l; 
printfl" \n'l; 
printfl" Press the OPERATE button to turn the video tachine on. \n"l; 
printfl' Insert the video tape and set the channel to AY. \n"l; 
printf I • \n'l; 
printfl' Now press the PLAY button. for nonal playback. \n"l; 
printfl' To reduce the playback speed press SLOW- for the \n•)J 
printfl' slowest slow 10tion speed. \n"l; 
printfl" \n'l; 
., 
" " tl 
" " " 
printfl' When correct itage frozen on screen I -Y prttsing PAUSE button I \n'l; 
printfl' Press SPACE BAR to start iaage transfer : "); 
ch = bdosi7,0,0I; 
while( ch != 321 { 
ch • bdosl710,01; 
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printf (" \n"l 1 
printf(" \n•l; 







/t I • \pip\i\ 
I* s = \pip\i\dtbc 
/t c1ll up i1191 t/ 




,. 5 • \pip\i\ 
II s • \pip\i\dtbo 
'* n111 = \pip\i\debo 




printft• Do you wish to store object i11ges ? yin : "l; 
ch = bdosl710,01; 
while( ch !='y' &l ch !='n'll ch !='Y' •• ch !='N'I { 
ch = bdosi7,0,0I; 
} 
IOdf() i 
whilelch == 89 :: ch == 1211 { 
printf<• STEREO OBJECT IKA6ES TO DISC \n"l; 
printf<• \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printft• Entfr the bre1th nu1ber ~nd in or out i.f. li : "I; 
scanf("ls",strl; 
printf(" \n"l; 
printf(" Press the pl1y button to continue vidfO pliyback \n"l; 
printf(" \n"l; 
strcpyls, niH I; It s • \pip\i \debo II 
strc1tls,strl; '* 1 = \pip\i\deboti *' 
printf<" Hit SLON- for fr111 by fr111 1ove1tnt \n•l; 
*' *' *' 
*' II 
printf(• Nhen correct i11ge frozen on screen ( by pressing PAUSE button I \n•l; 
printf(• Press SPACE BAR to st1rt i11ge tr1nsfer 1 "I; 
ch = bdos<7,0101; 
whilelch !=321 { 
ch = bdosi7,0,0I; 
} 
printf (" \n•l; 
printf<" \n"l; 
printf(" IKA6E BEING TRAISFERREI \n"l; 
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fg_snap (wai U; 
fg_todiski1024,0,s,dff,-11; IS call up i1age S/ 
1odeO; 
printfl" STEREO OBJECT I~ TO DISC \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printfl" Do you wish to store another i1age? y/n : "I; 
ch = bdosl7,0101; 
while! ch !='y' •• ch !='n''' ch !='Y' •• ch !='N'I { 




printfl" CAPTURIN6 I"A6£S FROft VIDEO TAPE \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printfl" Do you wish to do another patient ? y/n : "I; 
cht = bdosi7,0,0I; 
while( cht !='y' •• cht !='n''' cht !='Y' •• cht !•'M'I 
cht = bdosl7,0101; 
} 
>lhilelcht == 89 :: cht == 1211; 
1odell; 
printf I • STOPPING THE YIIIEO SESSIOII \11"); 
printfl" \n"l; 
printf I" \n" I; 
printfl" Sta, the video playback by prtssing STOP \n"l; 
printf(" \n"l; 
printfl" Press OPERATE to turn tht video lachine off \n"l; 
printfl' \n"l; 
printfl" Prets SPACE BAR to continue : "I; 
ch = bdosi7,0,0I; 
while( ch != 32 I { 





/ttttttt END OF "AIM tttSttttt•ttt••************' 
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int SUICOA : 24; 
int cout = 24; 
int no• = 1; 
int truh • 1; 
int indtx • 255; 
int SUI • 30; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printf I • STEREO COIITROL IftA6E DJ6ITISUI6 - LEFf \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printff" \n"l; 
printff" PATIENT'S ~ : "I; 
sc1nfl"1s",na111; It naif =deb 
printfl" \n"l; 








It initi1lises bo1rd 1t b1se iddress t/ 
/t set dr1wing index II 
It clear fralf bufftr to current ildex t/ 
,,,,,,,, .................................. ,,,,,,,,, ... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
strcpylnal,nlltl; " n11 = dell strcpylnall1ftaii)J " Rill • dH printf(" \n"l; 




strcpy!str,"c'l; /t str • c t/ 
strcit (n~~t,strl; /t nilf = debe t/ 
strcit !t,niltl; 
fg_frdisk!1024,0,s,dff,-11; /t till up iligt t/ 
fg_rectf!275,0,512,5121; /t rectfills the right iligt t/ 







printf(" Digitising Lirge or Slill control 1/sz 'J; 
cont=getchll; /t cont = 1 or s S/ 




printf(" Turn on the right hind 1onitor. \n"J; 
printf(" \n"J; 
printf!" Sprtss SPACE BAR to continue 1 'J; 
ch=getch!J; 




if( cont==115 ll cont•-831 
strcpy!s,"bibcont'l; 
} 
if( cont==108 ;; cont==76J 
strcpy!s,"bibcon2"J; 
} 
It till up ilige t/ 







It rectfills the right ilige t/ 






fg_setindlindexl; It set driwing index t/ 
/ttttttt LEFT IftA6£ CONTROL ttttttSSSSSSSSSSttSSStSSSSStt/ 
aode()J 
printf!" \n"J; 
printf!" ONLY DI6ITISIN6 LEFT IftA6E OF STEREO PAIR \n"J; 
printfl" \n"J; 
printf(' \n'l; 
printf!" Enter point nos. not visible lin itcending order), then enter 0 ! \n"l; 
for(no•l; no <= su~eon; no++l { 
nu1tnol = no; 
} 
do ( 
count = count - 1; 
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printf(' No • 'I; 
scinf('%d',,tr•shl; 
nutltrash] = 0; 
} whileltrash != 01; 
count = count + 1; 
forl no=l; no <= count; no++) 
iflnut[notl != 01 { 
nutHnol = not; 
} 
else { 
no = no - 11 
} 
not = not + 1; 
} 
count • count + 1; 
forlno=count; no <= su•; no++l 









II stt driwing indtx II 




If rtctfills the right i11ge l/ 
fg_txi tO; 
} 
/tatttaa END OF "AIM aaataaaaattaaaaaaaaaataaatt/ 
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int SUICOn = 24; 
int count z 24; 
int n01 = 1; 
int trash = 1; 
int index = 255; 
int SUI : 30; 
printf(" \n"l; 
printfl" STEREO CONTROL I~ DI6ITISIN6 • RI6HT \n'l; 
)rintfl" \n'l; 
printfl' \n'l; 
printf(" PATIENT'S NA"E : 'I; 
scanfl'ls",na1el; /1 naif = deb 
printf (' \n"l; 
/lfllltlll INITIALISIN6 THE PIP BOARD tltttltlltlltlttlllttttll1tlll/ 




fg_sbuf (1 l; 
fg_chan !1 l; 
fg_sync IOl; 
18 initialises board at bast address I/ 
It set drawing index t/ 
It clear fra1e buffer to current index 1/ 
, .................................................................. , 
strcpylna11na1el; " na1 = de strcpylna111natel; " naH • deb printfl" \n"l; 




strcpy!str, 'c'l; /a str = c a/ 
strut (niH, strl; /a nut = debe a/ 
strcit Is, niH I; 
fg_frdiskll024,0,s,dff,-ll; Ia till up iaige 1/ 
fg_rectf!0,0,250,5121; It rectfills the right itige 1/ 







printf(' Digitising Lirge or Still control 1/s: 'I; 
cont=getch 0; It cont = 1 or s at 




printf(' Turn on tht right hind aonitor. \n'l; 
printf(' \n'l; 
printf(' Press SPACE BAR to continut : 'l; 





if( cont==115 ll cont~s&3l 
strcpy(s,'babconl'l; 
) 
if( cont==l08 ll cont==761 
strcpy(s,"bibcon2'1; 
} 
Ja call up ia.ge 1/ 







It rKtfillt the right iaage U 






fg_setind!indexl; It set driwing index 1/ 
/ttttaaa RI&HT 1~ CONTROL aatttatttttaaa•aaaaaaaaaaaat•/ 
aodeO; 
printf(' \n"l; 
printf(' ONLY DI6ITISIN6 RIGHT I~6E Of STEREO PAIR \n'l; 
printf(• \n"lJ 
printf(' \n'l; 
printf(' Enter point net. not visi~le (in iscending order), tben enter 0 ! \n'l; 
for(no=l; no <• HICDRJ no++l { 




count • tount - 1; 
printfl" No= "l; 
scanf("ld",,trashl; 
nua[trashl = 0; 
> while!trash !• Ol; 
count = count + l; 
for!no=l; no <= count; no++) 
i flnua[noal ! = Ol { 
nuaHnol = noa; 
} 
else < 
no a no - l; 
} 
not = noa + 1; 
) 
count = count + 11 
for!no=countt no <= sua; no++) 




strcpy!strt,• RIGHT IKA&£ "l; 









It set drawing index tl 
fg_exit (); 
} 
/1 rectfills the right i11ge t/ 
/1 set driwing indtx t/ 
/lllltll END OF "AIM aaaaaatattltlltltttlttltttt/ 
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void cursorlchar [20l,char [260l,char £11001,int l301,int,char l201,char [2011; 










int count = 18; 
int nol : 1; 
int index = ~51 
int SUI : 30; 
printfl 1 \n 1 ll 
printfl 1 STEREO OBJECT 1~6E DI6ITISIN6- LEFT \n 1 l; 
printf ( 1 =-===-===-======-===== \n 1 ); 
printf (1 \n 1 ); 
printf 11 PATIENT'S NA"E : 1 1; 
scanf ( 1 151 , naal; 
strcpylnaaae,naal; 
strcpyls1 1 \\pip\\i\\ 1 1; 
strcpylstr 1 1 01 li 
strcatlnaa,strll 
printfl 1 \n 1 lj 
printfl 1 Enter breath nUiber ltd 
scanfi 1 151 1 Strl; 
strcatlnaa,strl; 
strcpyln~~t,naal; 
printf 11 \n 1 l; 
II nu = deb 
It naMe = dlb 
It Ail a debo 
in or out 
II 
" II 
i.e. ti : 1 11 
str = 1i 
naa = deboli 
naae = deboti 
/ttttttttt INITIALISII6 THE PIP BOARD ttttllttttltttltttttttllltttttl 
fg_inifati620,1,0,0,1,0l; 
fg_setindlindexl; 
fg_clear 10, 7l 1 
fg_sboard 101; 
fg_sbuf Ul; 
It initialises bo.rd at base address t/ 
It set dra•ing index t/ 
II clear frate buffer to current index t/ 
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fg_ch•n ( 1 l; 
fg_sync!Ol; 
, ....•............................................................. , 
strc•tls,nillj 
fg_frdiski1024,0,s,dff,-1l; /l Cill up ilige t/ 
, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t1 ••••••••• , 
aodeO; 
printf( 1 \n 1 lj 
printfl 1 STEREO OBJECT 1~6E DI61TISIN6- LEFT \n 1 lj 
printfl 1 \n 1 l; 
printf( 1 \n 1 lj 
printf (1 ONLY Dl61TJSE LEFT I"A6E ! \n 1 l; 
printf (1 IS THIS THE FIRST BREATHING FR~E OF THE PATIENT y/n 1 1 l; 
ch=getch!l; 
while!ch != 'y' ll ch !='n' ll ch !z'Y' ll ch !='N'l 
ch=getch ( l; 
} 
printfl 1 \n 1 )j 
1odeO; 
if( ch==121 :: ch==89l /a yes at 
printH 1 \n 1 lj 
printfl 1 STEREO OBJECT I~6E DI6ITISIN6- LEFT \n 1 lj 
printfl 1 \n 1 lj 
printfl" \n 1 lj 
printf 11 Only digitise the four fiduci•l lirks ! \n 1 lj 
printfl 1 \n 1 lj 
printf 11 Press SPACE BAR to continue : 1 1; 
cht=getch II; 
while! cht !=32 l { 
cht=getchll; 
} 
printfl 1 \n 1 l; 
strcpyls1 1 4L.TXT 1 1; 
strcatlnille,sl; 
strcpy!str1 1 1 4 FIDUCIAL 1 lj 
strcpy !str2, 1 1 l; 
for!no=l; no<= 4; no++) { 





strCJyls1 1 \\pip\\i\\ 1 lj 
strc•tls1ni11; 
fg_frdiskl1024 101s,dff,-lll /a till up i11ge l/ 
} 
1odeO; 
printfl 1 \n1 lj 
printfl 1 STEREO OBJECT I~ DI6ITISIN6- LEFT \n 1 l; 
printfl 1 \n 1 lj 
printfl 1 \n 1 l J 
printf 11 First digitise the four fiduci•l lirks ! \n 1 l; 
printf 11 Theft digitse the left object points ! \n 1 lj 
printf I 1 \n 1 l; 
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printf I" Press SPACE BAR to continue 1 "II 
chtzgetchll; 




/lltaaaa "EASURIM6 LEFT OBJECT POINTS aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa1 
forlno=l; no <= sua; no++) 





















char dfH 11001; 
int nuaH30l; 
int count; 
void objr 0 
{ 
void aodell; 
void cursorlchar [20l,char [260l,char [1100l 1int [30l,int,char [20l,char [20ll; 










int count = 18; 
int not : 1; 
i nt index = 255; 
int SUI = 30; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printfl" STEREO OBJECT I"A6£ DI6ITISIN6 - RI6HT \n'l; 
printf I' ======-======:::a: \n'l; 
printfl" \n"l; 











II nat = deb II 
IS na11e = deb tl 
IS nat = debo II 
in or out i.e. 1i : "l; 
IS str a ti II 
II nat a debo1i 8/ 
II naH = deboli tl 
llllllltll INITIALISIN6 THE PIP BOARD 88t818888888tt8t81888t•ast888t/ 
fg_inifati620,l,0,0,1,0l; /8 initialises board at base address 8/ 




fg_sbuf ( 1 l; 
fg_chan (1); 
fg_sync (0); 





/1 call up i1age 1/ 
printfl" STEREO OBJECT I"A6E DI6ITISIN6- RI6HT \n"l; 
printf(' \n"l; 
printf(' \n'l; 
printf(' ONLY DI6ITISE RI6HT I~ ! \n"l; 
printfl"\n IS THIS THE FIRST BREATHIN6 FR~ OF THE PATIENT y/n : 'II 
ch=bdos(7 ,0,01; 





if(ch==121 II ch==89l < 
printf(' \n"l; 
printf(' STEREO OBJECT I"A6E DI6ITISIN6 - RI6HT \n'll 
printf(' \n"l; 
printf (' \n'l; 
printf (' Only digitise the four fiducial 1arks ! \n'l; 
printf(' \n"l; 
printf(' Press SPACE BAR to continue 1 "l; 
ch=bdos(7,010l; 
while! ch !•321 < 





strcpylstrt,• 4 FIDUCIAl •t; 
strcpy!str2," 'l; 
for!noal;no<a4;no++) < 















printf(• First digitise the four fiducial 11rk1 ! \t'l; 
printf(" Then digitise right object paiats \n'l; 
printf(" \n"l; 
printft"\n Press SPACE BAR to cantinMt 1 "II 
ch=bdost7,0,0I; 
while( ch !•321 { 
ch=bdos t7, 0, 0 I 1 
} 
printf t• \n'l; 
ltlll*ll ft£ASURIM6 RI6HT OBJECT POINTS tttttttttt•••••ttltttttt/ 
for(na•l;no<=su•;no++l { 





strcat (naH, 11; 
strcpytstrt,• RIGHT INA6E 'I; 
strcpytstr2," "I; 




'******* END OF ~IN *ltlllfllllll*****'''*'''*'' 
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int trash • 1; 
int no1 
int IUICOR : 18; 
int count = 18; 
int not = 1; 
int index = 255; 
int SUI = 301 
printf (" \n"l; 
printf (" SINGLE IIA6E DI6ITISIN6 \n"l; 
printf ( • \n• I; 
printf (" \n"l; 
printf (" ENTER I~ NA~: "I; 
scanf("ls",strl; 
printf (" \n"l; 
printf (" CO-ORDINATE FILE NAftE and EXTENSION; "I; 
scanf("ls",naeel; 
printf (" \n"l; 
/ttttttttt INITIALISING THE PIP BOARD taaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaatttttttttata/ 





fg_chan U I; 
fg_sync(OI; 
Ia iRitialises bo~rd at bast addrttt 8/ 
/8 set drawint ildex 8/ 
It clear frail buffer to current index 8/ 





forlno=l; no <= sut; no++) 
nuaHno1 = no; 
} 
strcpylstrt,• SIM6LE !"AGE 'l; 
strcpylstr21 • ••; 




/ttttlll END Of "All ttaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaattaaaata/ 
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int x, y; 
int a, b, c, d, e, f, i, p, q; 
int no, nu1, nu11, grey; 
char chnul£51; 
int ended; 










FILE tfp; It file description for outputting dati t/ 









char ki 111 











int x = 0; 
i nt y = 0; 
int a = 0; 
int b = 0; 
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int c = 0; 
int d = 0; 
int e = o; 
int f = 0; 
int i = OJ 
int no,lt1nn,j 1k; 
int ltUI = 1; 
int nuH = 0; 
i nt ended • OJ 
int indtx • 255; 
int grty; 
int ttu1,nu2; /l points on shouldtr • hip for trans t/ 
printf(" DI6ITISN6 BABIES OUTLINE \n"l; 
printf(" \n"l; 
printf(" \n"l; 






strcpy lstr, "o"l; 
strcitlni11ttrl; 
printf(" \n"l; 
/l Ail = dtlt 
It nilf =deb " ll nill! = deboutl.txt 
It n11 = debo 
printfl" Enter breith nulber and 
scinft "1s •, str I; 
in or out i.e. 1i : • I; 
ll str = 1i 









fg_sbuf 11 I; 




/$ initialises pip board It biSI! addretl t/ 
ll set drawing itdtl t/ 
,. s = \pip\i\dtbali ., 
/t call up iaagt l/ 
, ........................................................................ , 
/taa Checking for 3D co-ords for object points 11ttrtd tttttatttttttttttt/ 
strcpylstr,"3d.txt"l; 
strcat(nal,strl; 
if ((fp = fopen<•••,"rt"ll •• MUll) 
printfl" 3D -'jtct point co-ordittitts irt required for the outline cilculation. \n"l; 
printf(" These still hivt to bt calcMlited \n"l; 
printfl" Do you with to cac1latt the 3D co-ordinates? \n"l; 
printfl" And continue with tht outline y,n :"1; 
cht=getch () J 
whilelcht !='y' •• cht !='n' •• cbt !='Y' '' cht !•'•'I 
cht=getch 0; 
} 








,. ....................................................................... , 
iflcht•='y' II cht=='Y'I { 
IOdeO; 
printf (" DI6ITISN6 BABIES OUTLINE \n•); 
printft" \n"l; 
printf t• \n•) 1 
printf(• Only one outline has to be digitised \n"l; 
printft• i.e. the outline on tht lfft or right iaage only \n"l; 
prittf(" \n"l; · 
printfl" Digitist two diagonally oppotite control points \n"l; 
printf!" i.e. in shoulder region and opposite hip region on the i1age \n'lt 
printf(' \n•l; 
printft• Enter point no. in shoulder region : "I; 
scanf('ld',•null; 
printf(' Enter point no. in opposite hip region : 'I; 
scanfl"ld',•nu21; 
printf(" \n'l; 
printf(' Then digitise baby's outline \n'l; 
printf(" \n'l; 
printf!" Outline digitisiag runs on poiat lode or stre11 10de \n'l; 
printf!' Paint 1ode -cross point co-ordinates are only stored when <ENTERed) \n'l' 
printft• Strea1 lOde- all cross paint co-ordinates are storei\t"l; 
printf (' \n'l; 
printf(' To run different lodes enter \n'l; 
printft• ---------------------------- \n'l; 
printfl' Point 1ode = x \n•l; 
printf(' Strea1 1ode = z \n•); 
printf(' \n"l; 
printf (" \n'l; 
printf(" Press SPACE BAR to cottinue : "I; 
cb a bdos!7,0,0l; 
while( ch!= 32 l ( 
ch = bdost7,0,0I; 
} 
printfl" \a'l; 
strcpylstr1 1 ' DO 2 CONTROL'!; 
strcpy lstr2, • • l; 
I* partial heading for graphic display a/ 
H on cursor IOVtlents at 
nuiHll = 1; 
nuiH2l = 2; 
nUI1£3l = 3; 
licelstr1 1str2l; 
X = 256; 
y c 256; 
pixreadlx,y,pixr,pixcl; 
crosstx,yl; 
I* graphic display on cursor *' 
'* reading 1st cross's pixel values '' 
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p ,. 24; 
q = 5; 
gottolp,ql; 
printfl"l2d \r",null[lll; 
while! kill ~= 'q' l { 






if I outl == 'z'l { 
nu1lCnu1l = nu1; 
outx [null = x; 








if I outl == 'z'l { 
nu1lCnu•l = nu1; 
outxCnu•l = x; 







cross lx, yl; 
if I outl == 'z'l { 
nu1l[nu1l = nu1; 
outx [null = x; 








if I outl == 'z'l { 
nu1lCnu•l = nu1; 
outx [null = x; 





t• nu1ber of first pt. displayed '' 
1• in graphic display '' 
1• 1ove1ent options fro• keyboard t/ 
It Delete key - 1ove 25 left t/ 
1• 'R'lnsert key- 1ove 25 right t/ 
It Page Up - 1ove 25 up t/ 
It Page Do11n - 1ove 25 down t/ 





if I outl == 'z' l { 
nu1l[nu1J = nu1; 
outx [null = x; 








if I outl == 'z'l < 
nu11£nu1l = nu1; 
outx [nUll = x; 








if I outl == 'z'l { 
nu1ltnu1l = nu1; 
outx£nu1l = x; 








if I outl == 'z' l { 
nu11£nu1l = nu1; 
outx £nu1l = x; 
















Ia 'K'Right arrow key- 1ove 1 right .a/ 
ta 'H'Up arrow key - 1ove 1 up 1/ 
/a 'P'Down arrow key - 1ove 1 down 1/ 
IS H011 key - 1ove to top of screen 1/ 













outl = 'z'; 
nu1t[nu1l = nu1; 
outx[nUil = x; 
outy[null = y; 
nu1++; 
p : 24; 
q • 5; 
gottolp, ql; 
printfl"lode Z \r"l; 
break; 




outl = 'a'; 
p : 24; 
q = 5; 
gottolp, ql; 
printfi"IOde X \r"l; 
break; 
case 131 
n~~t = nul1[nu•l; 
/1 '5' nu~eric pad key - 10ve to scrttn centre at 
/1 'z' key - point to strea1 lode 1/ 
/1 nulber of first pt. displayed I/ 
/1 in griphic display 1/ 
/1 'x' key - strea1 to point 1ode 1/ 
/1 nulbtr of first pt. displayed 1/ 
/1 in graphic display I/ 
/1 '13' nu~eric pad key- ENTER 1/ 





p : 24; 
q = 5; 
gottolp,ql; 
iflnul1[null < 31 printfl"12d \r •,nU11£nul+1ll; 
nu1++; 
if(nUI1[nUI) :: 31 { 
IOdeO; 
strcpylstr1 1 " z- STREA" ~DE"l; 
strcpylstr2," x- POINT ~·1; 
licelstr1,str21; 
gottolp,ql; 
printfl"10de X \r"l; 
~nak; 
/1 partial heading for graphic display 1/ 
/1 on cursor IDVettnts I/ 
/1 graphic display on cursor at 
case 'q': /1 'q' key - to quit II 
kill = 'q'; 
continue; 
default: 




ended = nu1; 
AUI : nul - 1j 
null£11 = nul; 
nu1H21 = nu2; 
ll set counter one bick tl 
ll illociting shoulder ind hip point nulbers l/ 
1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
llll CALCULATING THE OUTLINE FOR THE BABIES aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaataaaaaaal 
if ((fp = fopen!nil 1 "rt"ll ==NULL! < 
puts!"cinnot open file \n"l; 
ex ito; 
} 
fscinf( fp,• 103d •, lnn l; 





It Systets ire different. 3D syste1 - y incrtiltl up•itds l/ 
It Screen systet - y dtcre•ses up••rds ll 






























if(j !=nul < 



















/UU outputting pixel positions uuuuuuuuuuuuuuunnnna/ , ....................................................................... , 
if llfp = fopenlna~e,"w+"ll == NULLI 
putsl"cannot open file \n"l; 
exit II; 
} 
fprintfl fp,• 103d •, nut-3 I; 
for lnua=l;lnua<tnded-31 •• lfprintfl fp,• \n 103d X6.1f 16.1f 
fclostlfpl; 
ki 11 = ' '; 
fg_exitO; 
II to be able to rerun prograa II 
II end of very big if loop, lint 111 to lint 357 1/ 
11111111 END Of "AIN tlllaaaaaaaaaalllalll811111/ 
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•, nua, lclnual, Yclnualll ; nua++l; 













int x, y; 
int a, b, c, d, e, f, i, p, q, h, j; 
int no, nut, nu111 grey; 
char chnut[5l; 
int ended; 
void cursorlnaee,buf,dff,nut1 1count,str1,str2) 




char ch = 't'; 
char chnut£51; 
char s£201; 







int x = 0; 
int y = 0; 
int a = 0; 
int b = 0; 
int c = 0; 
int d z 0; 
int e = 0; 
int f = 0; 
int i = 01 
int nut = 1; 
int null z 0; 
int ended • 0; 
keyslstrl,str2); 
X : ~6j 
y : 256; 
put_pixread(x 1y1pixr,pixc); 
put_crouh,y); 
p : 24; 
q = 5; 
gottolp 1q); 
'' file description for outputting data a/ 




/8 reading 1st cross's pixel values a/ 
p = 24; 
q = 5; 
gottolp,ql; 
printfl"l2d \r",null[lll; 
while( kill != 'q' ) < /8 •ovt~tnt options frot keyboard 8/ 
s•itch(ch){ 































































c1se '5': IS '5' nUieric pld key- aove to screen centre tl 
x•256; 
y•256; 
put_pixrud (x, y, pixr, pixel; 
put _cross (x 1 yl; 
bre•k; 
c1se 13: IS '13' nu11ric pad key- ENTER 1/ 





p = 24; 
q = 5; 
gotto(p, qJ; 
if!nu1llnu1l != OJ printf!"l2d \r •,nu1llnu1lJ; 
if(null[null == OJ 
ended = nu1; 
nu1 = nu1 - 1; 





ended = nu1; 
nu1 = nu1 - 1; 
kill = 'q'; 
continue; 
dehult: 
ch = bdos(710101; 
put_pixwrit(x,y,pixr,pixcJ; 
} 
IS 'q' key - to quit 1/ 
/Stat outputting pixel positions SSSttSI 
if ((fp = fopen(nill 1 "w+")) ==MUll) { 
puts("c•nnot open file \n"IJ 
exit(); 
} 
fprintf( fp,• 103d •, nu1 l; 
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for lnut=IJ lnu•<endedl •• lfprintfl fp,• \n 103d 16.2f 16.2f •, nu1l[nu11, outx£nu11, outy[nu•111 ; nu1++l1 
fcloselfpl 1 
kill = ' '; It to be able to rerun progra1 a/ 
fg_exitO; 
} 
/taaaaaa END OF "AIM aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaat/ 
lttaaaaa PIXEL NRITE aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaal 
put_pixwritlx,y,pixr,pixcl 
int pixr£201; 
It replacing pixels for each cross a/ 
int pixc£201; 
{ 
i = 0; 
a ,. x - 7; 
b = y - 7; 
C : X + 8; 
d = y + 8; 
t = a; 
f = b; 







It IOVtlent case ll 
/a calculiting cross position a/ 
/a repliting pixels of previous cro11 t/ 





i • 01 
i • X - 7; 
b : y - 7; 
c = X + 8; 
d = y + 8; 
e = a; 
f = b; 
/a reading cross for tach key t/ 
It IOVel!ftt case a/ 
Ia tilculating crots position t/ 








i = 0; 
/aaaaataa PUT CURSOR aaaaaaa•••••••••a/ 
put_crosstx,yl 
{ 
a = x - 7; 
b = y - 7; 
C = X + 7; 
d = y + 7; 
grey = fg_pixrtx,yl; 
p = 24; 
q = 29; 
gottotp,ql; 
printft"%3d %3d %3d \r •, x, y, grtyl; 
} 
if !grey< SOl < 
grey = 255; 
} 
tlse < 
















ll drawing crots ll 
It drawing cross ll 













i = 0; 
i = X - 1; 
b II Y - 7; 
C "' X + 8; 
d = y + 8; 
e = iJ 
It Ci1cu1iting cross position tl 
f = b; 
N = 0; 
" = 0; 
6 = 0; 
h = 0; 
j = 0; 
grey = fg_pixr!x,yl; 
It Ci1cu1ating centre of gravity of tirget **********************I 
gy = fg_pixr!x-4,y-4l; 
h=O; 
for !k=y-4; k< !y+5l; k++l < 
j = 0; 
1a finding highest grey vi1ue tl 
for !l•x-4; I< !x+5l; 1 ++ l < 




if ( te1p > gy l 
gy=teep; 
j++; 
for !k=y-4; k<!y+5l;k++l < 
j = 0; 
for !l•x-4; I< !x+5l; 1 ++I < 
aati(h](jl = fg_pixr!1,kl; 
if! ••ta(hl(jl <= !gy-1001 I 
uh(h](jl=O; 
if( j < 2 ll j >6 ll aata(hl(jl )!gy-1001 I 
uh(h](j] = 0; 
if! h < 2 ll h )6 ll lita(h](j] >!gy-1001 I 




for !h=O; h<9; h++l < 
for !j=O; j(9; j++l < 
} 
N = N + aati(h](jl t !h+ll; 
ft = ft + aati[h](j] t (j+ll; 
6 = 6 + liti[h][jl; 
} 
x1 = ft I 6; 
yll = N I 6; 
xl = !x-41 + xl - 0.5; 
y11 = (y-41 + yll - 0.5; 
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outx [nu•l = x 1; 
outy[nu•l = yll; 
iflgrey<BOl { 
grey = 255; 
} 
else < 
grey = 0; 
} 
fg_setindlgrey)J 
for lno=•; no<c; no=no+1) { 






itOJinull, chnu11 lOl; 
grey = ft_pixrlx-7,y-6l; 
if lgrey<BOl { 
grey = 100; 
} 
else { 
grey = 0; 
} 




i = 0; 
p = 24; 
q = 52; 
gottolp,ql; 
It reJding next cross pixels tl 
IS 11u 255 a/ 
" 11u m., 
It converts int to ch~r to print •s text 8/ 
printfl'%3d 13.1f 13.1f \r",null,x1,y11l; 
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ta this progra1 undertakes a si19le projective transfor1ation for a a/ 
ta two ca~era case in which it is assu1ed that the salf control points t/ 





































printf(" r=========---============-======t \n"l i 
printf(" I \n"l; 
printf(" \n"l; 
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printfl" CHECKIN6 ACCURACY OF CONTRil. \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 







printf(" PATIENT'S MAKE 1 "I; 
scanfl"ls",natl; IS nat a deb S/ 
printf(" \n"l; 
printf(" CD-ORDINATIN6 S"ALL OR LARGE CONTROL s/1 : "I; 
cls = getch (); 
while{ cls ~='s' ~• cls ~='1' ~• els ~='S' •~ cls ~·'L' I ( 
ch = getch 01 
) 
printfl" \n\n"l; 
printfl" SOFT AND HARDCOPY OUTPUT OF ACCURACIES? y,n : "II 
abed = getch 0 ; 
while( abed ~='y' ll abed ~·'Y' ll abed ~·'n' ll abed ~='M' I { 
abed = geteh (I; 
} 
printf I" \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printf (" \n"l 1 
if{ abed== 89 ll abed== 121 I ( 
printfl" ENSURE THAT PRINTER IS CONNECTED AND ON LINE \n"l; 
printf(" Press SPACE BAR to continue : "l; 
ch = bdos(7 10101; 
while( ch ~=32 I < 
ch • bdos(7 10101; 
} 
printf(" \n"l; 
fprintf (stdprn, ·--------------- \n"l; 
fprintflstdprn, • \n"l; 
fprintflstdprn,• \n"ll 
fprintflstdprn,• BABY'S ~: ls \n",natl; 
fprintflstdprn, • \n"ll 
fprintf (stdprn, • \n"l; 
fprintf lstdprn, • \n"l; 
fprintf ( stdprn, • \n" I 1 
) 
printf(" BUSY ~~~~! \n"l; 
/tSt READING BABY CONTROL FILE StttttttttttSttttttSSttttttttttttttSSSSSt/ 
if (clsa:'s' ll cls-=' S'l ( 
strepy(na,"BABY.BYT"l; IS file of 3D co-ordinates of control t/ 
if((fp=fopen(na,"rb"ll ==NULL) /8 r-read 1 b-byte filet/ 





else iflcls=='l' l l cls=='L'I { 
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5trcpylna,"BABYLAR6.8YT"I; 
ifllfp•fopenlna,•ra"ll == NUlLI 
put51"cannot open file \n"l; 
exito; 
/t file of 3D co-ordinates of control t/ 


























strcat lnatl 1 5); 
strcpylrhb1nal1l; 
/t na1l • deb t/ 
/t 5 = cl.txt t/ 
It na11 = debcl.txt t/ 
It cl • debcl.txt t/ 
/t nail = deb t/ 
It s • cr.txt t/ 
It na1l • debcr.txt t/ 
/t cr = debcr.txt t/ 
It na11 = deb t/ 
/t 5 = lhb.txt t/ 
It na11 = deblhb.txt t/ 
/t lhb = deblhb.txt t/ 
/t na1l = deb t/ 
It 5 =.rhb.txt t/ 
It na11 • debrhb.txt t/ 
It rhb • debrhb.txt t/ 
, .................................................................... , 
It now reading 2d coordinates for left and right cattra, control t/ 
/t cl.txt files -- control left text filestttttttaaaaaaaaaaaaatttttt/ 
ifllfp=fopenlcl 1"rt"ll ==NULL) { 
put5l"cannot open file \n"l; 
exit ll; 
} 
fscanflfp,• %03d "1 ln21; 
forlno=O;no<n2;no++) { 
/t rt r-read , t-text file t/ 
f5canflfp 1 " %Old lf Xf \n", lnol[no1 1lplno1,•q[noll; 
p[nol• p[nol a 0.015; /t 1.059 for baby i1age, 0.015 for proton t/ 
q[nol=-qlno] a 0.011; It 0.749 0.011 tJ 
no1[no1 = no1[nol-1; /t Due to latrix nulbtring fr01 0 t/ 
x[nol • x1[no1[noll; 
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y[nol = yl[nol[noll; 
z[nol = zl[no1[noll; 
} 
fc loselfp l; 
sublx,y,z,p,q,n2,111; 
/11111 Now s1ve b p1r11eters on sep1rate files 111111111111111111/ 
if llfp=fopenllhb 1 "w+"ll ==NULL! { /1 w+ -write , t-text file 1/ 
putsl"cannot open file \n"l; 
exit II; 
} 
forl i=O;i<11;i++l { 








/t no• reading 2d coordin1tes for left ~nd right catera1 control 1/ 
/I cr.txt files-- control right text fileslttttttttlttt1ttt111111111/ 
ifl lfp=fopenlcr 1"rt"ll == NULLI 
putsl"c1nnot open file \n"l; 
exit II; 
} 
fscanflfp1 " 103d \n" 1 ln31; 
forlno=O;no<n3;no++l { 
/1 rt r-read 1 t-text file 1/ 
fscanflfp 1 " X03d If lf \n" 1 lno2[no1 1lp£no1 1 lq(no11; 
p[nol= p£no1 a 0.015; /1 1.059 for baby itage, 0.015 for proton 1/ 
q£no1=-q£no1 I 0.011; /t 0.749 0.011 1/ 
no2[no1 = no2[no1-1; /t Due to latrix nu1bering fro• 0 1/ 
x£nol = x1[no2[noll; 
y[nol = y1£no2lnoll; 
z[nol = z1[no2[noll; 
} 
fclostlfpl; 
sub lx 1y1z,p,q,n3111; 
/11111 Now save b par11eters on sep1rate files 111111111111111111/ 
if llfp=fopenlrhb,"w+"ll == NULLI ( /1 w+ -write 1 t-text file 1/ 
putsl"cannot open file \n"l; 
exit II; 
} 





, ........................................................................ , 
/SS deteraininq coaaon control points aatttaaaaaaasaaaaaaaaaaaasaaaat/ 
ib = 0; 
iC : 0; 
for(no=O;no<n2;no++l { 
if( no1[nol > no2[abll { 
ab = ab + 1; 
} 
if(no1[nol == no2[abll 
noc[icl=no1[nol; 
p2[icl = p2[nol; 
q2[icl = q2[nol; 
x[acl = xl[no1[noll; 
y[acl = y1[no1[noll; 
z[acl = z1[no1[noll; 
p[acl = p[abl; 
q[acl = q[ibl; 
ab = ab + 1; 
ac = it + 1; 
} 
for(no=O;no<ac;no++l { 
no1Cnol = noc[nol; 
no2[nol = noc[nol; 
} 
, ............................................................................ , 
I t FOR PRINTOUT OF ACCURACIES ON THE PRINTER S/ 
for!ii=O;ii(ac;ii++l { 
a3[01[0l = p2[iil a a1[8J[01 - a1[01[0J; 
t3[0][1] = p2[iil • 11[9][0] - 11[1][01; 
t3[0][2] = p2[iil • 11[101[0] - 11[21(01; 
13[0][0] = 11[3][0] - p2[ii1; 
13[1][0] = q2[iil • 11[8](0] - 11[4][01; 
13[1][1] = q2[iil • 11[9][01 - 11[51[01; 
13[1][2] = q2[ii] • 11[101(01 - 11(61(01; 
13[1](01 = 11[71[0] - q2[ii1J 
13[2][01 : p[ii1 • 1[81[01 - 1[01[01; 
13[21[11 = p[ii1 • 1[91[01 - 1[1][01; 
13[2][2] = p[iil • 1[101[0] - 1[2](01; 
13[21[0] = 1[31[0] - p[iil; 
13[3][01 = q[iil • 1[81[0] - 1[41[01; 
13[3][1] = q[ii1 • 1[9][0] - 1[5][01; 
13[3][21 = q[iil • 1[10][0) - 1[61[01; 
13[3][01 = 1[71[0] - q[ii1; 
/8888 TRANSPOSE ftAT A3 • TRANS ~ aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaattl 
for!i=O;i<4;i++l < 
forljl=O;jl<l;jl++l < 




I**** ~LT "AT A4 = A3 a "3 aaaaaa••••aaaaaaaaaaa•••••••••aaat 
for(i=O;i<3;i++) { 
for!jl=O;JI<3;jl++) < 






taaaa•aaaa INYERS "AT 14 = INY a4 lllllll*lllllalllallallllllla/ 
for!i=O;i<3;i++) { 
for(jl=O;jl<3;jl++) < 




ql = 1/aHiHil; 
aHiHil = ql; 
for(jl=O;Jl<3;Jl++) < 
if<jl ~= i) { 




if(jl ~= i) { 
ql ~ aHjllCil; 








14(i][jll = allil[jll; 
} 
} 
taaaa ~LT "AT 82 = "4 a A3 llttiiSI*************************I 
for(i•O;i<3;i++) { 
for(jl•O;Jl<4;Jl++) < 






'**** ~T ~T "5 • 82 I l3 laaaaaaaaaaaaa••a•aaaaa•aa•aaaaaa/ 
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forli=O;i<3;i++l { 
for (jl=O;jl<l;jl++l { 






sl[iil = 15[01[01; 
t[iil = 15[1][01; 
v[iil • 15[21[01; 
1odeO; 
printf(' \n"l; 
printfl' CHECK OM ACCURACY USIN6 ~ CONTROL POINTS \n"l; 
printfl' \n"l; 
printf ( • \n' I; 
printfl" NO. DX DY DZ l11l \n"l; 
printf(• \n"l; 
iflabcd == 89 :: abed== 1211 { 
fprintflstdprn,• \n"l; 
fprintflstdprn,• CHECK 11M ACCURACY USIN6 COMftON CONTROL POINTS \n'l; 
fprintflstdprn,• --------------------------------------------- \n"l; 
fprintflstdprn,• \n'l; 
fprintflstdprn,• NO. DX DY DZ 1111 \n"l; 
fprintflstdprn,• --------------------------------------------- \n'l; 
} 
tt = 19; 
for(i•O;i<ac;i++l { 
x9 = sl[iJ-x[i1; 
y9 = Uil-y[il; 
z9 = v[il-z[il; 
ii = i+t; 
tac = ii; 
if( ii > 18 && flodltac,tti==O I { 
printf(' \n'l; 
printf(" Press SPACE BAR to continue 1 'I; 
ch = bdosi7,0,0I; 
while( ch !=32 I < 
ch = bdosi7,0,0I; 
} 
printf I • \n' I; 
IOdeO; 
printf I' \n'l; 
printf(' CHECK ON ACCURACY USIN6 CO~ CONTROL POINTS \n"IJ 
printf I' \n" I; 
printfl' \n'l; 
printf I • NO. Dl DY DZ 1111 \n'l; 
printf I • \n"l; 
} 
printf (' l3d l4.1f 14.1f l4.1f \n",noclil+1,x9,y9,z91; 
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if(abcd == 89 II abed== 1211 { 
fprintflstdprn, • %3d %4.1f X4.1f 14.1f \n",noc[il+1,x9,y9,z9l; 
} 






printfl" Press SPACE BAR to continue : "l; 
ch z bdosi7,0,0l; 
while! ch !=32 I { 








































d [n+i H3laOa 
d[n+i H4l=x[il; 







/tttt TRANSPOSE "AT 6 = TRANS D •atttttttttttttttttttttt/ 
forli=O; i<nt2;i++l { 
forljl=O;jl<tl;Jl++l < 
g[jl][i] = d[i][jll; 
) 
) 
/tttt "ULT "AT A = 6 t D a•aatttt•atttltttltlttttttttttttt/ 
for li=O;i<ll;i++l { 
for(jl=O;Jl<tl;jl++l < 








r[n+i HOl=q[i l; 
) 
/tttt "ULT "AT L = 6 t R ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttltttt/ 
forli=O;i<ll;i++l { 
forljl=O;Jl<t;jl++l ( 






/ttttttttt INYERS ~T B = INY A ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt/ 
forli=O;i<tl;i++l < 
forljl=O;jl(ll;jl++l < 




qt = 1/it(i](il; 
it[i][i] = qt; 
forljl=O;jl<ll;jl++l < 
if(jl != il { 
it[i](jl] • it[i)[jl) • qt; 
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forljl=O;jl<ll;jl++l { 
if(jl != il ( 
qt 2 atrjlHil; 
atrjl Hi 1 " 0; 
forlk=O;k<11;k++l { 










taaat "UlT "AT " = B * L **'****'**111111**'*'*''****''''*'**1 
forli=O;H11;i++l ( 
forljl=O;jl<t;jl++) { 
l[i ][jl] = 0; 

















/l this progra1 undertakes a si1ple projective trantfor1ation for a t/ 
ll two calera case in which it is assul!d that the sa1e control points aJ 




float x£50l,y£501,z£501,x1£501 1yl£501,z1[501; 
float p£50l,q£50J,p2[501,q2£501,11[111£11 112[111[11; 
float 13[41£31,13[41£11114[3][31,15£31[11; 




int no1£50l,no2[50l; · 
int no,n2,n3,n; 
int nul,ab,ex,i,ii,abcd; 

















char fl[151 1fr£15l,cl£151,cr£151 1 lhb£15l,rhb[15l; 
char lobj[15l,robj£15l,d3[151; 






F--======::m===-=======-=====-=-========w \n" l J 











printf ( • 
printf(" 




printf (" ===-===:::or::o=====-:a:::==-======:::::!l \n"l; 
printf(" \n"l; 
printf(" \n"l; 
printf(" PATIENT'S NA"E : "I; 
seinf("ls",nall; /t nil = deb t/ 
printfl" \n"l; 
printf(" ENTER BREATH NUKBER AND IN OR OUT i.e. li ? "I; 
seanfl"ls",bthl; 
printf(" \n"l; 
printf(" SOFT AND HARDCOPY OUTPUT OF 3D CO-ORDINATES? y,n 1 "I; 
abed = getehll; 
while( abed !='y' '' abed !•'Y' '' abed !z'n' •• ibcd !='N' I < 
abed = getchll; 
) 
printf(" \n"l; 
printf ( • \n"l; 
printf(" \n"l; 
1aaa CREATING FILE EXTENSIONS ataaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaata/ 
strcpy(nall 1nill; It na1l • deb t/ 
strcpyls,"4L.TXT"I; It s = 4l.txt a/ 
strcatlna1l 1sl; It na1l = deb4l.txt 8/ 
strcpylfl 1na11l; /8 cl = deb4l.txt t/ 
strcpylnill 1nill; /8 nill = deb t/ 
strcpyls,"4R.TXT"l; /8 s = 4r.txt a/ 
strcitlnill,sl; It Rill = deb4r.txt 8/ 
strcpylfr,nilll; Ia cl = deb4r.txt t/ 
strcpylnal1 1nall; /S Rill • deb 8/ 
strcpyls1 "CL.TXT"I; IS 5 • cl.txt a1 
strcit(na.l,sl; It nill = debcl.txt 8/ 
strcpy lei 1 nilll; /a cl • debcl.txt t/ 
strcpylni1l 1na1l; IS na1l • deb 8/ 
5trcpyls,"CR.TXT"I; /t s = cr.txt 8/ 
strcatlnill,sl; /8 Rill • debcr.txt t/ 
strcpylcr,nilll; It cr = debcr.txt 8/ 
strcpylna11 1na1l; /t Rill : det 8/ 
strcpyi51 "LHB.TXT"I; It 5 • lhb.txt t/ 
strcitlna1l 1sl; It nill • dtblhb.txt 8/ 
strcpyllhb1nilll; It lhb • deblhb.txt S/ 




















It s = rhb.txt I/ 
1• na1l • debrhb.txt t/ 
II rhb = debrhb.txt '' 
II na12 • deb t/ 
II na12 = debo 1/ 
/a na12 = deboli t/ 
/t Rat1=nal2=deboli t/ 
It I = l.txt 1/ 
/t Rail • debolil.txt t/ 
/t lobj = debolil.txt t/ 
/t Ral1zna•2=deboli '' 
It s = r.txt *' 
'' Rill = debolir.txt a1 
It robj = debolir.txt t/ 
It na~1=nal2zdeboli t/ 
Its= 3d.txt t/ 
It Rill = debo1i3d.txt t/ 
/t d3 = debo1i3d.txt tl 
, ............................................................ , 
ifllfp=fopenllhb,'rt'll ==NULL! < II checking forb parats t/ 
printfl' \n\n\n'l; 
printfl" B PARA"ETERS ARE NEEDED TO RUN THIS PR06Aft \n'l; 
printf I" \n'l; 
printfl" B PARA"ETERS HAVE NOT YET BEEN CALCULATED \n'l; 
printf(' \n'l; 
printfl' RUN 9.1 BEFORE 9.2 TO CALCULATE B PARA"ETERS \n'l; 
printf(' \n'l; 
printf(' \n'l; 
printfl' Press SPACE BAR to continue 1 'I; 
ch = bdosi7,0,0l; 
while( ch !=32 I { 





ifl abed •• 89 :: abed •= 121 I < 
printfl' ENSURE THAT PRINTER IS CONNECTED AND ON LINE \n"l; 
printfl" Press SPACE BAR to continue : 'I; 
ch = bdosi7,0,0I; 
~ilel ch !=32 I < 
ch = bdosi7,0,0l; 
) 
printfl' \n'l; 
fprintf lstdprn, ·--------------- \n') r 
fprintf<stdprn, • \n"); 
fpriRtflstdprn,• \n'l; 
fprintflttdprn,• BABY'S N~: Is \n',nal)j 








printfl" BUSY !!!!! \n"ll 
\n"l; 
\n"l; 
/Ill READING left hand B PARA~TERS lllllllllllllllllllllllllttllllllllllllll/ 
ifllfp=fopenllhb,"rt"ll ==NULL! { 




fscanflfp,• If \n", ••t[nol[Oll; 
} 
fcloselfpl; 
/1 rt r-read , t-text file t/ 
/Itt READING right hand B PARA~TERS tttttlttltllltlllttlltllltllltltttltltltt/ 
ifllfp•fopenlrhb,"rt"ll ==NULL) { It rt r-read , t-text file t/ 




fscanflfp,• If \n", ••[nol[Oll; 
} 
fcloselfpl; 
, .................................................................... , 
/1 no• reading 2d coordinates for left and right ca1era, fiducial 1/ 
/t fl.txt files-- fiducial left .text files•••••••••••*****'*'*******' 
ifllfp=fopenlfl,"rt"ll ==NULL) 
putsl"cannot open file \n"l; 
exitll; 
} 
fscanflfp,• tOld •, •n2l; 
forlno=O;no<n2;no++l { 
II rt r-read 1 t-text file 1/ 
hcanflfp,• %03d lf If \n", •no4£nol,,x4[nol,,y4[noll; 
no4£nol = no4[nol-1; /t lue to aatrix nu1bering fr01 0 II 
} 














, .................................................................... , 
/t now re•ding 2d coordin•tes for left •nd right Cilera, fiducial 1/ 
ta fr.txt files-- fiducial right text filesltl81aaaaaa8aaaaaaaaaaaaaat 
ifllfp=fopenlfr,•rt"ll ==NULL) { 
putsl"c•nnot open file \n"l; 
exit(); 
} 
fscanflfp,• 103d •, ln21; 
forlno=O;no<n2;no++l < 
11 rt r-read , t-text file 1/ 
fscanflfp,• 103d lf lf \n", lno5£nol,lx5(nol,ly5£noll; 
no5£nol = no5£nol-1; 18 Due to aatrix nuabering fr01 0 81 
} 













, ........................................................................ , 
It now reading 2d coordinates for left and right object files t/ 
It lobj.txt files -- object left text files***********'***'******'**'' 
ifllft=fopenllobj,"rt"ll ==NUll) < 
putsl"cannot open file \n"l; 
ex ito; 
} 
fscanflft,• 103d \n", lexl; 
forlno=O;no<ex;no++l { 
ta rt r-read , t-text file t/ 


























p2[nol= p2[nol t 0.015; 
q2£nol•-q2[nol t 0.011; 
} 
It 1.059 for baby i1age, 0.015 for proton t/ 
'* 0. 749 0.011 *' 
, ........................................................................ , 
It now reading 2d coordinates for left and right object files t/ 
It robj.txt files-- object right text filesttttttttttttttttttttttttttttl 
ifllfp=fopenlrobj,"rt'll =• MULL) { 
·putsl'cannot open file \n'l; 
exit(); 
} 
fscanflfp,• l03d \n", lexl; 
forlno=O;no<ex;no++l { 
It rt r-read , t-text file tl 











































ptnol= ptno1 t 0.015; It 1.059 for baby i1age, 0.015 for proton t/ 
qtno1=-qtnol t 0.011; It 0.749 0.011 tl 
} 
, ............................................................................ , 
It FOR PRINTOUT Of ACCURACIES ON THE PRINTER *' 
forlii=O;ii<ex;ii++) < 
13[01[01 ~ p2[ii1 • 11[81[01 - 11[01[01; 
13[01[11 = p2[ii1 • 11[91£01 - 11[11[01; 
13[01[21 = p2[ii1 • 11[101[0] - 11[21[01; 
13[01[01 = 11[31[01 - p2[ii1; 
13[1][01 = q2[ii1 • 11[81(0] - 11(41(01; 
13[11[11 z q2[iil • 11(91[01 - 11[51(01; 
13[11[21 • q2[ii1 • 11[101[01 - 11[61[01; 
13[1][0] = 11[7)[01 - q2[ii1; 
13[2][0] = p[ii1 • 1[81[01 - 1[01[01; 
t3£21[11 = p[ii1 • 1[91[01 - 1[11[01; 
13[21[21 = p[ii1 • t£101[01 - 1[2][01; 
13[21[01 = 1[31[01 - p[ii1; 
13[31[01 = q[iil • 1[81[01 - 1(4](01; 
a3t31[11 = qtii1 t 1[91(01 - a£51£01; 
13£31£21 = q[ii1 a t£101£01 - 1[61(01; 
13[31[01 = 1[71[01 - q[ii1; 
ltttt TRANSPOSE ~T A3 = TRANS "3 tttttttttttt************' 
forli=O;i<4;i++) < 
forlj1=0;jl<3;jl++) { 
a3[jl1[i1 = 13(i1[j11; 
} 
} 
/ tttt "ULT "AT A4 = A3 8 "3 t•tttttttttttttttttttttttttttt•tt/ 
forli=O;i<3;i++) { 
forlj1=0;jl<3;j1++) { 
a4U1[jll = 0; 




/ttttttttt INYERS ~T t4 = INY i4 ttttttttlttaatatttttttttttttt/ 
for!i=O;i<3;i++) { 
for(jl=O;jl<3;jl++l { 




ql = 1/il[i][il; 
iHiHil = ql; 
for!jl=O;jl<3;jl++l { 
if(jl ~= i) { 




if(jl != i) { 
ql = iHjlHil; 




al[jll[kl = al[jll[kl - illil[kl t ql; 
} 
for!i=O;i<3;i++l { 
for (jl=O;jl<3;jl++l < 
t4[i][jll = al[i][jll; 
} 
} 
/ttta "ULT "AT 82 • "4 a A3 ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt/ 
forti=O;i<3;i++l { 
for!jl=O;jl<4;jl++l { 






/tttt ~T "AT "5 = 82 t L3 ltttttttttttttttttttttltttttttttt/ 
for!i=O;i<3;i++l { 
for!jl=O;jl<l;jl++l { 







s1£ii1 = 15[01£01; 
t£ii1 : 15[1][01; 
v[iiJ = 15£21[01; 
} 
1odeO; 
printfl" TRANSFOR"ED OBJECT POINTS \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
printfl" X Y Z (ttl \n"l; 
printfl" \n"l; 
iflabcd s: 99 :: abed •• 1211 { 
fprintflstdprn,• \n"l; 
fprintflstdprn, • TRANSFOR"ED OBJECT POINTS \n"l; 
fprintflstdprn,•----------------------------------------------- \n'll 





ifllfp=fopenld3,"w+'ll == NULLI 
putsl'cannot open file \n"l; 
exit II; 






tac = ii; 
if( ii ) 19 U ftodltac,ttlsaO I { 
printf I" \n'l; 
printfl" Press SPACE BAR to continue : "I; 
ch = bdosl7 10101; 
Nbilel ch !=32 I { 




printfl' TRANSFOR"ED OBJECT POINTS \n"l; 
printf(" \n'l; 
printfl' X Y Z lttl \n"l; 
printf(" \n"l; 
} 
printfl" %3d %6.1f %6.1f %6.1f \n",ii,sl[il,t[iJ,v[iJI; 
iflabcd =• 89 II abed== 1211 { 
fprintflstdprn,• 13d 16.1f %6.1f 16.1f \n' 1ii,sl[i1,t[iJ,v[ill; 
} 
fprintflfp,• %03d 16.2f %6.2f %6.2f \n",ii,s1[il,t[iJ,v[ill; 
} 
fcloselfpl; 







printfl' Prest SPACE BAR to continue : 'II 
ch = bdosi7,0,0l; 
while! ch !=32 l < 




/t END OF "AIM t/ 
} 
/8 END OF ELSE t/ 
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int nol[501 1no2£50l; 
int no,n2; 
int ex; 
float x4[4l,y4£41 1no4[4l,xtl,ytl; 
float x5[4l,y5£4l,noS£4l,xtr,ytr; 
float oa£SOJ,ob£SOl,cxl£41,cyl[4] 1cxr[4l 1cyr[4J; 
float xx,yy,yx,xy,sua,aa,bb,xt,yt; 
char naa[20l,naae£201; 















printf I' \n'l; 
printfl' DISPLACE"ENT VECTORS \n'l; 
printfl' \n'l; 
printf I' \n' l 1 
printfl' \n'l; 
printfl' PATIENT'S NAftE : 'l; 
Stinfl'ls',na•l; It n11 • deb '' 
printf I' \n' l; 
printfl' ENTER BREATH ~BER OUT i.e. to : 'II 
sc~nfl'ls',bthll; 









,. bth2 :a 1i 
IS nate = deb 
,. s = \pip\i\ 
'* str = o 
IS nate = debo 
/t nate = debolo 
/SStSSSttt INITIAliSIN6 THE PIP BOARD ttStttttaattttStStStttSSSttttS/ 
fg_inifati620,l,O,O,l,OI; 
fg_setind 12551; 
fg_clear 10, 7l; 
fg_sboard 101; 
fg_sbuf I 11; 
fg_chan 111; 
fg_synciOI; 
It initialises board at base address t/ 
It set drawing index t/ 
It clear fraae buffer to current index S/ 
, .................................................................. , 
strcat ls,naael; 
fg_frdiski1024,0,s,dff,-11; It call up iaage S/ 


























IS naal = deb 1/ 
IS s = 4l.txt S/ 
It natl = deb4l.txt t/ 
/t cl = deb4l.txt S/ 
It naal = deb t/ 
It s = 4r.txt S/ 
/t natl :a deb4r.txt t/ 
It cl = dtb4r.txt 8/ 
/t naa2 a deb t/ 
/8 naa2 = debo 8/ 
/t naa2 = debolo t/ 
/t naal=naa2=debolo t/ 
It s = l.obj tl 
IS naal = debolol.obj 8/ 
It lobj = debolol.obj S/ 
IS naal=naa2=debolo t/ '* s = r.obj tl 
/t naal = debolor.obj t/ 
It robj = debolor.obj S/ 
IS naa2 = deb t/ 
It naa2 = debo 1/ 
IS naa2 = deboli 8/ 
IS naal=naa2•deboli S/ 
It s = l.obj II 












It lobj2 = d!bolil.obj t/ 
/1 na1l=na12=deboli 1/ 
/l s = r.obj l/ 
/l na11 • debolir.obj t/ 
/l robj2 = debolir.obj l/ 
It na1l=deb 1/ 
,. s = v ., 
/8 na1l • debv $/ 
/l na11 = debvlo 8/ 
/I vee = debvlo 1/ 
, .................................................................... , 
/1 now reading 2d coordinates for left and right ca1era, fiducial I/ 
/1 fl.txt files -- fiducial left text filesaaaataaaaaattaaaaaaaaaaaaa/ 
ifllfpzfopenlfl,"rt"ll ==NULL) 
putsl"cannot open file \n"l; 
exit II; 
} 
fscanflfp,• 103d •, ln21; 
forlno=O;no<n2;no++) { 
/1 rt r-read , t-text file 1/ 
fscanflfp,• 103d lf lf \n", ~no4[nol,lx4[nol,ly4[noll; 















, .................................................................... , 
/8 now reading 2d coordinates for left and right calera, fiducial 8/ 
/1 fr.txt files -- fiducial right text fileslltltt888tt8tlllt8lltltltt/ 
if(lfp=fopenlfr,•rt"ll ==NULL) { 
putsl"cannot open file \n'l; 
exit II; 
} 
fscanflfp,• 103d •, ln21; 
forlno=O;no<n2;no++l { 
/l rt r-read , t-text file l/ 
fscanflfp,• 103d lf lf \n', lno5[nol,lx5[nol,ly5[noll; 
















, •••• FIRST FRAftE - BREATH OUT •••••a•aal81111 •• 111111111111111.181181111/ , ........................................................................ , 
1• now reading 2d coordinates for left and right object files II 
1• lobjl.txt files-- object left text files••••••••••••••••••••••••aa/ 
if((ft=fopenllobjl 1 'rt'll == NULLI 
puts('cannot open file \n'l; 
exit(); 
i 
fscanflft,• 103d \n", &exl; 
for(no=O;no<ex;no++l { 
II rt r-read , t-text filt II 










































, ........................................................................ , 
/l now reading 2d coordinates for left and right object files t/ 
/8 robjl.txt files-- object right text files8t88t88tl8888l8888888l88888l/ 
ifttfp=fopentrobjl,'rt'll ==NULL! { 
putst'cannot open file \n'l; 
exi ttl; 
} 
fscanftfp,• %03d \n', •exl; 
fortno=O;no<ex;no++l { 
/l rt r-read , t-text file 8/ 










































Jaaaa SECOND FRA~ - BREATH IN aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa/ , ........................................................................ , 
18 now reading 2d coordin•tes for left •nd right object files a/ 
/8 lobj2.txt files-- object left text filesaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaJ 
if ((ft=fopen!lobj2 1"rt"ll == NULLI 
putst•cannot open file \n"l; 
exit(); 
} 
fsc•nf!ft,• 103d \n', •exl; 
for(no=O;no<ex;no++l { 
18 rt r-read , t-text file at 










































, ........................................................................ , 
I* now reiding 2d coordinites for left ind right object ~iles t/ 
/t robj2.txt files -- object right text files•ttttttttttttttttttttttttttt/ 
ifttfp=fopenlrobj2,'rt'll ==NULL) 
putst'cinnot open file \n">; 
exit(); 
} 
fscanftfp,• %03d \n', •exl; 
fortno=O;no<ex;no++l { 
/1 rt r-read , t-text file t/ 










































ta frile to: left-p2,q2 right-p,q •t 
ta fr••e li: left-pp2,qq2 right-pp,qq '' 
'' vectors on left fraae - p2,q2 to pp2,qq2 '' 
















while lkill != 'q'l < 
IOdeO; 
printf(" \n"l; 




printf(" Do you •ish to see the vectors at a different 1agnificatian y/n "I; 
ch=getch I I ; 
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} 




iflch == 89 II ch == 1211 
strcpyls,"\\pip\\i\\"1; Its= \pip\i\ t/ 
strc1t ls,n•tel; 
printfl" Refreshing video iaage !!! \n\n"l; 
fg_frdiski1024,0,s,dff,-11; It call up i1191 t/ 





















printfl" Do you wish to s1ve this pirticular i11ge y/n "I; 
ch=getch II; 
whilelch != 'y' '' ch != 'Y' •• ch !• 'n' ll ch !• 'N'I 
getch 0; 
} 
printf (" \n"l; 
iflch == 89 II ch == 1211 
strcpyls,"\\pip\\i\\"1; 
strcitls,vecl; 




,. 5 z \pip\i\ ., 
Its= \pip\i\debvlo t/ 
It call up iaate t/ 
printfl" Press SPACE BAR to continue: "I; 
ch = getch 0; 
while( ch !=32 I ( 
ch = getch 0; 
} 
printfl" \n"l; 
/ttaaaaa END OF ~II tSSttaaaaaaaaaaatttaaaaaaaa/ 
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DISPLACEMENT VECTORS AND 
STEREOGRAMS 
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OPTION AM&LE degrees 
LIBRARY '\birb\dully' 
LIBRARY '\reto\griphlib' 












D I" x 111 I 1 y 1 ( tl, xr ( ll, yr !tl 
LET c= -5.5 
LET e = .9S 
LET r = 1.33 
LET fg = .8 










! constint for plotter 
! fictor for x on the ibt screen 
! fictor for y on the ibt screen 
! fictor for x on the hp plotter 






THIS PR06RA" PLOTS THE DISPLACE"ENT VECTORS IN THE X-Y PLANE • 
AND THE 3D VECTORS USIN6 THE 'BREATH-IN AND BREATH-OUT DATA 








PRINT " ENTER ANY KEY TO CONTINUE : "; 


















PRINT "DO YOU REQUIRE THE OUTLINE Of THE PATIENT ? ENTER Y/N : "; 
DO 
6ET KEY •ns 
IF •ns= 121 or •ns=89 or •ns=110 or •ns=78 then 
LET ok=1 
END IF 










LET file_af="c:\barb\tig\" l n•aef l •o• l tbf • "i" l "3d" 
LET file_bf="c:\birb\tag\" l natef l •o• l tbf l •o• l "3d" 
LET file_af= file_if l •.txt• 
LET file_bf= file_b$ l •.txt• 
OPEN 11 :nite file_if , access input, organization text !breath-in 
SET 11 : POINTER begin 
INPUT 11 : af 
LET n=valla$[1:3)) 
"AT redit x221nl,y221nl,z221nl,nulnl 







OPEN 12 :nate file_bf , access input, organization text !breath-out 
SET 12 : POINTER begin 
INPUT 12 : at 
LET n=valli$£1:3)) 
"AT redit x111nl 1y1llnl,z111nl,zdifflnl,nulnl 










IF ins= 121 or •ns=89 then ! ASCII CODES 121=y 89=Y 
LET file_cf= n••ef l "outl.txt• 
OPEN 11 : nate file_cf , •ccess input, org•nization text 
SET 11 : POUlTER begin 
INPUT 11 : at 
LET np=vallaf£1:3ll 
"AT redit xcclnpl,ycclnpl,dcclnpl,nulnpl 
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FOR i=1 to np 
INPUT tl:a$ 
LET nu!il=val (a$[1:3]) 
LET xcc!il=val!a$[6:10]) 





"AT redia x1!nl,y1!nl,z1!nl,zdiff!nl 
"AT redia x2!nl,y21nl,z2!nl,ylnl 
"AT redia x31nl,y31nl,z31nl,x4!nl,y41nl 
"AT redia xllnl,yllnl,xrlnl,yrlnl 
"AT redia xclnpl,yclnpl 
"AT redia xll!nl,ylllnl,xrl!nl,yrl!nl,xl21nl,yl21nl,xr2!nl,yr21nl 
"AT redia xclnpl,yclnpl,dc!npl 
LET ug=5 
LET zaag=aag 
FOR i=1 to n 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
this section does the calculating of the 
x , y and z displaceaent vectors using the 
the original breath in and out input data 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LET x21il= x221il 
LET y21il= y221il 
LET z2!il= z221il 
NEXT i 
FOR i=l to n 
LET x11il= x111il 
LET yl!il= y11!il 
LET zl!il= zlllil 
NEXT i 
FOR i=l to n 
LET x2!il= xl!il+zaagl!x2!il-xllill 
LET y2!il= y1!il+zaagl!y2!il-y1!ill 
LET zdifflil=zaagtlz21il-zllill 
NEXT i 
FOR i=l to n 
LET xl (i l=xl lil 
LET yllil=yllil 
LET xr I il =x 1 I i l 
LET yr li l=yl li l 
NEXT i 
FOR i=l to np 
LET yclil= ycclil 
LET xclil= xcclil 
NEXT i 




LET yllax=yl Ill 
LET xrain=xr!ll 
LET xrux=xr!ll 
LET yrai n=yr HI 







PRINT • AFTER EACH PLOT PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 




PRINT • ENTER ANY KEY TO CONTINUE : '; 










PRINT • DO YOU REQUIRE TO YIEM THE DISPLACE"ENT VECTORS ? Y/N : •; 
DO 
GET KEY xyv 
IF xyv= 121 or xyv=B9 or xyv=110 or xyv=7B then 
LET ok=1 
END IF 




IF xyv=B9 OR xyv=121 THEN 
LET dxl =!elxltaxl-!e*xltinl 





SET ltODE 'hires• 
OPEN 11: screen 01 1, 0, 1 
CLEAR 
SET MINDOW wxltin,wxltax, wyltin,wyltax 
CALL frate 
PLOT TEXT ,AT wxltin+121wyltin+5s'X Y DISPLACE"ENT VECTORS" 
DRAM vecxy 
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6ET KEY truh 
CLEAR 
SET NINDON MXllin1MXllax,wyllin,wyllaX 
CALL frae 
PLOT TEXT ,AT wxi•in+t2,Myllin+5:"Z DISPLACE~NT YECTORS" 
DRAM vecz 




SET "ODE "1ono" 
PRINT "DO YOU NANT TO PLOT ?? ENTER Y/N : "; 
DO 
6ET KEY pll 
IF pit~ t2t or pl1=89 or plt=ttO or pl1=78 then 
LET ok=l 
END IF 
LOOP until ok•l 
IF plt=121 OR pl1=89 then 
CALL dos ("redirect lptt 705"1 ! redirects the printer to the hp plotter) 






PRINT I CHANGE THE PLOTTER PAPER Ill II I 








~T redil xc!npl,yc(npl,dc(npl 
"AT redil xt!nl,yl!nl,zl!nl,zdiff(nl 
"AT redi1 x2!nl,y2!nl,z2(nl 
"AT redi1 x3!nl,y3!nl,z3!nl,x4!nl,y4!nl 
"AT redi1 xx3!nl,yy3!nl,xx4!nl,yy4!nl 





FOR i= t to n 
LET xl!il=xtt!il+lOO 
LET yl!il=ytt!il 






FOR i=l to np 
LET xclil•xcclil+tOO 
LET yc Iii =ycc I i l 
NEXT i 
LET zc=z 111 l 
! deriving pseudo stereo photogriphy iligtry 




KAT redil xlllnl,ylllnl,xrllnl,yrllnl,xl21nl 1yl21nl,xr21nl,yr21nl 










KAT redi1 xcllnpl,ycllnpl,xcrlnpl,ycrlnpl 















LET ylux=yl Ill 
LET xnin=xrltl 
LET xrux=xrlll 
LET yr1in=yr I 11 













PRINT "DO YOU REQUIRE TO YIEN THE STEREO VECTORS ? Y/N 1 "; 
DO 
6ET KEY VK 
IF vee= 121 or vec=89 or vec•110 or vee=78 then 
LET ok=1 
END IF 
LOOP unti 1 ok=l 





PRINT • IS THIS A LEFT OR A RI6HT PICTURE ? ENTER L/R : "; 
DO 
6ET KEY pic 
IF pic=108 or pic=76 or pic=114 or pic=82 then 
LET ok•1 
END IF 
LOOP until ok•l 
IF pic=76 OR pic=108 then 
CALL left 
CALL right 















PRINT • DO YOU WANT TO PLOT ?? ENTER Y/N : "; 
DO 
6ET KEY pl2 
IF pl2•121 OR pl2=89 OR pl2=110 OR pl2=78 then 
LET ok=l 
END IF 
LOOP until ok•l 
IF pl2=78 or pl2=110 then 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT • ENTER AllY KEY TO COMTINUE : "; 
6ET KEY TRASH 
ELSE IF pl1•78 er pl1=110 AND pl2•89 or pl2•121 then 
LET pl1=SC1 
CALL dos ("redirect lptl 705"1 
END IF 
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IF pl1&89 or pl1=12l and pl2=89 or pl2&121 then 























PRINT • DO YOU REQUIRE AN ANA6LYPH PICTURE ? ENTER Y/11 
PRINT 
PRINT "( this is only for colour screens ! 
DO 
! ! ) : I i 
6ET KEY ana 
IF ana=121 or ana=89 OR ana=110 or ana=78 then 
LET ok=t 
END IF 
LOOP until ok=l 
IF vec=110 or vec=78 and ana=89 or ana=121 then 
CALL left 
ELSE IF ana=89 or ana=121 thtn 
DRAM anaglyph 
END IF 
CALL dos ("redirect lptl"l 











'------==--=====-='1::· - TIEEIID! • 
!11111111111111111111111 screen display routines 111111111111111111 













LET y4 1i I =yo-dy 
END SUB 
PICTURE vecxy 







I plots outline t 
IF ins= 121 or ins=89 then 
FOR i=2 to np 
IF dcli-11=1 then 
PLOT elxclil,rtyclil; 
ELSE IF dcli-11•2 then 























t plots outline t 
IF ins= 121 or ins=89 then 
FOR i=2 to np 
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IF dcli-11=8 then 
PLOT elxclil,rlyclil; 






aaaa p1eudo stereo1 •••• 
SUB left 
LET dxl =lelxllixl-lelxllinl 





IF ani=121 or ini=89 and vec•78 or vec=110 then 
CALL right 
ELSE IF pic=76 OR pic=108 then 
DRAII lefthand 
GET KEY tr uh 
END IF 
END SUB 
SUB ri ght 
LET dxr =letxr•ax)-letxr•in) 





IF ana=121 or ani=89 and vec=78 or vec•110 then 
DRAII anaglyph 
ELSE IF 1n1=0 then 
CLEAR 
DRAII righthand 
GET KEY trash 
ELSE IF ana•78 or ina=110 then 
CLEAR 
















LET x 4 !i I =xo+dx 
















SET ltODE "hires" 
OPEN 111 screen 0, 1, o, 1 
SET WINDOM ••l•in, •xl1ax, •Yllin, •Yllax 
BOX LINES •xllin,Mxltax,Myllin,•yllax 
PLOT TEXT ,AT MXllin+.6,Myllin+.5:"LEFT HAND PSEUDO VECTORS" 
FOR i=l to n 






8 plots outline S 
IF ans= 121 or ans=89 then 
FOR i=2 to np 
IF dc!i-11=8 then 
PLOT eSxcl!il,rSycl(il; 








SET ltODE "hires• 
OPEN 11: scrttn 01 11 01 1 
SET WINDOM .wxr1in, •xraax, wyr1in, •vr•ax 
PLOT TEXT ,AT •xrlin+.61Myrlin+.5:"RI6HT HAND PSEUDO VECTORS' 
CALL frail 








t plots the outline 8 
IF ans= 121 or ans=89 then 
FOR i=2 to np 
IF dcli-11=8 thtn 
PLOT etxcrlil,rtycrlil; 









OPEN 11: screen 0, 1, o, 
SET "ODE 'graphics' 
SET NINDOM wxl•in, wxl1ax, wyl1in, wyl1ax 
PLOT TEXT ,AT wxllin+.6,wyllin+.7:'AMA&LYPH VECTORS• 
SET COLOR "red• 







l plots outline t 
IF ans= 121 or ans=89 then 
FOR i=2 to np 
IF dcli-11=8 thtn ! flag of the cursor 
PLOT ehcl Hl,rtycl HI; ! this lifts the pen 





SET COLOR •green• 
FOR i=l to n 








l plots the outline 8 
IF ant= 121 or ans=89 then ! ASCII CODES 121=y 89•Y 
FOR i=2 to np 
IF dcli-11=8 then 
PLOT etxcrlil,rtycrlil; 
ELSE IF dcli-1l<>S then 
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GET KEY trash 
CLOSE I I 
END PICTURE 
!lll lllllllllllllllllllllllll plotter routines ********'********'******** ! 
SUB plotxy !plot for x y z displaceaent vectors 
LET cx=-100 
LET cy=10 
LET dxl =tfglxlaaxl-!fglxlainl 









PRINT 12:"papu";2501600,"pd" 1250,7600; 
PRINT 12:"papd";25017b001 10900,7b00; 
PRINT 12:"papd";l09001 7bOO,l0900,bOO;"pu"; 
PRINT 12:"papd";10900,600;250,600;"pu•;•;• 
PRINT 12:" iw';650,800110000,7200;";" 
PRINT 12:"sc•;wxlain;wxlaax;wylain;wylaax;•;• 







l plots the outline l 
IF ans= 121 or ans=89 then 
PRINT 12:"papu";fgtxc!ll+cx;gtyc(ll+cy;•;• 
PRINT 12:"spl" 
FOR i=2 to np 
IF dc(i-11=8 then 
PRINT 12:"papd";fglxctil+cx;gtyc!il+cy;•;• 





a plots the details l 
PR INT 12:"iw" 




PRINT 12:"di-1,0;pd",~lb I Y DISPLACE"ENT VECTORS" 
PRINT 12:chr$131 
PRINT 12:"papu",lwxlaax+cxl/2,wylaax-190 
PRINT 12:"di-1,0;pd","lb Vectors aagnified x•;zaag 
PRINT 12:chr$13l 
PRINT 12:"papu",lwxlaax+cxl/2,wylaax-210 






















a plots the outline a 
IF ans= 121 or ans=89 then 
PRINT 12:"papu';fgaxcl11+cx;gaycl11+cy;•l• 
FOR i=2 to np 
IF dcli-11=8 then 
PRINT 12:"papd'Jfgaxclil+cx;glyclil+cy;•;• 









PRINT 12:"di-1 10;pd",'lb Z DISPLACE~NT VECTORS" 
PRINT 12:chr$131 
PRINT 12:"papu',lwxlaax+cxl/21wyiaax-190 
PRINT 12:"di-1,0;pd',"lb Vectors •atnifitd x•;zaag 
PRINT 12:chrSI31 
PRINT 12:'papu",lwxlaax+cxl/2,wylaax-210 






SUB plotl ! plots tht pseudo stereo vtctors LIR 
LET dxl =!fglxltix)-!fglxltin) 





















a plots the outline l 
IF ans= 121 or ans=89 then 
PRJMT 12:"pipu•; fglxcl!1)+c;glycl!ll;•;• 
FOR i=2 to np 
IF dc!i-11=8 then 
PRINT 12:"papd";fgaxcl!il+c;gaycl!i);•;• 









PRINT 12:"di-l,O;pd","lb LEFT HAND PSEUDO PHOTO • 
PRINT 12:chr$(3) 
PRINT 12:'papu',!•xltax+cl-5,•yltax-8; 
PRINT 12:"di-l,O;pd',"lb Space Vectors aagnified x';•ag 
PRINT 12:chr$!3l 
PRINT 12:"pipu",!•xlaax+c)-5,•yltax-9; 






LET dxr •!fglxraax)-!fglxrtin) 






















a plots the outline a 
IF ans= 121 or ans=B9 then 
PRINT 12:"papu";fgaxcrl1l+c;glycr!1l;";" 
FOR i=2 to np 
IF dc!i-ll=B then 
PRINT 12:"papd";fgaxcr!il+c;gaycr!il;";" 









PRINT 12:"di-1,0;pd";"lb RI6HT HAND PSEUDO PHOTO 
PRINT 12:chrS!3l 
PRINT 12:"papu•, lwxraax+cl-5,wyrtax-8 
PRINT 12:"di-l,O;pd";"lb Space Vectors lignified x";a~g 
PRINT 12:chrSI3l 
PRINT 12:"papu",lwxrtax+cl-5,wyraax-9 




!********************* calculates the tin and tax x,y ***********! 
SUB tintax 
FOR i=l to n 
IF xl!il = xltin then 
LET xltin = xllil 
ELSE IF xllil < xltin then 
LET xltin=xl (i) 
ELSE 
IF xl!il=xltax then 
LET xltu=xl li I 
ELSE IF xllil > xltax then 





FOR i=l to.n 
IF xrlil = xrain then 
LET xrain = xrlil 
ELSE IF xrlil < xrain then 
LET xnin=xrlil 
ELSE 
IF xrlil z xr11x then 
LET xr11x = xrlil 
ELSE IF xrlil > xr11x then 




FOR i=l to n 
IF yllil = yltin then 
LET ylain = yllil 
ELSE IF yllil < yltin then 
LET ylain = yllil 
ELSE 
IF yllil= yltix then 
LET ylliX = yllil 
ELSE IF yllil > yla1x then 




FOR i=l to n 
IF yrlil = yrtin then 
LET yrtin = yrlil 
ELSE IF yrlil < yrtin then 
LET yrain = yrlil 
ELSE 
IF yrlil = yr11x then 
LET yr11x = yrlil 
ELSE IF yrlil > yr11x then 











l include <stdlib.h> 
void i1p () 
{ 









unsigned char chksu11c; 
char kill = 't'; 
Mhilel kill != 'q ' l < 
printfl" CONYERTIN6 AND PRINTIN6 I"A6ES FOR TEKTRONIX PRINTER \n"l; 
printfl" \n\n"l; 






" 5 : deb " 
It argv£11=\pip\i\ II 
It argv[1J=\pip\i\deb tl 
printfl" CONYERTIN6 AND PRINTING I"A6ES FOR TEKTRONIX PRINTER \n"l; 
printfl" \n\n"l; 
printfl" 1. for OBJECT i1age \n"l; 
printfl" 2. for CONTROl \n"l; 
printfl" 3. for STEREO VECTOR i1age \n"l; 
printfl" \n\n"l; 
printf(" Enter nu1ber of your choice 1 "l; 
ch=getchll; 








strcatlargv[1l,ext11; It argv[1]a\pip\i\debo tl 
printf(" Enter breath nuaber and in or out i.e. 1i : "I; 
scanfl"%s",ext11; 

















strc•tl•rgv£1l,extll; /t ~rgv£11=\pip\i\debvlo t/ 
bre•k; 
} 
printfl"~rgv£1] = xs•,argv[lll; 
strcpylargv£21,"\\pip\\iep\\Z•I; /t argv£2l=Z t/ 
printfl"\n\n BUSY CONVERTIN6 IMA&E FOR TEKTRONIX \n"l; 
/t signon 1essage 
cprintfl"lcXc"atrox to Tektronix 4693D itage converterlclc", 
OxOd,OxOa,OxOd,OxOal; 
cprintfi'Copyright ICI N. Parkyn - 19881c1c",Ox0d,Ox0al; t/ 
• (not listed due to copyright infringtentl 
printfl"\n\n SENDING TO TEKTRONIX \n\n•l; 
printf(' Ensure Tektronix is connected and switched on \n•l; 
printfl" Match Tektronix display \n•l; 
printfl" Press SPACE BAR to continue : "l; 
cht = getchll; 
while( cht != 32 l { 
cht = getchll; 
} 
printfl"\n TRANSFERIN6 ---MATCH TEKTRONIX J"A6E DISPLAY \n"l; 
syste•("\\pip\\iep\\tpi \\pip\\i1p\\Z "l; 
printf(• \n•l; 
printf(" \n"l; 
printf(" Do you wish to do •nothtr i1age for a patient y/n : ··l; 
while( cht != 'y' •• cht != 'n' ll cht != 'Y' ll cht != 'N' ) { 
cht = getchll; 
} 
if( cht=='y' II cht=='Y' l 
kill='t'; 
} 













void gnph () 
{ 
It To find ASCII chiricter codes look in Dr. Hahn's TRUE BASIC book p313 t/ 
/tor hold down Alt key and type in code no., release Alt key for code t/ 
void a ode II; 
chir c1 = !1961; 
ch•r c2 = !1791; 
ch•r c3 = !2181; 
ch.r c4 = !1911; 
ch.r c5 = !1921; 
ch•r c6 = !2171; 
thir c7 = !2051; 
ch.r c8 = (18611 
ch•r c9 = !2011; 
ch.r clO = !1871; 
char ell = (2001; 
char c12 = !1881; 
char ch; 
int t = 0; 
/t code 196 = - tl 
/t code 179 = 1 t/ 
It code 218 = r *' 
It code 191 = l t/ 
It code 192 = at 
It code 217 = J t/ 
It code 205 = = at 
It code 186 = 1 t/ 
It code 201 = f t/ 
It code 187 = l t/ 
/a code 200 = tl 
It code 188 = J t/ 
/UU BABY PR06RA" HEADIN6 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaattl 
printf("lc", c9ll 
for tt=l; tt<70l •• tprintft"1c",c7 Ill t++l; 
printft"lc \n",c10l; 
printf ( "lc 
printf("lc 
printft "lc NEAR REAL TI~ ~ASURE"ENT 
printf ( "1c 
printf ( "1c 




EJ printft"lc printft'lc 
printf ('lc -[_]-
printft'lc J L 
printf ( "1c 
printf('lc 
printf ('lc Copyrighttcl B.A.6TSCHOM 1989 
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1c \n", c8, c8l; 
1c \n", c8, c8l 1 
1c \n", c8, cBl; 
1c \n", c8, c8l1 
1c \a", c8, cBl; 
1c \n", c8, c8l; 
1c \n", c8, c81; 
1c \n", c8, c8l; 
1c \n", c8, c8l; 
1c \n', cB, c8l; 
1c \n', c8, c8l J 
1c \n", c8, c81; 
1c \n', c8, cBI; 
1c \n", cB, ell; 
1c . \n", cB, c811 
1c \n", cB, c8l; 
printfl'lc 
printf ('lc 
printf I 'lc 
printf I 'lc 
printfl'lc 
printfl'lc', clll; 
Dtpirtlent of Surveying 
University of Cipe Ta.n 
forlt=l; lt<701 '' lprintfl'lc",c7ll; t++l; 
printfl"lc \n",c121; 
forlt=l; lt<ll '' lprintfl' \n"ll; t++l; 
printfl"\n Press SPACE BAR to continue : 'I; 
ch = bdosi7,0,0l; 
} 
while( ch ~= 32 I { 




I* set screen 1ode i.e. TEXT BIN, di1ensions 80x25, aonochroae *I 
void 1ode () 
{ 
union R£65 r; 
r.h.ih = 0; 
r.h.il = 2; 
int8610x10, ''' •rl; 
} 
It cleir the screen tl 
void clsO 
{ 
union RE6S r; 
r.h.ih = 6; 
r.h.il = 0; 
r.h.ch s 0; 
r.h.cl = 0; 
r.h.dh = 24; 
r.h.dl = 79; 
r.h.bh = 7; 
int8610x10, •r, •rl; 
} 




union RE6S r; 
r.h.ih = 2; 
r.h.dh = x; 
r.h.dl = y; 
r.h.bh s 0; 
It sets video 1ode 
II 80x25 BIN 
'* see p•ge 625 on•ards II screen scroll code 
'* start ro• '* shrt coluan '* end rOM '* end colUIII '* blank line is black 
*' *' 
*' *' 
*' " " 
It cursor iddressing function tl '* r01 co-ordinate tl 
It coluan co-ordinlh t1 
It video plgt tl 
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tc \n', cB, cBI; 
lc \n", cB, cBI; 
tc \n', cB, cBI; 
lc \n', cB, cBI; 
tc \n', cB, cBI; 
int8610x101 •r, •rl; 
} 
II CURSOR t/ 




ta To find ASCII character codes look in Dr. Hahn's TRUE BASIC book p313 t/ 
ta or hold do.n Alt key and type in code no., release Alt key for code at 
void 1odeO; 
char cl = U961; 
char c2 = 11791; 
char c3 = 12181; 
char c4 = 11911; 
char c5 = U921; 
char c6 • 1217!; 
char c7 = 12051; 
char c8 = 11861; 
char c9 = 1201); 
char clO = 11871; 
char ell = 12001; 
char c12 • 11881; 
char c13 = 12551; 
char ch; 
int t = 0; 
/t code 196 = - at 
It code 179 = 1 t/ 
It code 218 = r S/ 
It code 191 = l t/ 
IS code 192 = Sl 
IS code 217 = J t/ 
IS code 205 = • Sl 
ta code 186 = 1 t/ 
It code 201 = i t/ 
IS code 187 = l t/ 
It code 200 • tl 
ta code 188 = I S/ 
It code 255 = blank t/ 
/ttsa KEY INSTRUCTIONS aaatsaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaat 
1ode (); 
printfi"X-22c nnnnnnnnnn rl rl rl \n",ct31; 
1 \n","PARTIAL KEYBOARD VIEN"I; 
printf I"X-22s LJ LJ u LJ LJ LJ LJ LJ LJ LJ pen 1 1 1 1 25 1 \n", "with ne• key functions" I; 
I HOllE I I I IPgiJp I \n", 'for the cross IOVtHftt'l; 
printfl'l-22s screen cenire L-....1 L-....1 L-....1 \n•,•on the PHILIPS 1onitor"l; 
printfl"l-22s \n"," "I; 
printfl"l-22c flws I~E I!Pg Upl r:.J· n Ill \n",c13); 
printfi"X-22c top I I \n",c131; 
1 I I 1 1 1 1 \n , PRESS < ENTE > • I ; 
printf "X-2~s L-....1 L-....1 L-....1 L-....1 L-....1 L-....1 \n",'TO SAYE POINT NHEM "I; 
printfl'l-22s ~ ~~~~o lp" D•l r:J w \n","AT CORRECT POSITION"I; printfl"l-22c ft ~ 1 1 \n",c13l; 
printfl"l-22s bottl 25 1 \n',"< q >'I; 
printfl'l-22s 1ri9htll 25 1 1 1 g 1 \n","TD QUIT DlliiTISIM6" I; 
printfl"l-22c L-...1 L-...1 L-....1 L-...1 \n",c131; 
printfi"X-22c J rl \n',c131; 
11 1 25 1 \n",ct31; 
printfi"X-22c I II I \n",c13l; 
printfi"X-22c INS 25 DEL \n",c131; 
printfl'l-22s 1.'7lrtjj}~ L.-J \n",strU; 
printfl"l-22s ~~L..:,_J \ll',str21; 
priRtfl" \n"l; 
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,rintfl' Digitise pt no x y grey 
forlt=1;1t<791 •• lprintfl'lc',c711; t++l; 
printfl' \n'l; 
} 




lla, X Y \n'l; 
/t To find ASCII character codts look in Dr. Hahn's TRUE BASIC book p313 t/ 
It or hold do•n Alt key and type in code no., release Alt key for code t/ 
void 1ode o; 
char c1 = 11961; 
char c2 = 11791; 
char c3 = 12181; 
char c4 = 11911; 
chir c5 = 11921; 
char c6 = 12171; 
char c7 = 12051; 
char c8 = 11861; 
char c9 = 12011; 
char c10 = 11871; 
char ell = 12001; 
char c12 = 11881; 
char c13 = 12551; 
char ch; 





printf I '%c 




printf I 'lc 
printf l'%c 
printfl'lc 
printf I 'lc 
printf l'lc 









/t code 196 = - t/ 
It code 179 = 1 t/ 
It code 218 = r tl 
/t code 191 = l t/ 
It codt 192 = t/ 
/t code 217 = J t/ 
It code 205 = = t/ 
'* code 186 = 1 *' '* code 201 = f *' '* code 187 = I *' 
It code 200 = *' 
I* code 188 = I *' 
I* code 255 = blank 8/ 




1. 1 PIX. 
2. 5 PIX. 
JtmPS 
ENTER QUIT 
ltOYE ltOUS£ TO IIOYE CURSOR 011 SCREEN 




%c \n', c13, c 13l; 
lc \n', c13, c131; 
%c \n', c13, em; 
lc \n', c131 c131; 
1c \n', c13, c131; 
lc \n', c13, c13l; 
lc \n', c13, c131; 
lc \n', c13, c13l; 
1c \n', c13, c13l; 
lc \n', c13, c131; 
1c \n', c13, c13l; 
lc \n', c13, c131; 
lc \n' 1 ClJ, em J 
lc \n', ell, c13l; 
lc \n', c13, c13l; 
1c \n', c13, c13l; 
lc \n', c13, c13l; 
lc \n', c13, em; 
%c \n', c13, c13l; 
lc \n'' c13, em; 
printf(• Digitise pt no x y grey No. x y \n•); 
for!t=l; !t<79l U !printf(•xc•,cm; t++l; 
printf (• \n"l; 
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APPENDIX 22 README.DOC - TAG README DOCUMENT 
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README.BAT 
rem This batch file runs the typing of readme.doc 
rem for TAG on screen. 
echo on 
rem The README.DOC will be called up on screen 
rem 
rem PRESS PAUSE TO STOP THE SCROLLING OF THE DOCUMENT 
rem PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE SCROLLING 
rem PRESS Ctrl Break TO EXIT OUT OF README.DOC 
rem 







The readme.doc can either be read by calling it up on an editor 
such as Hinder or PC Tools or on a programming editor such as 
True Basic. Readme.doc can also be called up on screen by using 
a batch file Readme.bat. 
Both the Readme.doc and the Readme.bat are in the . directory 
c:\barb\tag on the IBH computer. 
To run TAG the user has to be in the TAG directory, i.e c:\barb\tag 
The user then has to type the words TAG and press the enter button. 
It is assumed that the user of the system _has an understanding of 
the process involved at the hospital and knows something about 
photogrammetry and how to view the stereophotographs in three 
dimensions. 
( In the Readme.doc this process of typing in the word and pressing 
the enter button will be referred to as simply: Enter TAG) 
TAG 
TAG can be viewed as a glorified digitiser. It replaces the 
traditonal process of developing the photographs, placing them 
in a stereoscomparator and measuring the points on the images, 
using the computer connected to the stereocomparator to calculate 
30 co-ordinates. TAG replaces this time consuming process with a 
single computer system that only takes minutes to obtain final 
results in graphical form. 
Once TAG has been called up, the Title page is called up on screen. 
At the bottom of the page the wording "Press SPACE BAR to continue" 
appears. On pressing the space bar the main menu of TAG is called 
up. 
( Throughout TAG single response keys do not need to be entered, 
they are immediately accepted when the key is hit. If there is 
no program response, the wrong key has been entered. If the user 
is prompted to press the space bar to continue, the program will 
not progress until the space bar and only the space bar has been 
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eneterd. This prevents the user from inputting an incorrect 
response. The only draw back is that the user can not quit the 
program at such a response stage as the program will not accept 
the Ctrl Break command. The Ctrl Break command will only be 
accepted at a command that requires several keystrokes and an 
enter command.) 
MAIN MENU 
The main menu consists of: 







5. Image printing to Tektronix 
0. Quit 
Enter number of your choice : _ 
The main menu follows the sequence of events that need to occur 
to obtain the final results. By entering the number of the 
desired option, that option is called up. 
" 1. Image transfer to IBM from video " 
Images of a video session of a patient have to be transferred 
from the video machine to the IBM. On screen instructions are 
given on how to connect the video machine to the IBM computer. 
The · patient's name then has to be eneterd (4 or less keystrokes 
must be used for the patient's name, as the other 4 permissible 
keystrokes for a file name are used for labelling the different 
data files for the patient). The user is then asked whether he 
wishes to "Transfer a control frame image? y/n". If yes on 
screen instructions follow on how to operate the video machine 
and freeze the correct image. Pressing the SPACE BAR activates 
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the image transfer process. 
After the control image has been transferred, the user is asked 
whether he wishes to "Transfer an object ( patient ) image? y/n " . 
I f yes the user is asked the number of the breath and whther it ' s 
at the extreme of the breath in or out of the breathing cycle, 
e . g. 1i - breath: 1, extreme breath in: i. 
The same procedure is followed for the transfer of object images 
a s it was for control images. 
The user is given the option to transfer further object images of 
that patient o r to process another video session of another 
patient . If no more image transfers are required, the user is 
r e t urned to the main menu. 
" 2. Menu : Oigitising" 
Option 2 of the main menu is for digitising the images that have 
b een transferred to the IBM. 
Menu : Oigitising consists of 
Stereo control image -





Stereo object (patient) 
Stereo object (patient) 
5. Single image 
6. Patient ' s outline 
0. Return to MAIN MENU 
the following options: 
LEFT 
RIGHT 
image - LEFT 
image - RIGHT 
Suboptions 1 to 5 all operate in a similar manner, all using the 
same subprogram to perform the digitising. Suboption 6 can only 
b e operated when 30 co-ordinates for points on the image, that is 
being used to digitise the outline, exist. The 30 co-ordinates are 
r equired for the transformation of the outline. 
Suboption 1 - Stereo control image - LEFT 
-- -------------- - -------------298 ________ _ 
ips display monitors 
on. The user then has to enter the patient ' s name and what 
c ontrol frame was used the small or the large one. 
An image of the control frame for that patient is brought up on 
the left monitor. On the right monitor the image of the control 
frame specified by the user is brought up, with all the control 
points numbered. This serves as a guide for digitising the 
patient ' s control frame image. On both monitors the right part of 
the image is blocked out and on the left monitor the words 
.. DIGITI SE LEFT IMAGE" appear so that the user will only digit ise the 
left part of the stereo image. 
The user then has to enter the number of the points that are not 
visible on the patient's control frame image in ascending order. 
From this the computer can allocate the correct numbers to the 
points digitised to correlate them with the previously determined 
3D co-ordinates of the control points. 
The keyboard menu is then called up on the IBM screen to show the 
user how to operate the keys to move the cursor on the image on 
the control image . The last two lines of the menu consist of: 
" Digitise pt. no X y grey No. X y 
2 103 214 212 1 10.4 51.2" 
and show the user what the co-ordinates of the present cursor 
position are, the number and co-ordinates of the last point to be 
entered and the number of the next control point to be digitised. 
The cursor is moved form control point to control point, in the 
order specified by the computer. The cursor must be placed at the 
approximate centre of a control point before pressing the enter 
button. 
At the end of the digitising sessionpress q for quitting. The 
user is returned to the digitising menu. 
Suboption 2 - Stereo control image - RIGHT 
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This suboption is the "mirror image " of sub opti on 1, performing 
t he same routine except on t he righ t p a r t o f the stereo contro l 
i mag e instead o f the l e ft. 
Subop t i on 3 - Ster e o ob j ect ( pati e n t ) image - LE FT 
The pati e nt ' s name and the breath number e.g. 1 i must be entered. 
The image is then diplayed on the left Phillips monitor. 
Th e user is then asked whether this is the first breathing frame 
of t he patient. The patient object images all have four fiducial 
marks t o relate the different object images to one another, as a 
v ideo shift may have occured on transfer of the video images to 
t he IBM. If it is the first frame the fiducial co-ordinates of 
the first frame are written to a separate file to serve a 
r eference for subsequent images. The user is then instructed to 
fi rst digitise the four fiduical marks and then the left object 
p oints. These po i nts must be always observed in the same order 
fo r eacg object image of that patient, so that they are always 
nu mbered in the same order. Before digitising the user has to 
c heck that points to be digitised a~e clearly visible on both the 
l eft and right stereo image. Both the left and right iamge of a 
p oint must be digitised to be able to calculate three dimensional 
c o-ordinates for that point. 
The keyboard menu and the digitising process is the same as 
d escribed in suboption 1 of the digitising menu. 
Suboption 4 - Stereo object (patient) image - RIGHT 
This suboption is very similar to suboption 3 of the digitising 
menu , except that it digitises the right object image instead of 
t he left object image of a stereo pair . 
. Suboption 5 - Single image 
Th is suboption was created for research and checking purposes and 
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is not as user friendly as the other options of the TAG system as 
it does npt have a specific purpose. The user must enter the full 
image name, Le. namec or "nameoli" for control and object images 
respectively. The file name and extension to which the data is to 
be written must also be enterd. (All data created by TAG is written 
as text to text files. A experienced computer user will not have 
any problems editing data files using a text editor. Normally this 
should not be done, but in research work it is sometimes the 
quickest way to achieve results.) 
The keyborad menu and the digitising process is the same as the 
previous suboptions. 
Suboption 6- Patient ' s outline 
As mentioned earlier this suboption is only to be run if 3D 
co-ordinates for this image have been calculated. 
The user must enter the patient's name and the breath number of 
the image he wishes to digitise. The image is displayed on the 
left hand monitor. If 3D co-ordinates do not exsist for this 
image the user is asked whether he wishes to calculate them. 
If yes the user is taken to the calculating menu to calculate 
them else he is returned to the digitising menu. 
If 3D co-ordinates exist the user is asked to enter the numbers 
of two diagonally opposite object points, one in hip and one in 
shoulder region. These points are required to transform the 
patient's outline. 
The user is then informed that the digitiser works on point or 
stream, in point mode only points that are enterd are written to 
a data file, in stream mode every cursor position is written to 
file. 
The cursor still operates on the normal keyboard layout, but for 
the patient's outline the mouse can also be used and the mouse 
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layout is on screen during digitising. First the two diagonally 
opposite points must be digitised and the user is prompted by the 
instruc~ions on screen. The mouse layout is then slightly altered 
showing the user that the digitiser is in point mode and can be 
c hanged to stream mode by .entering the key z and back to stream 
mode by entering the key x. The mode, in which the cursor is 
p resently is displayed in, is displayed on screen. 
In point mod e t he c ursor is moved to the start of the outline 
using the mouse. Changing to stream mode the user can then start 
t o digitise the outline. The right mouse menu, as indicated by 
t he mouse layout i s used to quit at the end of the session. 
Processing time to return to the digitising menu may appear slow. 
This is due to the transformation calculations taking place at 
t he end of the program to transfrom the outline into the 3D 
c o-ordinate system of the patient. 
" 3 . Menu : Calculations " 
Two suboptions exsist in this menu : 
1. B parameters for a camera set up 
2. 3D co-ordinates of object points 
0. Return to MAIN MENU 
Suboption 1 - B parameters for a camera set up 
Suboption 1 of the calculating menu is used to calculate the 
B parameters for a camera set up, i.e . for the set up for that 
particular patient. The B parameters must be calculated before 
t he 3D co-ordinates as they are needed to calculate those 
c o-ordinates. 
The user has to enter the patient ' s name, whether the large or 
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small control frame was used and whether a soft and hardcopy 
output of accuracies is required. Soft copy - on screen, 
Hard copy - on a printout, if no hardcopy is required the results 
will only appear on screen. 
If a hard copy is required the user is asked to ensure that the 
printe r is connected and ON LINE. As both the printer and the 
Tektronix image printer use the same printer cable, this has to 
be moved from printer to Tektronix. The printer devices should 
only be connected if they are switched off, else they might blow 
their fuses. 
Re sults that appear on screen ( and printer) only 18 accuracies 
are printed at a time to give the user time to peruse them. Press 
Space Bar continues the accuracy output. Only accuracies of common 
control points can be calculated and printed due to the nature of 
the transformation. 
Suboption 2 - 30 co-ordinates of object points 
The user has to enter the patient's name and the breath number, 
e.g. 1i. Again the user is asked whether a soft and hardcopy of 
the results is required. The same procedure for the printer is 
fo llowed as in the previous suboption, if a hardcopy is required. 
"4. Menu : Graphics" 
Option 4 of the main menu, menu graphics, consists of the 
following: 
1. Stereo vectors on stereo video frame 
2. Displacement & 30 vectors - soft and hardcopy 
0. Return to MAIN MENU 
Su boption 1 - Stereo vectors on stereo video frame 
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The user must enter the patient ' s name and the breath out and 
breath in for which the vectors are to be drawn, e.g. lo and li. 
Vectors are plotted on the image of the breath out, i.e. on lo, 
on the left monitor. Usually vectors plotted at their original 
size are very small and therefore a different magnification is 
required. The user is prompted for a different magnification? y/n. 
If yes the video image is refreshed and the vectors are plotted 
at the new magnification. The user is then asked whether he wishes 
to save this image. This process of changing magnification and 
storing is repeated until the user is happy with the vectogram. 
This vectogram is then saved. 
The user is then asked whether he wishes to process another 
vectogram. If yes the whole process is repeated, if no the user 
is returned to the graphics menu. 
Suboption 2 - Displacement & 30 vectors - soft an·d hardcopy 
The user is informed that the program plots the displacement 
vectors in the X-Y plane and the 30 vectors, using the breath 
in and breath out data, both on screen and on the HP plotter. 
This pr~gram is written in True Basic and is called up by TAG 
which is written in C language, therefore the calling of this 
program and the calculation time of this program are slower in 
comparison to the other programs. 
The user has to enter the patient's name, the breath number 
e.g. 1, and whether an outline is required. 
The user is then asked wether he requires to view the 
displacement vectors. If yes, the XY displacement vectors 
and the Z displacement vectors are plotted on screen. 
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The user is given the option to plot the displacement vectors 
on the HP plotter. If plots are required the user is given 
time to change the paper between plots. 
The user is then given the option to view the stereo vectors. The 
user is asked whether this is a left or a right picture. As with 
the displacement vectors the stereo vectors are first plotted on 
screen and the option exsists to plot them on the plotter. 
The last option of this program is an anaglyph. The user is 
i nformed that this is only for colour screens and therefore not 
visible on the IBM, which has a monochrome screen. On a computer 
with a colour screen the left an right vectors are plotted in red 
and green respectively. The vectors can be observed in three 
dimensions through a pair of spectacles with one green and one red 
l ens. At the end of the program the user is returned to the 
graphics menu. 
" 5. Image printing to Tektronix" 
The user must enter the patient's name. The image printing menu is 
then called up on screen: 
1. for OBJECT image 
2. for CONTROL image 
3. for STEREO VECTOR image 
The program to process the images to convert them for the 
Tektronix takes a couple of minutes and uses up 787K of memory. 
If the harddrive is already full the processing of the image can 
not take place. The program has to be stopped and space made on 
the harddrive before the program can be run. 
Once the image is processed, the user is prompted to ensure that 
the Tektronix has been connected and switched on and to watch the 
display panel on the Tektronix. Pressing the SPACE BAR starts the 
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t ransfer of the image from the IBM to the Tektronix. The display 
p anel indicates to the user the stage of processing the image 
p rint. 
After the image has been sent to the Tektronix the IBM is " freed ". 
The user is then ab l e to process another image or return to the 
main menu. 
END OF README.DOC 
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